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PREFACE 
I. 
~,,,, ..... 
. . .. ~ 
~ 
. -
- - --,- - - ~~ :· - - •• -: ~-- - -- - -- - .. J -- -
I 
- - ---- --
.J. 
-~-
' "'': 
~ .As we look . backward. in tiDJ.e and southward in space, tht9~f3 is a 
·---·-·:- - '·····- -- -- --
$ ·1 ~ 
·i\ 
striking similarity in this, the decade following the Korean War~! to 
another decade, that .folloiring the first World War. Now, as then, there 
~are revolutions, but we are slot-1 to recognize them unless they are violent. 
In the 1960's, as in the 1920's the United States begins to 
realize that it,,has neglected its neighbors to the south, and that a dis-
.. 
torted image of los Estados Unidos also exists in Hispanic ·lm.erica •. However, 
most North .Americans have been looking at South America through a distorted 
' 
lens also. 
.· ~_/ · ~vt_ 
This paper will attempt to define the type of j.mage that the American j 
press drew of .America to the sout~ during the administrations of presidents 
Harding and co·olidge. 
Just as the ending of that period previewed the begining of a period 
I . 
of friendship between the Unite Sta es and Latin America, so it is hoped 
that the early 1960's will also provide a preview of a better relationship 
among the tAmericas. 
,, 
It is difficult to find a proper term for reference to the republics 
south and southeast of the United S_tates. Although the terms '':Lat~ ·American 
and "Hispanic .America" are used somewhat inter-changeably_in this paper, 
r ,'.~ ~-. 
there is a realizatioQ.- that m'3ither term is perfect. In addition, b;~all.se ., 
\ 
of the factors of geography and trade, i~ was found that most of the interest 
in the journals consulted was directed toward those republics in Central 
.America, the Caribbean; and.the North American republic, Mexico. 
' f 
.. 
. 
,- ~ .,, - , - .. . ·- a• ,,. • ..,. . ... .~ -
• -~: •·• )i 
',~· .. ,--. - -- :-·_::-~s~,~·;wen-the .. terms-Latin America or~-Bispanic America are used in the_ ~ 
' . 
.I. 
•:r ..... 
'$/ • .• • 
) ' . ··, . ... .. - ~- . . - ·-·-··- -·- . ·----- ·- - - -· .. . .. . !:,<_ . . . '.. . . .. ··'- ··--· ---· ·, 
text, reference is generall,: beillg made to tho·se ·republics which galned: ---· 
their independence from the French and Spanish, and which lay north of 
~. . ' 
·colombia.· ··· 
. . 
This .paper is intended to be an intellectual history--a history of 
4 • 
American thougll,t, as reflected in the press, ~oward the La.tin American 
republics other than those in South America during an eight year period. 
- . 
Further, there will be an attempt to define the effect of, this press 
·opinion, upon·· the formulation of the ·Latin American policy of the times. 
(t 
The source of this thought was gleaned primarily from editorials in major 
' 
daily newspapers and from periodical journals. It must be realized that 
the impressions noted present something of a cross-section of the American r 
· · -~ ·Bress, although those journals were selected that were thought to be most 
influential in guiding ·'!,Pinion. 
There _is a full realization.that the method has many limitations, 
' I -· 0 " 
especially as a source of diplomatic history. Q Some important events are 
. ·~ 
not even noted in this paper; some are treated sketchily, This is primarily 
"t 
because they were not, in the 1920' s, considered to be newsworthy. Perhaps 
they.were unnoticed because taey were overshadowed by something more 
spectacular--a prize fight or a scandal. P~rhaps they were not noted 
.. ~ 
,. 
because there was no reporter on the scene. In some cases news was censored. 
' 
or suppressed. These shortcomings as ·well as any belonging to the author· -
~ ' 
are acknowledged. 
·--.. -- - ·- -~ · Tliere .:is-·thEr-·rurther- fa.ct-·-that- pre§-s -opinion is not necessarily 
•. j • r 
-
pu.blic opinion. Many times the difference between· propaganda and fact is . 
5:0 small as to be il1visible to the naked eye. The opinions o_f editorial 
writers are ·clouded by external pressures. Different individuals gain 
., .. , ' \j 
2 
• < , 
I . . . 
.. . -
. ,"'{ ~~· j ~ ... ~"'"JI<"\~ ...... 1 J • I , 1,, ,t\, J'lt'' '! J9.t,/1t.,!.t,,.,lf,., 
.l 
. . ~. . 
~ . . 
. 
·· · · ···. - ·· .·. y-aeying conclusions from the· s~e information. 
, '-------•s------:---r---•••---~-:-:.,~.C.,-·----~---:::--:-____::::::-.:-:-·- -• -- ---- 0 :-.~. • ' If.there is any thought 
• 
. .. J 
" . 
.y 
.... 
that the newspapers and magazines may be used as a gauge of public opirp.on; 
let it be realized that they are an imperfect gauge,. 
Acknowleggement is made to the invaluable aid of Dr. Charles A. Hale, 
. " 
.:who acted as adviser for ~his thesis. The staff of Lehig~ University, 
,. ·especially Mrs. Schaeffer, cheerfully guided and aided in the accumulation 
' ~ 
ot ma\erials. My wife, Mary Meier 'Leight, also aided (and suffered through) 
.i. . 
·..-: 
.• 
·~ 
this undertaking. To ·those listed above, _and to others who ·'gave aid and 
. comfort, thanks are extended. 'Fu.11 responsibility is accepted by the 
author for .. any errors. 
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, -- CHAPTER ONE 
.. ~. 
( 
l -JOURNALISM IN THE 1920-' s ... 
. ·~ 
~ 
l ~ ,. ,.-"i, • •.:·--· •' This paper· is concerned with the relationship of the American press to . ;:.--':' ~ 
-the foreign policy o~ the United.States toward Latin America during the 
"·· 
Harding and Coolidge administ1~ations. For the most p~tl the inte!J)retations ; 
of the role of the press will be extracted from the pages of the journals 
of the period, with some aid from secondary material. 
It would seem that the logical place for press opinion to be reflected 
would be upon the edito?-4ial pages. Although this is fundamentallly true, 
"-
there ill'e some·wealmesses in this approach. 
Editorials may do one of two things. They may aid in the attempt to 
, ... 
~, ~ 
,.( 
. . create public opinion or '.they may mer.ely reflect opinion. Although it is 
possible for an editorial to attempt to do both, the emphasis must be on one 
·or·~the other. In the period of the editor-o'Wl.ler, the emphasis was upon the 
"') creation of public- opinion. Such men as Greeley and Godkin thundered forth 
-~ 
their opinions nth the frank intention of guiding as mil.ch of the public 
mind as possible •. During the present century, possibly mainly·through the 
pressure of adv~rtising, 'With~its demand for large circulations, the emphasis 
has turned to the type of editorials which reflect the opinion of their readers. 
This reflective or_ "ivory tower" type of editoriaJ., as exemplified by 
the New York Times in the period under consideration, is generally .found·in 
. i 
·?.- I 
- ·. __ - - .,-... , ........ ,,. ...• ~-· .. ~ ..... ,. -~_, ..... ..:_. ,., .. , ........ __ .. _. -·>-······~-- ·-·----.,····-·-- . 
• • '"'"' ·•C" ,._, ••• • •, • ,,.r-~ • , "' • " " •, , ,. •··• ·,•;· • • "." •·,, •.•., "• •,, ,, , ,C ,•_,, > •j,IVL"' • " 
•••••• _ .... .Q ,•j"C., ·• .,, .. ····-· . -., , .. •.·.· --·· :••,·. -~·~,--- .... ·····--·•··- ···'"·•·· •· • .,. .... ,.. •·· ,. ··•• w.• ••• ,,.,,-, •. ·,4·· ··---•·······--· 
v • 
those journals which are rather well satisfied with conditions as they find 
them. They feel little need of crusading. Usually this type~of editorial is 
a reflection, itself, of the puQlisher. 
.. •/ 
-~· 
. -~. :: . ; . 
.' · .. ;. ' 
..; . 
.'.·,· 
:': 
,.:,.· 
'~ . 
. 
.. ~ ... ;. 
.. .. 
. . . 
. 
. ,--., .. . . \ . 
' iS' • 1 ' 9n · the. other ~hand, the · edi to1•1µ · which tries to. convert., or create· public . -
. 
' . 
. 
opinion is. 'not satisfied with -the conditions it finds. As an advocate of 
change, this type of editorial is found in those journals which are.con-
sidered liberal or radical. For these editorial writers, the interpretation , 
.. 
of the events under consideration is secondary. 
Only the vecy na1ve believe all of the editorializing is done on· that 
page set aside for editorials. In some papers, particulary the Hearst press, :-,,, 
,l"\'"'·1'"''"'"'"-"fr____. 
-~ 
·-·---- - -- ·---the news columns themselves may carry · edi toriaJ.s ~ ·· Newspapers may -try to ·iii= 
. 
·-. fiuence opinion by the omission ot :.certain news. Columnists have taken upon 
themselves some of the editorial power. , Even the writers·· of headlines exert 
influence, especially in the tabloid press. 
There is a temptation -to believe that public opinion is reflected . 
. 
. faithfully :through the press. · Un.fortunately, that is not al.WSY"s t&e ~~. 
" . 
.;, 
-~ 
Too many ~ericans .confine their .attention to the comic and sport pages, and 
, pay little attention to those pages dealing with domestic and foreign news 
and opinion. While it is probably true that the -~jority of the people who 
,' .. 
read editorials agree with them, it is equally true that most people who 
purchase a newspaper with an editorial policy that they dislike will ~voi~ 
reading the editorials and confine their attentions to the other features of 
the paper. In editorials as in novels, most people read what they want 
to read. 
. 
Thus far most of the comm.ents ·have been directed toward the daily press. 
1 .' 
·, 
. .... -.-,- .............. --, .. -· . ·--:-.7 
-.-... -·'<•··~----- ·- ·-·-·-------~·-·····---- .. Among the periodi.-cals-theref was-··a. ~greater' ·attempt by the. weeklies to influence 
a 
. .. 
. J 
. 
~public_opinion than in the monthly publications •. Outstanding in.this respect 
were the liberal magazines of opinion, such as the l~ation and the New 
~ 
ReEublic.. Among the neiqspapers the ·strongest loyalties were usually directed 
, . 
··''.'' ····:···:·:·: ,"·•·!·~-'.'"'"•.:·: ... _,-: :·~- :· •.'•!_ ··;.-'"' ···:·.··· ·--~- ;.~-:-:··.=·.--.. ········ ....................... ~ . . - ---·-········· .... ~--·.··~--.:::~:-··-~---··-·-; - ······:··-·"' ·.:·--·.-~,- --,::· 
I • 
;_: ··,i;; 
,-
{: 
' 
" :,; 
I. £,•: 
{;'· () 
!.. ... 
., 
.. 
.. ,. ,., 
' 
.. . ... ; .. 
. ,· 
. .r 
i '\ 
. 
.: ·-
.,. 
. ' 
~-
. ~ 
' 
. .. to a political party.· In the case of·~ the. liberal weeltlies the strongest 
Ml 
, 
...... ~ 
~ 
~ . 
. . 
' . 
. 
~ ._r loyaa:ty was directed to a ·particular policy, or group of policies. ' In so 
. ~ . 
• 
• J 
• 
far as they gave support to a particular political leader, ·they· gave the • 
. ; 
. 
. 
support because of a certain policy he was following at that time. On ~ 
another issue, another man supporting a different viewpoint might be 'the . 
. . 
-_recipient of editorial support from the liberals~ ~~ . . 
n' 
'· In the sense of long-time influence, these liberal journals imposed a greater impact upon policy and opinion than is realized from their small 
circulations. Their value was that they reached the influential people, 
those with ideas and ideals •. Standing as they do, away from the center ·of, power, the liberal journals had a certain air of detachment,·c.of alo"C>fness. 
The liberals, in their attempt to influence opinion, expressed a temper 
of mind, rather than any organized movement. In that they ~e separated from the main ·course of events their attention was often directed toward · " }similar movements in other countries. So, du.ring the period following _the . 
. World War, they fOWld themselves in the situation of supporting th~ greatest isolationists, while they themselves were internationally nrlnded. Although/ 
a 
< 
these journals wer~ the target of a great deal of criticism from the more 
conservative rµ-ess, they found that most of their aims were gradually 
achieved, although they :received little credit for achievements. 
Vecy different from the liberal weeklies of opinion were the. mass~_ · 
,circulation weeklie~ and monthlies. As they were in big business in a big " _ f _ ----. .. -· -~~. th=~ r~ected ano,ther po3:J1t oJ. view. During the period·under consiaer-!f ation, they exhibited an almost unbroken~ refle'aion of conten;tfient.·,:·-- In their I eyes, there was no need for change •. Like the conservative dailies, these f· I' li! 
~Wt' If ~ 1, 
·1~. : ... ;·;_:····.: 
" ?;-
~ I ti 
lo/:t 
I i1i_,_: ~ )i"''; ' ~\ . :1~: ,,,.·,,/ 
. j: 
~j: 
~).f'. 
_-_,{ 
. " 
.journ.als were the defenders of the status quo. 
v4'· 
·"' 
.. 
\ 
./ 
.,. 
~:' '. ·' . 
. . . 
• ·~ ........... :-.•. , ..... , .• 0 ..•. ,. ........ ' 
+ 
,r 
.. --- -·- ...• · ~"'-·-· ·--,~ -
·~. 
·, ., ., . ' ',,. "'" •. """ .. ""'i~• .. -=-J 
With· their emphasis on mass circulation and income from advertising, 
"· ..... .> 
. .~ . ... 
most- of those journals having; great cireuiations (and, indeed, many ot ·those 
having SD1aller circulations) found themselves, for one reason or another, 
following an editorial policy which reflected the viewpoint of the b~siness 
interests. A~ the policy"'IJla.b';.ers of the- Republican administrations were also, i-
. 
. . . 
. -- . . . . . -
,_ --
. in the main, those who had been successful in the accumulation of capital, 
.~ 
•, 
they also felt a kin~hip to the interests of business • 
. ~- ,· 
The conservative interests-· .. injournalism, in business, or in the 
government--ten9,ed to support those policies which would seek to support or 
. -
" 
extend the comparitively high standard of living existing in America ~t the 
time. · To a certain extent, therefore, this rationalized the· exploitation/ of · r 
smaller nations as suppliers of raw materials. If .this exp~oitation by 
.<-
·;;, 
capitali·stio ·methods could be accomplished by submerging it ,beneath hmnan-· 
·' ~ 1 ~~ 
itarian aims so much the better. 
As the tropical nations of the Caribbean and Central America were the 
source of raw materials and were located in a strategic position/relative to 
the Panama Canal, conservative interests supported; the use of diplomacy or 
( 
even of force to maintain inter-American trade. In the vtewpoint of these 
' 
interest$, the Panama Can·a1 had to be protected, primarily, as a protection 
. . 
.. ..,, 
-
for trade. 
As,, exemplifie.d · by the business interests, -and supported. by the con-. 
servati,,e ·Jqt1rn;1.l,s, -cnere 1ms a great confidence in the system of capitalism 
as practiced by Americans·. There was ·a great fear of any sy~tem of govern-
. . . ·. ·. \' . . • . . . .Ii!=,,, '.· . ' 
ment · whicih threatenEid the1}-!1vest~ents fu oil wells,.-, pl~n'tations, or mines. 
The conservative therefore suspected any system. whichsmacked of confiscation 
or national ownership. Any such social and economic movement automatically 
1 . 
· became "Bolshevist". So did any movement which involved any control over their 
labor fore es. 
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. It would seem that there. was a reacti·on in the i920 • s to a war which h 
. 
. the United States had helped td fight in ~ope in 1917 and 1918. This • •• ' 
,. 
" 
..,. 
. • !' 
'· 'i1' -, 
~ ~-.. \ 
~-
~ressed itself' in ·a· paradoxial combination of isolationism and attempts 
' at international cooperation. As . the United·· States turned its face away ~ . . . 
. 
from. Europe in the east, it turned toward the southeast, toward ·Latin· 
-·-·-·-----· - ·-···•· -• , ....... ,,--•r--- -·---·--· --------
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.. . ·, 
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America. This was not an, actual departure from isola.tioni~, for the smaller 
eott11tries of Latin America were viewed as quasi-protectorates or depen-
dencies of the United States. 
In contrast to the· daily newspapers, many of the liberal journals were l .... ' 
not concerned with their circulation as a source of income, for they were 
-r, . 
• r 
-.. I 
• 
. " 1, 
I 
l 
·,·:·.-·-·-- ~-~--1---·:~ntaL~ed partly by subsidation. They thrived upon .controversy. Their 
. :: 
. .. - ,- - - ·- - ···-·· .. 
·main target was the capitalistic ··system, ·and the inequalities t1hich were ' d' j 
" 
p~ of it. . Sympathetic to the small nations, they favored self ... determination 
.,· 
and opposed intervention. They were internationalists., As they ""!ere dis-
'"satisfied with the capitalistic system as found in the United ·states, they -
favored the socio-economic revolutions being carried on in the Soviet Union 
and ~exico. For this they were called "ra:dical" or "Red". 
The liberals of .)the 1920' s were th~ heirs 6f the progressive ideas 
~ 
of thel,_earlier decades. .,Indeed, they allied themselves politically with 
. 
~- . 
J 
. I 
th~ LaFollette group in the elect~on of·l924_. This group, ~d _a small 
' 
. 
. ' --'"--but vocal and influential min.Ori ty of midi11esterners. in Congress, main-
tained the designation of "Progressives". The term, "Progressive," 
------ - . . - ·. -"':,; . .... . ,-,,=---,-.-,, ·,.·---....... ;;-,,•-.•,•--. ·, • . .--~:.. ..... : ..... . , ~ . . . - ---··-·-"· -,, ... 
... then, "I.was primari~y a politicai distinctwn, wlule; "liberal" generally ~ 
. 
' ... ~ ' 
' ~- ; was applied· to a way ·of thinking 9 Because of the entrenched conservatism 
of both the Republican and Democratic parties in the 'twenties, the 1 
liberal press seldom supported any candidate~ from the major parties. 
They sometimes did ~upport Progressives . 
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The liberal wis more likely to be found in the-urbai'1 areas and 
-·--··--·- ___ was gene:ral+Y more intellectualized,· with a greater breadth of ··inte,-,ests. 
As far ·as theories on intern~tio;rial affairs i;,rere ooncerned the liberals 
. '°ere usuaJ.ly internationalists, while the progressives were isolatio
nists. 
As the decade wore on, the term 11liberal 11 came to be more general. In 
fact, it was only during' the election of 1924 that the term "progre
ssive" 
was used to a general degree during the decade • 
Agreeing as they did with the Progressives on internal issues, the 
liberals foun-d themselves supporting most of the Progressive dogma •
.. : 
In doing so, they found themselves supporting an insular America, pledg
ed 
to the development of_ its own kind of civilization within its own bord
ers. 
From such -a viewpoint, American intervention in the Caribbean and C
entral 
' ' 
America 'tiJas anathema. ~ 
-Journalism, like other industries in the 1920' s, was undergoing· 
great changes. G~eatest of these were an increased mechanization and a 
, 
growing use of business methods. The great incre~se in advertising, th
e 
increasing anonymity of the editor, and the phenomenal expansion of
 news-
paper chains were all symptoms of a journalism that was adopting the 
· methods of an age of business • 
The editor, as an individual, was much less impor ..tant -than he had 
! . 
been in the years immediately following_, the Civil War, and even 
in: 
th·e period before World War I. The personality of the editor was 
. :-. 
' f 
' '-'~-- ....... '
,. ,_ . • '.,-.: . . , .•. ,~·-·:-, : .... ;';or'..-~.. ;_ .. ,...,,.i-.. 
merged with his paper. ,, This is a generality, it is true, but such men 
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........ as William Allen 1rJhite t,rere the exceptions, rather than the -rule
, and 
they were more likely-to be found in the small cities, such as Emporia, 
than in the great metropolises. Fifty years earlier it had been th
e 
general rule, even in the large cities, that the editor was also a
t 
_ _ ...... '.. -- _ .. _ieast- a part-~el,'. He wrote many of·)e editorials, Fted the rest, 
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and- had- the responsibility for the policies :.of· the ·journal• - · Advertising 
had been small in volume and had no part in sh~ping the editorial policy 
of the paper·. But with the·\ :1.ncreq,s·ed competition · of the ti1entieth century, 
adyertising came to be more important, and with it the drive for greater 
·'-
circulation. 
A f ac.tor symptomatic of .Ameri1can journalism is that the n~spapers 
.. ··--· -. - -and their audiences were so concerned with timeliness. This.had helped 
. ...,. .. 
' . 
to prevent the ·develcpment of a truly national ne'tvspaper, such as the 
smaller European nations have. This meant that no_ one American newspaper 
.wa~ able to influence a large geographical area. Certainly such papers as 
the New York Times and the Christian S~ience Monitor . enjoyed a wide circu-
'" 
lation, but it -vras an "over-circulation," reac_hing an elite aµdience, while 
.. 
the local papers reached more of "the population due to the appeal of local ,~ 
news. Perhaps the main value, so i'ar as the shaping of public opinion 
~ . . 
was concerned, of such jou.rn.als as the N·ew York Times a.r,d -the Wo-rld, was- -~~ 
< 
~- ,, 
in their appeal to the members of the staffs of the weekly, and monthly 
periodicals published in that city. In the publication of magazines, New 
York was a national center. Save for a few journals of scholarly interest 
' 
published in Boston, andibr the Curtis public~tions in Philadelphia, few 
periodicals ot national importance were- published anywhere else than in 
New York.. So if the vigorously liberal editorials of the New York World 
C~fi8-d any national significance, i.t was primarily through the second-
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th.e weekly and the monthly journals. 
In the East, it was papers like the New York Times, which enjoyed an 
excellent reputation because of the co~pleteness of its foreign and national 
/. 
•jl .. 
news coyerage, and the I~e1-1 York World~ with its liberal editorials, which 
-~· helped to shape public opinion. A journal which had a great deal or 
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-influ~ce, especially in~ the .Middle-West, was the · self-styled "Worldo' s · 
. • 
. I 
. 
··Grea.test.':Newspaper," the Chicago Tribune. That there was no newspaper of 
national stature in the West ·-is dem-onstrated by the circulation pattern of. 
·periodicals. Al though most magazines were published in the East, a higher 
percentage of the population read ~gazines in the western states_. One ,, ... 
commentator explained the appetite for magazines in the west to the lack . # 
_· of satisfactory newspapers •1 · 
The three journals listed above--the New YoPk World, the Time§ !rem · 
I 
.. the same city, and the Chicago Tribune--were selected for this ·analysis 
of press opinion on the Latin American policy of ''the United States. All V 
had exceptionally good editorial pages, and were among the leaders, in 
circulation. Part of the reason for their selection lies, of course, in 
\ the·ir bias· towarg different points of view. · ~th- the Times and the_ World . . 
·- ··- ------
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. I ~ 
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. 
were usually sympathetic' to the ·_Democratic Farly., More important . was the 
fact that the Times was conservativ_e, while the World was th~ leading ,, 
liberal newspaper. Someone once connnented or the Chicago Tribune that, 
from the moments Joseph Medill entered the office of the Chicago Tribune 
~-
. 
~ 
' 
. 
pl~ • in.the nineteenth century, 11The Tribune transcended the simple~role of 
newspaper. It became a state of mind and has iremainea~ so to this day. 112 
·- Certainly this is a fair statement of the Tribune' s editorial polic_y. It 
liked to be considered the voice of the Mid-vJest, and it championed any 
measure that it thought w-ould benefit that section of the nation. The 
-Tribune, i.n ac;1-dition to its . sectionalism, favored the· Republican -adminis-, 
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tration and was conservative. 
.. : 
A short description Of these newspapers as well of the magazines which 
were most useful-in the development of this paper ·wj.ll follow. 
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..,. ·. ' A newspaper . that wears- well t'he mantle of · the ·11ror·emos:t daily in the \ 
. 
. . 
world" is the New York Timese During the period of the "Yellow Journali~"~· 
· of· Hearst and Pulitzer,, Albert Ochs, publisher· of the Times during a long 
period comm.encing in the 1890' s decided to give it the motto, "All the 
news that 8 s fit to print, " to show that it was apove printing sensational ' 
. 
material m~r.ely for its, value in gaining circulation •. C.ertainly in the 
quarter century or so that Ochs published the journal leading up to the .. "· 
. 
.,. 
•.1 . 
. 
-'twenties, an effort was made to -·est'ablish-a-· record of impartiality, and-
r 
to make the Times into a "paper of record11 • ill in all, the Times had the 
greatest coverage of ·.foreign and domestic news of any· newspaper 'in the 19f O's. 
Some measure· of the esteem felt for the conservative daily, with per-
'" 
haps a legitimate criticism, is seen in an editorial in the libe~al Nation, 
. ~ . 
·~ 
,r ( • • ,, , • 
. . . · -~--- ~i~h praised t.he TJ.me.s_.as.-the,~~atest newspaper in the .:world, ._although. •-~-~-·--••~ •,•«•-M•-- ~-•-•''' -· """ ' .. • ,> • • • 
' 
.... ·- i:, I I ' ,II .... 
11the Times' s editorial page is one of the dullest and most wabling in 
America."3 An even greater criticism for the Nation:. was that, !'it reflects 
the rule of America by Big Bu:siness, a~curat~iy, uncritically, unpene-
tr.atingly. There i·s st-ill a place in journalism for something more. n4 
A factor in the success of the Times was in a. certain snobbish appeal. ,.;. ... -. 
As a member of the Times staff once· stated, "probably no more than 10,000 
people are capable of keeping up with the excellence of the Times 11 • .5 The 
great majority read it because it was. respectable, or to appear more 
intelligent than they really were. I-t wa·s to 'the intel.ligent minority ·that 
( 
. the liberal journals of discussion also sought.to attract, on the not unwise 
assumption that it is the intell.igent. minority which achieves. the greet-test ... ~ 
' 
I i • 
. . .,..-~ 
...... , \.. 
results in public affairs. . . 
. . The great publisher, Joseph Pulitzer, estabJ.ished in the New, York ' .• .. 
•'. 
.. 
·· World a· paper that provided the curious paradox .ot. an editorial page of 
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'· the first oi-der submerged in a paper which fromthe outside ·11ad distinct 
-- l 
, 
-~ 
";.I,. 
-tinges . Of . journalisti-c 11yellOtv • II Pulitzer W8.S more interested in the 
. ~ . -
editorial page than .any other part of the paper. For J;iim. and his son and 
his editors it was the heart of the paper--the reason for its existence. 
The crusades which were carried on in the news columns were brought to a 
:.~ 
. 
. 
head on the editorial pages During all oi' its existence the World was ·a 
leader in distributing liberal ideas in the United States. During the 
'-
'twenties the World was noted for the quality of its men: Frank Cobb was 
the editor until his death, when the erudite Walter Lippnann took the 
editorial chair. Perhaps Time magazine was jealous ""when it called atten-
.-
tion to the duality of the \iorld with the somewhat chroma.tic description, 
"ever tinged with yellow outside and intellect-µal blue-blood within."~ 
Possibly the jou.rnalistic enterprise which achieved the greatest ·· 
financial success was the Chicago Tribune, controlled by a partnership of 
Robert McCormick and Joseph Patterson. During the 'twenties the Tribune 
~ 
_ showed a steady increase in circulation and advertising. By 1927 the 
journal showed the highest total agate line advertising in the co'lUltry ,- if 
,..,, .... , 
..... 
"I) r:~'. 
21 
~ 
.... ---· -· .,.. --
'·and also led the morning and Sunday field in its total national advertising. 7 ·-
.. ' 
.... . 
... 
" 
With· the unparalled financial success of the-Qhica.go_paper, a sense 
,-. ,,,. 
of superiority and infalibility grew likewise. In January 1921 the 
,, 
Tribune was able to crow that it had tied-for first honors in a poll taken 
by the Editor and Publisher magaz:i.ne •. At that time the.papers placing as 
"the best,· edited newspapers in the United States"8 were the Boston 
. 1if •• ., 
Transcrip_t, q.tjhe l~ew York Tilfles, and the Tribune·. 9 In one way, the editorial 
-, 
page of the Tribune was used more effectively-than that of the erudite 
Times and the liberal vlorld. As Time magazine noted, "its editorial writers 
use the language of the street.nlO Because of its conservative ·position, 
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·-· ~ ·-----.._____ ·--its ·part of the country, it was "often accepted by its rural subscribers, ~~-==--.. -·~=,c~ .. --~,--~-
as an author~ty .second only to the Bible. 11 11 
· With the decline in influence of the editorial (and editor) the task 
of directing -opinion was largely defaulted to the magazines, ·especially 
I 
the weeklies. As the prosperous, high-circulation magazines tended to steer 
I 
·, . 
~ 
-r~~-- ·. clear of any controversial discussion, the reviews and the liberal journals 
of opinion~- attempted to lead opinion. 
t 
Although such magazines as the, Nation and the New B.e;Q!!blic were light-
. ~ 
weights in circulation, they were heavyweights in that they appealed to 
the L,tel11ge11t minority, which i-ras an·~ influential group. They were a .. 
voice of protest, surviving f~om the progressive reform period of the pre-
war days. As one observer stated, - "even· if relatively few heard the artie--
til"'ated protest,, its surviv~ indicated ·.that beneath the surface all was 
not well. 1112 As a "minority report, 1113-the two liberal weeklies were often 
involved in controversy--wi.th their conservative competitors. Both of them , . 
. 
were subsidized, the Nation by its editor, Oswald Garrison Villard,$· and 
• I 
I 
. . ! 
I 
I 
- , ' 
. ! 
. ' ; 
the New Repuplic. by Mr. and Mr,s. Willard Straight, l-JllO 1-1ere.influenced .. ~C----=-0 = 0-=0= 0===cr ; 
. I 
Herbert Croly' s book, The Promise .Qi, American Lif~. As they did not have .. ii I 
. I 
. ' I 
- i 
f! 
1 
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. 
to worry about meeting their eXl)enses by a large circulation or by a4;ver-
tising, they were free to be very criticaJ., especially of Big Business. . ., I 
. . . . • . 
. 
. . . ~'l!b-The charge of radicalis1n was tlll'O'Wll at ·ooth the New Republic and the 
Nation,- but they held firm'' to-the principles- of- reform.:,:· Although they .. -.... ,.,--~,,.·<·--...... ,_,; ....... -------~-------~~-~:·· I 
. l 
I 
I 
~harply criticized the policy of intetv"ention as f o~ed by the ·United • ( 
.l 
" States in the Caribbean- and ... Central .... Am~rica and warmly supported Calles 
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·and Obreg6n, their main target was the capitalistic system.14 · 
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vindictive H. L. Menck~. Unlike the Nation and l~ew Republic, though, 
the 11ercur,y offered no suggestions for reform. Mencken might be compared, 
in those days of inc~eased interest in biology (all kinds, from the Darwin 
) -theories of the Scopes trial, to the human biology of sex , · to .the expert · ·· - -.··-~---· --·-·· ···-· ···· ·· 
. pathologist, who dissected the vital organs of American institutions, 
but did not take the time to make a diagnosis which would help to cure 
-
the mal~ey. H~ grew bored of his specimen after it was exposed, and moved ,-:.:,<·=-·-··,,,.,-.. "··-- _.,, _,,· 
on to another patient, - to repeat the satire~ of dissection, ACi infinitum.· 
- _/ The Nation and the New Republi~ 1-J"ere primarily interested in· 1ead;ing 
.. 
·,-···· .. , .. -~ -......... ·- .. discussion and opinion •. Another type of. Jo~~ __ was the news, summary type, 
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· · ·· ··· ·· ·· · ·.which chronicled the curren_t happenings.. Although th~y were different in . "' 
"" 
, 'J ~l 
; . ' 
.I K 1'"\. , 
.. 
their· approach, the Liter.a1:4 pigest and Time magazine both were helpful 
as a resource for this paper. The Digest dealt with editorial comment, 
primarily from daily journals, and provided a ,running account, with contem- v" 
porary opini.on, of the most important news of the times. Because 
I 
of its 
I 
·' -
____ . __ . ___ _ _ _ . _· ... -....... t,_~C!hnique., @~_ b~Qause it gave approxd.mately equal space to both sides of 
- .. - '·- ·-· .. 
. "''" , ....... 
···- .·.. ::-~. ---• --·,--~----~~-.:-:----- ----
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D 
the questions it discussed, the Digest was an invaluable source for this 
\ 
, 
' 
p.aper, for it !provided a more c!'osmopolitan viewpont than could otherwise 
~ ~/ .... ·' 
have been presented~.15 I 
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.Another journal which. dealt in a·- summarization of· the··news, but did · 
:')_· 
• •f 
U: 
·- ·.. # ':t·: - . .;.. 
~ · ..................... "'.:.._ .. ,,.·-··--···-~J.:C!lress some opinion, was Tittle m.agazlii~e·;-,····wm:ch was founded ·iri 1923 by '. 
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~ton Hadden and Henry R. I.rice. Closely depart~entalized, 'perh?ps the -:1 I 
major value of Time for this study was in its department, "The Press, 11 
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"vital statistics" of the 'twenties. In a· way, their births were counter-
- _balanced by the pa~sing of an ancient · mag~zine, the Independent. It was 
merged in 1921 with the Weekl;[ Review, an ultra-conservative publication 
which had been fotmded to combat such liberal_ magazines as the Nation and 
the- New Republ~:f!.o However* it was purchased in 1924 by Rich~d E. Danielson 
and Christian A. Herter. Herter, who had served in the Foreign Servic·e 
and the Commerce Department, provided perceptive comments on foreign affairs. 
. 
. 
Under the leadership of Danielson and Herter, the Ipde;eendent became a 
.. 
.t'irstrate journal of current affairs. Although it referred to itself as 
a liberal magazine, its brand of 11liberalism"·.:was somewhat different from 
-toward the Republican adminstration, although it differed with the admin- .. 
istration 1 s. handling of the Nicaraguan and Mexican problems in late 1926 
"' ' 
and early 1927. Although the magazine filled a real need, it was not .. 
destined to last, and in October 1928 it was merged with an old rival, the 
I Outlook. ·The Outlook had a similar history to that ·or the Ipde;eendent, L ___ _ 
f - - -- - -=~ · ===-~~=~==-making tne ~ transit,i-oii _frorii~-ari- -u.Itra-c on serva ti ve - j oiirtiaI~t:o~ a --f ~rly -- -
liberal one. 
Most of the comment which is recorded- in this paper is ·gleaned from 
-weekly journals and _the q.aily newspapers. a:owever, several other periodica;J.s 
. ' .... ·.- .· . . ' . . . : . --~-,. . . . . . . . _- ' '. 
;.; 
which appeared less· often were also consulted. Most of them combined · 
I· ... -·~--:- - ... . .· thoughtful·· ar~ieles with reviews and, in sOllle- easesr !iction .. --: they-were -- -- -~·--:~~-- :::: 
~ . 
. ' . . ~ 
t valuable in .providing greater depth in their discussion of issues. , 
" 
· · Included in this ·group were Century, Forwn, the I~orth American Review, the 
Atlantic Monthl,y,_ Foreign Affairs, and Curren:ts History. 
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, It is possible_ to divide the jo~als _of opiJilnon into tl!O different 
• ·--- -··· ·--. ----.--. ...... --.... .:....c....,._~ ................ ------:.:·~ ........ -
-- ··-···------
· 
. -· I camps. 
a division according ·to a type of thought. The definitions of "liberal" 
. 
' 
and "conservative" were rough ones, and meant different things to different 
, 
. ( ., 
_. 
people. The term "liberal" meant something 4,i.fferent to the Ingep~nqent " 
of 192V than to the l~ation. "Conservative, 11 as applied to the Republican 
Chicago Tribune, had a far different meaning than the same word to the 
Democratic New York Times. With this limitation in mind, a discussion 
\ of their stand on various phases of the Latin American policy of the 
United ·states will follovr. ;But it should be remembered that the basic 
difference between "liberal n and "conservative, 11 in relation to Latin · 
r,· 
.. 
~ ~ -~ .?' ~ 
as practiced in the United ~ates in the 1920 1s: In general, liberals 
\. 
·--·-·
-·---·
---~-
. V -' .• _.:..__ ________ ~-~ 
were opposed to the manifestations of 11dollar diplomacy" as exhibited 
'.~ 
toward the sma.11·1 repttblics of Centroal America and th~ ___ Qaribbean. They 
-· .. . 
- . 
' 
..... 
-. looked with .favor upon expe .. riments in socialistic go ent ·anywhere in 
th~ world, and particularly }1exico and· the Soviet Union. The primary 
~~
00
--=-- 0 ----~=-~-=-~- __ .~§Y!)lp_atcy _Qf the C(?J!~ervative journals was to favor .American capitalism, 
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w.i. th its fina.t].cial system of loans, private enterprise, .. perm.anent owner-
·_,-,. ship of land and resources. 
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~ny · of the quotations from newspap~rs included were excerpted from.· · · 
· the Literary Diges~. One .characteristic of_ tb.e_ Digest, was th..~_ ............ . 
magazine is drive for simpl4fied spelling. The past tel)Se of some 
·verbs quotetl in the journal· finds/ the 11ad't omitted and .replaced 
C by a "t"j io eo 11expressed11 becomes 11ex.prest11 when quoted in the 
~~terary Digest. · 
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THE PRESS AND SOCIAL REVOLUTION: MEXICO, 1921-1928 
I . 
'rr,,,\,-•~trJ,.-:,'• ',,:,./••I••• .,,. 
_·:: t.,· . .There was a basic division of sympathies in the attitude of 
the American press toward Mexico -in the first six years of the 19201s. 
Liberal . journals, especially the weekly journals of opinion, painted 
a picture ·or ··a subjugated people attempting· to pull themselves up 
by their bootstraps. On the other hand, the conservative journals, 
especially those of the stripe of the Chicago Tribune, pictured a 
. 
, . / 
villainous Mexico, ready to attack any unsuspecting American bU$¥J,_ess-
_; __ . : .. -, 
, r -
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. man and denude him of his hard-earned property, while plotting· a 
\ 
revolution in every caf~. StilJ., the conservative journals took 
·'\ pride in what they considered an objective approach to the problem 
of Mexico as .a business associate of the United States. 
Perhaps a typical outlook of the conservative,,journals was shown 
in the e_arly 'twenties by the Chicago Tribune. That journal was in-.. 
terested in Mexico as ari- outlet for surplus American capital. Although 
, ,Ji 
the attitude of the Tribune toward }!exico will be examined later, it 
is presented here as an example of a general attitude, rather~han a 
' 
/ specific Chicago Tribune attitude. "The United States is Mexico 1 s 
. '" 
1 
~;) .. fgreatest opportllnity, ul thought the Chicago daily at the beginning 
.'-.',. 
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safest outlet" for surplus American goods. The Tribune favored the 
~ J \ 
,gradual elevation of Mexico's standard of living as a possible way 
of increasing her purcp~sing power~ · 
. . 
-.,. -
. . -: ;; 
Such periodicals as _· the New Republic and the N~tiott:. were the · 
• ,.. 
i \ " 
'1\ 
.. 
,·· ) 
outstanding defenders of the policies of the Obregon and CaJJes_ 
, .. 19 
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administrations in the l;Jnited States. They were the heirs to the 
. ' 
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policy of self-determination for small nations as defined by Woodrow 
t 
I l" 
, . -
Wilson, and in their minds Mexico was becoming a subject of Wall 
Street. 
There was a deep suspicion., in many conservative journals, of the 
. motiv·es of the Obregpn administration., and later, a greater suspicion 
~J,., 
of Calles •. With a background in English connnon law, most people in 
the Unit~'d States regarded the right to hold property as a -basic 
right. The attempts at land re.form and nationalization of fuel and 
mineral rights of. the part of Mexico was regarded as an attemp_t to 
a kind of hysteria in the "Palmer raids" of a few years before, so 
. . 
. there was a similar hysteria about 1Mexico which continued into the .. 
third decade. 
·UpQn looking back over the mass o.f editorial words concerning ,, 
Mexico in the I twenties, one is struck by one basic theme. That is 
the fact of American ignorance • 
., 
4 
The majority of American editors had· 
.. ·~ ·,r;r 
very little inkling of what was happening south of the .. Rio Grande 
- ' ~ .:_.. 
' River. There are several reasons for this. The language barrier was 
one. ·Few Americans other than those living in the Southwest ~ould 
speak- Spanish, and few· report_ers were qualified by language to com-
J. 
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. ' j ..,.~ in g~vernmel-being carr~ed on. in Me;ic was· another bar to objective · 
· 
. 
considerations. to relations between the ;wo North American rep_ublica. 
J 
.As early as 1920 the New York Times commented upon the wide-
I 
. r··({~/i-:;. 
sp~~Q-1-''.[gnorance of the Mexican people and of Mexico itself in the / 
United States. The Times felt that 11To the average American the 
20 
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·Mexican of today is an insurgent ·or a bandit, or ••• a· conspirator 
against his own Government.n3 It was felt by the New York journal 
.. 
that perhaps only one per cent of the Mexicans were a bad sort. 
This is not to say that the majority of American journalists 
were more ignorant of their southem neighbors than any other class . 
of people. They were not." It would seem that, except for a small 
minority, there was little conception even in the Foreign Service of 
' 
.. ···-~-· ·-;,...-.: .. ;.;._ .~. -········ 
r. , , .·· ..... , · - 1 what· was--happening in Mexico •. s· 
With ignorance often comes fear, ~fioh itself was a bar to 
objectivity regarding Mexico. Mexico had the misfortune of having 
, ,.~-~ a political revolution develop into an economic revol·ution while 
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a similar revolution was in motion in Russia. Su.ch measures as 
'n 
' 
. 
the nationalization of oil wells and agrarian reforms, which threat-
ened property owners from the' United ~tates, were defined in the 
minds of the owners with bolshevism. There was an J3qual misunder-
standing on the part of Mexicans, for their experiences with the 
. ·'"'ii• 
.. United States .. since the beginning of their revolution had not been· 
:,I!:~ ....... 
.. ,~ 
. - \·\·, .• 
•' .·••· • I 
{If-' ~ .. . 
- "' ' happy ones. In a way, the revolution had resolved itself ~long 
nationalistic lines, Americans ·owned more than forty per cent of1 ., • 
the Mexican· national wealth,4 and so came to be the target of the 
' . ' 
Mexicans who· desired government ownership. 
Interpr_etation of the Constitution of 1917 was the major source 
-- ·-- -- ·· - -· ·.-· · ; ··- _- ---- · · Of ·cont8Ilt :iorl between · the Un~ ted $ia:t~~ and ~xic~ d~i~f; th 1; ~~i~d~ --- - --- -- -- · 
Article 27 dealt with land, labor, and the Church, and this was a 
constant source of irritation to Americans. The Wilson administration~ 
had used the pressure of non-recognition-in an attempt ~o force the 
Mexican government into compliance with American w~shes. Secretary. 
I • 
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. Hughes attempted to apply the same measures in forcing· the Mexi~n 
government into compliance. with American wishes. Secretary Hughes, 
~ 
·within two months af~er taking control of the State Department, pre-
·sented to the Mexican government the . draft of a treaty which had as 
its intentions the seculity of American property rights acquired 
before the constitution~·wa.s adopted. 
? 
_______ As __ wo~g. have been t3.x..pected, the: con~ervatiye p~e.e de_.t'enci~~- the 
action of Hughes. There was a feeling that it would not be difficult 
for President Obregon to give the assurances for which Secretary 
.. 
Hughes asked. In Philadelphia, the Public ~dS!3r, a conservative 
journal,.consi~ered that Obreg6n would have to make concessions or 
. 
take the consequences. As the Ledge~ said, "If he cannot pay the 
., . 
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price of elemental fairness for ~cognition then there should be· no 
recognition.u5 
In the early years of the 19201s·, the Independent was one of the 
M 
· most conservative of journals, and it joined in the discussion of 
Mexican recognition. Arguing against recognition unless the American 
6 terms we1~ met[, · the Independent agreed. that Obreg6n was stubborn. 
The New York Times felt that Obregon was ttbadly advised if he .be-
• a •" 
\ I 
lieves that the United States -would recogriize"\ his Government with-
out reqµ.iring it to give positive guarantees that it would fulfil 
. . ,J?>~ . . - . . . . . . . - . . . • . ~-
its ~igation. 117 The Times also f;~t that no American administration 
" 
cou;l.d afford to neglect the interests of investors. 8 
' ' 
" journals, which showed a distinctively sympathetic attitude to the 
~ facto government of Mexico. The New ~ublic was esp8cially / 
cynical in probing the failure of the State Department to recognize 
~-· -22 
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Obreg6n' s government. In an editorial, whic~ asked, "Mexico: Why 
,, 
Not Recognition?", the liberal journal admitted that some properties 
had been taken without ad~quate compensation.9 Meanwhile, the Nation 
. ' 
.was also questioning the financial· dealings which were being concluded 
in clearing up the problem of Mexican finances, particularly debts 
owed to American bond-holders.10 Although the general finan~ial 
attitude which was shown by American journals will be discussed in 
a later portion of this paper, it wiJl be considered here as a purely 
~ 
Mexican.:.Americq.n problem •. 
. . 
.. 
The de la Hue~-Lamont agree.ment of mi.d-1922 was roundly criticiz-
~ . 
ed by the Nation as a virtual surrender on the part of Mexico to 
· remarked in June 1922, "Mexico has received Wall Street's permission 
·to ca~ on.nll_· Even the· conseryative journals had the feeling that 
Mexico had· to straj,ghten out her finances as a step toward Jrecognition. 
In New York, the Times was critical of the failure of the Mexican 
£ 
government to pay its debts, which.the daily felt could have been paid 
out of revenue coming .from taxes paid on petroleum. This was ration-
alized as an excuse for the fail~, of the State Department to 
recognize th~ Mexic~ government. As the Times announced, '' ••• the 
only mystery in the situation is that those who are pledged t,o pay 
and have ·the means to pay should think·· negotiat·ions necessary. 1112 
' 
- po:irit of the nece-ssity of a fulfillment in financial obligations. 
"Mexico Ready To Pay Up," announced the Digest, in an article which 
fe~tured the New York Globe e4itorial :which predict~d;the conquest 
23 
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- 13 . - . . . ·. ~ . . -of Me,cico by American capital. David Lawrence, then writing for·. 
-~-
-
. the New York ~venin& World, pointed out that Amer~~n recognition 
wo_!lld c~ with it thl:l recogniti~n of the entire world.14 
·,._.,. 
With the financial obstacle cleared away, the course was cleared 
for resolution, of the difficulties. President Obreg6n made it clear 
'i 
I that he would not sign the propos·ed 1 treaty, and suggested _that a 
commission composed of members from both countrie~ couJ.d meet in 
order to iron out the difficulties. By this time, ·April 1923, the 
press was ready for action to resolve the difficulties. The New York 
Times commented upon ~n increase in business between Mexico and the 
A 
,. 
. - =· . United States • . In genera1-_,. _ ~h~_ . .c:~~ titM.g~ , _of __ _tnec=.consElPVa~iv~L-,r-es'~"c.::c=, "-~ '-2r~--=,::~:\~~-"'-'~----,..(i..:.""-'',.:. -· .,;. <:·.:;:.> _ _,,-_~..':-·:c•c •... _.c:::..: •.. ·,- .... -'-'-'·-'-'~.:.'..c.· •.. L~~-·:;: : ...... ~---'' .'•; _· ;.:::.:.-:.,-c:.£ - . -·";C.:~-~ ·;. - --. c •.. c. ---· ---·~ _________ .,... . . 
. 
. 
' 
. " 1.,.,,,4- ... ~ ..... ~ ..... :;,. ,. i..,. 
:SJ.° 
was that of the~Times, which suggested .that if the Harding ad.minis-. • w 
.. tration would recognize the Obregon government, there -"will be a feel-
ing of relief stnd satisfaction throughou;\he country.,;15 
The Nation had adopted a ~trong line toward the recognition of 
Mexico. In April 1922 it had noted that "virtually no open and 
.... 
' 
avaw-ed opposition to this course (recognition) exists today ••• pre-
"""-
va il in g sentiment is overwhelmingly for it. 1116 ''HOweve':r, as recognit-
ion became a distinct probabµity, the Nation did ~ about_ face. By 
May 1923 it suggested that "It may be lucky for Mexico that it has _ 
so long escaped the contamination of recogriition.by Mr. Hughes. 1117 ...• · 
" .· .- . ,: 
... . ... 
Probably the reason for the change in the Yi.~w.po_int .. of., .. the .. Nation-· --.----- .. .,,7 ·"c:.,--- .. ·-·.·--;·-
_c 
' 
.. . 
.-
. --· . ,. . -~- ·-· -- . .. . . .. ., .. ---·- - . ,....... ... . . -·-·-···· ... . .. - ...... _" . ,• • •• •• ~•••~••••••- -,--, -~ "•u•• ,...- ••• - < 
was that one _of its editors, Ernest Gruening, ha1d changed his mind 
~garding Mexican recognition. One of the most authoritative writers 
on Mexico during- the 1920' s, Gruening had spent four months in Mexico 
in early 1923. In April, he came to the conclusion ·that, "the Hµghes .. j .. . I . 
.. ' F 
/ 
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policy of n0?'.1-reeognition has to_ ~te been the best -for both ~exieo 
' I I • • 
.. . 
and the United States •1118 
-This lfas not necessarUy the viewpoint of the · entire editorial 
' 
staff of the Nation, but it was touched upon in unsigned editorials 
while Gruening was still in Mexico. Apparently it was the feeling 
of Gruening that since Mexico had established order and had improved 
its socio-economic position without recognition from the United 
States, this was an adequate proof-of Mexico's stability._ Probably 
Gruening was over-emphasizing his own opinion in placing an onus 
upon nations which were recognized by the conservative Republican 
• )'";J.V 
. '/ 
. ! 
! 
- ' I 
I 
. I 
I 
i: [ 
administration. Gruening -felt that recognition ~y Hughes. ·would 
1 
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- ' ' 
create opposition i~ Mexico itself to the Obreg6n administration, 
·ror Americans were_· cordially hated by the Mexican people. 
--Perhaps, talso, the· reason for the eleventh-hour op9osition to 
. recognition by the Nation was a feeling that, as a liberal journal, 
i t-snou1-a·-·sw1:m-aga±nst-··t-he----s-t-re-am o-f Republican- consex·vatism,·--·ncr· mat-ter-
•, ...... 
what course it would take •. Assuming that sentiment was overwhel-mingly : ,, ;-.j 
in favor of recognition, it would seem that the Nation felt an 
obligation ·to point out what it felt would be dangers in American 
recognition. Non-recognition, felt Gruening, had established "a 
neighbor, brave, self-reliant, culturally different, a~d hence 
stimulating, working out new social forms ••• ul9 Possibly the key· to -
_ .......... ·--- . ··-·,"·"···<···.~------, ....... , .. tne·--"p'i,s-itioh ··or. the·· Nation arid the New Rei?ubli·c -·during· the entire·-·. 
SI· 
19201s was found in the last phrase in the. quotation above~ There 
·. was the feeling that Mexico and other nations should be allowed to 
work out their own social forms, with no outside opposition nor inter-
G t 
ference. 
· 25 
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· From May-·to August the two ;t1exican and two Am~rican commissioners 
. 
met quietly at Number 85 Bucareli, in Mexico City. Both sides con-
ceded some points, and on August 31, 1923, a joint announcement was 
released from Mexico City anp Washington proclaiming full recognition''. 
. ~ 
. 
. ~ 
for the Obregon administration. The Nation was "thankfulu that full 
recognition had been granted, but had misgivings about an agreement, 
"which so patently satisfies ttie S't~te J)ep,artment- regarding the 
. ~ 
sanctity of private oil wells. 11 20 
Certainly the American press was instrumental in bringing about 
the· .recognition of. the Obregon administration. For a period of 
'. ,r 
.. 
. \ 
·=~·c-·, _,. --~==-~-~-,=~-:~<~+pc-e~.,t .. ~c~z:h~P..~.--,9__· :'[~!if. th~-·~·~i~~"r~l .. :_and .... ~onse~:t'V.ative .. pr8ss.es ware, __ .. jn,_.ag~ement:~~- -:-.cc\~-·-·"-~:-·· --r=-c:-:~ "-~~-
of the necessity of recognition, but for different reasons. For the 
.r " 
Nation and the New. Rep\lblic the impul_se was ingrained in sympathy,. ..~.., 
·-·-- ....... -·- - -- -.. , ~: ,--·-··· ·- -· -· . a sympathy for new social and- ecQnOmic· forms, as were being established ·· 
,',, 
- _: ___ ._ ··--·- .. ~ --~·--·· -- . -- ---- - - . -- - - - --- -- - ·-· --· .... ---·--·---------~~ 
-- ---· - --~- -- ---~------.. ~--~ ~ 
--· --~--"-~. ~~--in---Me·rtccr;·------·For the. conserva.tive·····press, the reason was primarily the 
realization that it would be good business for the United States to 
' . . . 
have a friendly neighbor to the south. The same motives were apparent 
"' ~-
in a general campaign for good will in all of Latin America, four 
years later. 
In the light of subsequent events, the North American Review was 
. 
. 
_. overly optimistic when i~_ ~-1.~ecl. in relief, .. foJ.19.wing the recognition 
... -··-. -·····-· _ ·- _ ·····.····· _ ()~ :Mexico. ~ 19-2~,_ "t}ie :J.ong-:si;a11ding '!{e:x~a~ p:t'()'bl~Jll-' .J,,~ _Qn. ~- _!air .. __ . ----7- ....• -. _ •. , 
- ... 
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? 
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. . 
way towards (a) ••• happy_ solution."21 -~ -- ·. 
Soon ~fter rec.ogniti~n for Obreg6n an unpleasant situation de-
veloped in Mexico. The army divided in loyalty between the two president-
ial aspirants, Adolfo de la Huerta and Plutarco· Elias Calles. Obregon 
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· , supported Calles. When de ia Huerta led a rev~lution the United 
States decided to aid the chief executive, in the form of the provision 
of arms for Calles and Obreg6n and an embargo upon the sal~ of arms 
I 
to the insurgentse Although the majority of the journals had support-
ed Obregon since his recognition, many-of them questioned the wisdom 
~ 
of taking sides in a controv~rsy in_a foreign country. 
. . Leadership in this critical attitude toward the latest actiori,f ot . 
the State Department was provided by the liberal weeklies, the Nat:ion 
., 
and_ the New &public. The latter journal spoke of the embargo as the 
consequence- of the Hughes interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine, which 
favored· established governments. As the New Republ;_e said, "it is not 
~ ... I 
,·· " . •. -·· .... -.:...• . _3,-' .. . . .... '·-··--'-:"· .. ·· .· .. ·.,· ..•.. ..;. __ ·,-·-'-'·'·':...~4;::''.. .. . . ., ..... ,. ·"·-~·-· ~'--"·'-'·.. . . ~· > ... ·2·2 ,,_~'.c__._,,. .. , "f' •.. · .• • cc.·_c ·-·.:, 
•·· - · · • -r ··-=--;~~,,,---~-~·, .. ,- . enough·r~t-o-·-1i'elp · tne -'-party· we . .favor. · We must· also handicap its enemies." , . . •·. 
The conservative press generally supported the ppsition of the 
' 
. State Department, feeling that the need for a stable government in 
______ .. _______________________ . --------- ....... Mexico ·--O-utwe ighed .. the poss-ibil--i-t.ie-s-----a-f----un!averab-l-e-·-.. -cormnen-t-s-·--fro1n ·-otne : ,. '.; ., -.-, ... '· ,, 1 • ~ 
" Latin American republics. The Philadelphia Evening Public Ledger felt 
that the overthrow of the Obregon administration would be most· un-
' fortunate. The conservative papE!r heped that Mr. Hughes would treat 
the Mexican case as an isolated incident, not as a precedent.23 The 
New York Times supported the Hughes policy, although it had reser-
vations over the precedent being _es~ab1ished of backing one group 
r, 
e f 
ove~another in a nation which traditionally settled its affairs by 
.. 
• # 
· 24 . 
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gunpowder •. -·" -. - .: . . ·· .. · ... · ..... ·,;:_ .. ·.-··;",~-·-· --·· ,, . ---·· ... ..... . .. ·-·· . --· ··-···· .. _.......... .. ---
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"'· The positi~n taken by the liberal weeklies would seem to present . 
an enigma. They were normally sympathetic supporters of Obregon and 
Calles. Yet · when it came to the recognition of Obreg6n, the Nation 
- had reservations as to the wisdom of American recognition. When the 
27 
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Obre.gon administration was threatened by·'"""·revolution, neither the New 
Republic nor· the Nation endorsed the support being given to the Mexican 
chief executive. The answer to this paradox would seem .to lay in the 
fact that though both journals were internationally minded, they had 
a deep aversion to what they· considered meddling in the business. o.f 
other nations. Here was the appeal of, the liberal journals to the 
"Progressive" bloc in congress. This group, which was almost com-
I 
pletely insular, saw in the liberal viewpoint one tha~ was comple-
mentary to their own. And so, in the election of 1924, the liberals, 
an internationally minded group, found themselves in support of the 
~ ... .. -.,. ·-·· ··~·······- - .. - .... 
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Afte~ Frank Billings Kellogg assumed the office ~f Secretary of 
. 
State, relations with Mexico deteriorated rapidly, Kellogg was not_ 
his only experience in an office dealing with international, affairs 
had been a; A~bassador to the Court of Saint James. A rf;!cent observer 
commented __ caustically upo11 the qualificatit>ns of Kellogg, who directed 
' . 
the formation of policy toward forei~ nations.~ Selig Adler wrote, 
. 
· The new Secretary was ··a hard worker, but he was 
irascible ••• He vras so. worried, fretful., and app,rehen-
sive of senatorial power and rebuke that2~ashington 
reporters labeled him "Ne,rvous Nellie ••• 
.: -'."' . 
.! 
In President Calles, Kellogg facedf.~- man Ylho .. was not.so --amicable· -
as Obregon had been. A strong-willed man, Calles had the intention · 
of an eventual nationalization of the oil industry."~ By December 1925 
-~ a new petroleum code was introduced in the Mexican Congress, limiting 
" 
the possession of oil properties to a period of fifty years,· after 
~) 
which the government would ~~tain a,nership •.. Galles· considered this 
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a first step toward eventual n~tionalization of the petroleum in-
dustry. This action was a contradiction_ of the promises of "per~. 
. _,,\. 
"'---, .... __ 
petual ownership" which Obregon had extended. before his recognition 
following the Bucereli Conferences. 28 
Kellogg had what seemed to be an almost pathological fear of · 
· - "bo1shevism.11 and the a-ctions of Calles -were to him sufficient proo~ 
) 
" 
of the intentions of Mexico .. to deal cavalierly with American-owned 
. . 
property. By this time the Ambassador to Mexico was James Sheffield 
~ -
and that New Yorker was inexperienced in diplomacy arid ignorant of 
·· ··-----~-~---. · --· -Spanish. ·· Sheffield would do · little to· hnprove relat±ons be-tween the······ 
.. -. 
-.,: 
. -~·;--:--- . 
', .. , ... ~.,':'-. ~,_.. _,'.~_{/~·,.,.i.1..-.,_', .. ·" 
two nations. 
".Spspicion of th1=3. intentions of the Calle.a administration con-
tinued to grow in Kellogg's mind, and they appeared in the open in 
~ > 
were not going well betweeQ Mexico and the United States. He reaffinned 
~..,, 
the· intention of the United States to protect American property in 
,/\ ' ... 
:Mexico. In commenting_ upon the Kellogg statemei;it, the New York Times 
predicted that, "it seems· unhappily probable_ t_hat our ,relations with 
.. 
· ·· Mexico are about to enter another troubled perio·d. 1127 "The next 
... 
eighteen months were- to ·pro:ve the statement as being correct. 
. - . I-.. - - :. . ·, ' " \ · • -. ~ -
On June 14 the Mexican president replied to Secretary Kellogg's 
. 
. 
statement 11A an equally bitt~r _tone. The Mexican felt that America 
.) "' 
.it ~ ' ·. ' .. .,. r 
was attempting to interfere with Mexico's domestic affairs. Referring 
to a statement made by Kellogg, to the effect that M~xico was on 
·trial before the world, -Calles felt that Mexico was no more on trial 
than the United States.28 The Times was unhappy about the turn of 
J 
events, arid hoped that the untortunate remarks on both side·s would 
29 
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be forgiven and forgotten. 29 I ! 
: (h) 
At this time the liberal weeldies instituted a campatgn against' 
Secretary Kellogg that was to continue until he left office. 'fhe 
statement of Secretary Kellogg, felt the Nation, 11lacks the,. niceties 
of diplomatic courtesy with which brutal international ultimatums 
are usually disguised. It is a naked club ... · .. 3o The N9!_!!epublic 
'" 
agi'eed that ·there had been "Blundering ih Mexico". - Much more ·cow.a. 
be accomplished-by persuasion and courtesy than by bullying, thought 
4- ,, 
the liberal journal, which felt that the Kellogg action was· resulting 
in a unified opposition to the United States in Mexico arrl the rest 
·;; ' ,, ·- .. 
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~of.Latin America. "Indeed throughout--a.11. Central and· Set1-th-:Amer.ic.a. .. _. ... . .,·. 
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the gesture of our Secretary of State is likely to have consequences 
undesirable from our ~point of view-. n3l The New York World was un-· 
happy about the threat .of force imp-lied byJ(ellogg. "The Secretary 
From a surprising source came words requesting sympathy toward 
Mexico. William Randolph Hearst, who was the owner of large proper.;. 
ties in Mexico, and who had openly asked for interventiQ_n in Mexico 
• ~ 
"' ¥ 
in 1916, published a signed statement for the readers of the New York 
; American. _Ip it __ he stated that he felt there were two ways of pro-
. -
. , tectirtg American property and lives in Mexico. 110ne is -by force· and 
the other :is. by frienqlint?.ss, and I do not think that the well disposed 
? American people have the" slightest intention of employing force, there --
. ' ~},_, 
remains only the policy of friendliness. 1133 
Conservative journals joined toget~er j.fi supporting the · Secretary 
of'State as a series o~ crises arose, at least as long as Kellogg 
appeared to be supporting American property rights • "Mexico is still 
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on trial, n34 · declared the Times in September 1925, as it emphasi·zed 
the d:if'ficu1ty that Calles wa~ having with the agrarian element in_ 
Me.xico itself. As the dispute continued, it grew more heated, and by 
the beginning of 1926 the Times complained bitterly of a proposed 
.. 
" I 
Alien Land . Bj J J. which vrould have required an American to go throu.gh 
... , .. 
the -Mexican · courts for redress 0£ property confiscations. According 
to the conservative l~ew York daily, "To attempt to bind an alien to 
deny himself an appeB:l to his own Government would appear to be un-
' 
reasonable. 11 35, 
The liberal counterpart of the lleiv York Times, the World, took an 
... 
... 
' /:> 
opposite attitude to·J·tl1a~ of -the conservative daily. i~ile the Times -·· _J -~ 
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· co~tiO.UaJ.ly hammered· a.way on the theine of protection of property,36 · 
' 
I 
i 
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I 
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.f 
the World declared that 1-'Iexican courts should at least be tested to 
see if they 1-1ould protect American-owned property from unfair seizure. 
_._.._ ..~ .. -"'-... - "~---The.-lib_eral ____ rjQUrI}_~1.--,-~el?:t..~,~-~-r~~-~,--!1~.~~ice of the 'conservative press <: • 
,I' • • • l;)- ~---~ .. ---... ~~-...--o;:-"--'>•••~-r--n-~•-"•-·-·•·P-•~ --,~.-,~~-.----,•·••·•••·-~•,~••••·-~-.. ,~---~---·-~·~·-- - •••,....~·.-.~-•-•••r- ' •-•<~,.•-.. ·-•
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.-, 
1 of assuming that with American d.isapproval should come implied threats. 
In speaking of the proposed land bill, the vJorld called for temperance 
in outlook upon-tp~ part of Americans. 
' ti'' 
There is no occasion for heat or threats till our ox 
is actually gored. Neither measure i~ yet effective; 
if ever effective, they may not be enforced, if en~orced 
· they can be held up by injunction proceedings; and (in)~ 
a final ~court test the3 will. certainly be annulled if 
they violate a treaty.· 7 · . 
. . " ~ ' 
The liberal weeklies -beeame--more- and-more --militant ... as the ...... con~ ___ _ 
.. 
,. troversy continued, and sharply criticized the actions of the State 
-Department as well as the tone of the warnings to Mexico. "Is _ the 
Washington Administration trying to pick a quarrel with Mexico?1138 
. 
asked the Nation belligerently in January 1926, as it criticized 
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,J what it supposed to be an efforl "to st.tr public hostility through 
newspaper propaganda rather'" than· to adjust a possible grievance by 
diploma.tic procedure. 11 } 9 A much more objective vi8Wl)oint was ta.ken 
by the New Republic, wb:ich examined the claims of Americans to 
.. 
._ 
-
question l~ex:tcan laws which they considered to be confiscatory~ as 
/ 
opposed to I~x~can insistence upon their rights· to make any laws 
which they considered satisfactory within their owtt boundaries. The 
New r:epublic suggested that the State Department~was attempting to 
carry out a policy of extra-territoriality. As stated by the liberal· 
weekly, the doctrine proposed by the Department of Sta'te was that 
•"-\•a 
saI{le unusual degree of protection it enjoys with~ the boundaries of 
the United States. 1140 
' 
Here was the crux of the entire situation between the··'·United 
. t"-V"-:•' 1•.,1:·.·!' ... " •. 
.!l •. 
r ., 
. .. ;·;._;.,.: ,., 
. {'' 
Sta~es and iviezj.co •. An "unusual degree 0£ protection" was being_· ___ -----~--
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 _ 
given to capital or property-holders in the United States; this and 
f 
the viewpoint of the liberal and conservative press toward the " 
. financial interests i1ill be examined later. In Mexico, the adminis-
tration felt th~ necessity of consolidating the resources under-the 
jurisdiction of the government. T'wo paternalistic attitudes--the 
one of the United States toward financial protection, that. of M:exico 
· toward its resources--were bound to resu1t ·in some type o,f clash. 
······- ·····--·--·~·· 
" 
, 
' 
····, And, during the. semi-critical period of 1926, the specter of an 
armed clash between the two na,tions became far more sinister and dis-
tinct. Probably the threat was first conceived by the liberal jour-
nals as a type of propaganda offensive~ It is doubtful that there 
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was an authentic feeling that the two·1·countries would corne to actual 
' ) 
hostilities, at least not until the critical period of early 1927. 
. . 
~ 
. 
But the New Republic asked, in March 1926, "Who wants war with 
Mexico? That somebody does is evident.1141 The journal felt ~t 
statements made by the New York Tribune approached a threat of 
annexation by the United States • 42 · ' , 
The ultra-conservatives in the press, like Secretary ·Kellogg, 
felt that the Mexican moves in the direction of nationalization 0£ 
land and mineral resources were controlled by communists. Perhaps 
~ '"~ 
!,he strong~st indictment of Mexican policy was carried in the pages 
~ 
of the Philaq.elph:-ia Public Ledger,. which stated, 11Mexico 1s radicals 
- , 
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- are profest discip1es--o·fr-Russ-ia 1 s ~-sovlet·s·. ·-un.£!1-tney_,,~fre--ready· to-·-',···., __ ;:.""· .-,,.,~-.,,-~--~·!'.~~---'--~~~ 
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'I 
keep their obli~ations to the rest of thee world MexJ.~an-American . :I 
'"·. li1 
_L 
0 
relations will be filled with tribulations and irritation~. 11 43 
An appeal for reason appeared in the Independent, which now 
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tion of liberal from the viewpoint of the In~~pendent stood for an 
-
-- . 
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--- . . 
objective and timely view of events, r8:}~er than carping criticism 
. -_'llli - . 
'"fJt5 . 
in the manner of the Nation and !!_ew __ Republic. Both of these journals 
had originally started with the intention of followin-g a policy ·_of- -~ 
. 
' 
objective discussion, but both had drifted into the role of per-
petual critics during the last part of the 1920 1 s. ·- The Independent -.· 
. 
. 
actually was .. freer·- f'rom prejudices -in ·19-26 and 192l-than the other ... , .. 
-;;, 
more ancient journals. 
Until 1927 the In~el?!?ndent tended to steer clear of discussions ., 
of relations with Mexico, emphasing relations with Europe on its 
~ .. ·-· 
editorial pages. But in March 1926 the. now-liberal Independen1_ 
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felt the necessity of discussion of· the controversy with Mexico·. A\ . 
"" 
that time the weekly joumal felt that there was an influence or 
socialism in Mexico's attempts to eliminate alien ownership of 
& -~ 
,I property, -altfiough the major problem with Mexico was the denial, on·.>. 
" 
the part of the Mexican government, of the right of appeal to· the \ · 
United States government if American owners had their property con-
fiscated. The right of appeal, "not the·confiscatory, retroactive 
feature of Mexico's program, is the meat in the Mexican coconut at the 
~ 
·~ 
moment ... 11 44 said the Independent. -The)journal also protested that 
Hjh1go talk1145 that was given in some American papers. 
-- --~------------
., •• 4 ., •j ..... , ,, ·• •• ' 
. Mexican. internal affairs had a way of_ appearing in America.r1 news- ~~~~-~=s-,·~··-- ____ ~-• ' •· 
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~ papers, and the crisis which evolved from the controversy between the_··· 
I Calles administration and the Roma-n Catholic Chu·rch was· the subject 
of a great deal of criticism -from· north of the Rio Grande. 'I'h·e in-
?r):titution was announced in February 1926. Included in the measures 
~\which were undertaken were: deportation of priests not born in Mexico, 
the closing 'or schools where religious instruction was given, and a 
'i - 46 J quota upon the number of priests. · These were harsh measures in 
Cath~ic Mexico, and they prov,oked, a storm of protest in the United 
States_., On :March 9, Ambassador Sheffield presented a note to the 
Mexican Foreign Minister expressing the hope that American citizens. 
<• 1 · ' • • I 
would not be forced to .:undergo hardship 'or injury in Mexico because 
of their religious beliefs and practices. The Sheffield note, how-
ever, was as far as the United States would go in this *exican in-
ternal matter. 
~;. 
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,, The attitudes ~r -the two major ~New York dailies, the Times and 
the World, found an agreement in their _opinions toward the controversy. 
Most of the responsible journals urged the United States to modify, its 
opinions so as to not antagonize Mexican nationalism. The World felt 
· th,at, ''We shall gain ~ore if we exhibit an attitude of neighborliness. 
· and conciliation than if .;e attempt a brusk assertion- of our I rights'". 47 
The Times also felt that this was an internal affair, and that the 
President and Secretary of State could not intervene "so long as our ' 
treaty rights are preserved .. _ and there is no discrimination against 
Americans living under Mexican jlrlti.sdiction. 1148 
. I 
. - . --..--·.--~~'·--~,--~-.--. ----
in Philadelphia in late summer, urged that the United States inter-
vene in Mexico for the benefit of the Roman Catholic 1 Church.h9 The 
•.., 
,a 
.. , ... -·-·--.. ~ ... ·-----"'"' ___ ,. ___ ,.,,, .. __ __:....~-- ___ ~--~ ____ . ~- consel:!V'ativ-e---,joomal·s---generali:y~oi.'i<1Wect ·tne ·-1-eaa "o·r --ffie adminis- _. J 
, . 
. . . . , .. • .. -
tration and side-stepped the question of Church and state in Mexico, 
other than stating their belief that this was a purely domestic 
problem. 
While conceding that the policy which the Calles administrat~qn 
l followed was severe, the liberal journals tended to defend his action. tit', ' 
Even the World, which had a large per~entag~ of R_oman Catholic readers·, .... _. -- .. , 
was lenient toward the Mexican chief· executive. Pressure from within 
in. ~exiq9 w9µld force ... modification.of .. the. stand taken by -the Calles.·· -···----i-·-'---~-----·"·---·.·-'· · ........ . 
government, felt the World. "But," cautioned the liberal daily, "it 
wjll not be modified so long as President Calles can claim that 
1'1exico is once more being threatened by the United States. 1150 Both 
.. 
the New Republic and the Natfon also echoed the conception that 
.American pressure would tend to· solidify the Mexican.a in defense of 
35 
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their president, ~o th~ disadvantage of. ~e Roman .. Church.Sl Per-
,;, 
haps . the attitude of the ·.!nd~Eendent was most typ:ical of the liberal 
.. 
press, as it dismissed the problems of Church and government as a 
"Mexican -growing pain. u.52 
Although there were some charges that some newspapers with large 
Roman Catholic audiences may have called for intervention after .early 
1926, although they had counseled against it before, this did not 
seem to be the case in the journals included in this study. There 
, ,~. 
seemed to be a tacit agreement that the religious problem was one in 
which the United States should not interfere. Those journals which 
.. 
L., 
'(,( 
:-~,--·d·. ' • .., .. "., -~.,,., - ·.-~.:.c.,dj. __ · had-.augge-.ate.d_i~terve.n""t_~gcn- cQntinY~Q~9' dQ s~,~--!,U).tjJ late _ !?_?.§,_ rJ~~ ·.·,~ . ,. -----~~~-~- .s,· 
·-·-. . ,-.  -:--r-·,--._ ..:._.__;._, 
on the grounds· that American propeJ;,ty rights W!3re threatened. On the 
other hand, those liberal journals 'Which had cautioned against inter-
l 
·, 
--~ vent-i-en---~to---·prete-et---prepe·rt-y,-,---a-l-s·o .. -----eounsele,d·---a-ga-inst-----in-te-:rve-ntion------i-n-·---~------~~--'--'--.. ~-··--.;........,· --~ 
Mex~co upon religious grounds. Most of them sympathized with the 
Roman Catholics, but felt that a compromise could best be consurnated 
if- the United S-tates did not interfere in J\fexico. They seemed/to 
' "'\.( ' \. 
·· _) agree that action by the American administration woul·d only cause 
Calles to intensify his efforts against the Church. 
Foreign policy is generally dictated by internal pressures, and 
this was especially true in the relations between the United States. 
and ~xico going into 1927 • 
. . : .: . .;:..~ . .:, ·~ . . ~ . 
President Calles needed the support of 
:.-. 
.. his nation, and in part this support was achieved in a neg·ative way--
by using the United States as a kind of bully meddling in the affairs 
of a sovereign nation. 
\ 
The Coolidge administration, under the in-
J (' 
fiuence of financial interests, geared its, policies to a protection 
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of_Ameriean-owned property and mineral rights. ~Both administrations 
attempted to use public opinion to support their moves. 
By late 1926 both sides advanced very deeply into divergent 
attitudes. And beca~e internal public opinion turned against them, 
both the Coolidge and Calles administ,rations emerged from 1.927 with 
modified policies. 
During the period from 1921 to 1926 the administration in Wash-
ington could count upon the support of the conservative journals. 
Those newspapers and magazines felt a close affinity to the State 
,; 
. ' . . -i 
Department, and found very little to criticize in the motives of 
trie administration, although conservative journals occasionally 
,.I 
The liberals played down the' confiscatory nature of the Mexican 
social revolution in their editorials. There was a deep suspicion; 
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Department. This was especially true o:f the oil companies following 
the Teapot Dome controversy. Most liberals appeared to believe that 
the nature of the Mexican laws would not work great hardships upon 
J 
American owners, for they generally provided for long waiting periods. 
··. .,.,,;iv . 
. 
They also allowed for compensation f'or confiscated land -or property. · 
"\ 
A major contention of -liberal 1 journal~ such as ~e. 1dorld, which did 
Or' ..... 
) 
not_ take the extreme position~of the Nation, was that the Mexican 
-· .. ,~ 
t, ~ ... -
·· · · ··-·· ........ · _ ~y~t~!T! °-f ___ j~stic~ sho_uJq p~ tried befor.e ~he American gove~rit t,_QQ~ ·•· .. · .. , ,···:-~· .................. _ 
· any action. Even the Nation never advocated that Mexico"had the 
right to confiscate property without warn.ing and compensation, unless 
.. the Amert~an o'o/fier had obtained his property by fraudulent methods. 
,c"':. ·.· ~· 
~. 
Liberal journals, such as the New Republic and the Nation, had 
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a basic sympathy for the rights of small nations to carry out their 
own affairs without meddling from larger nations. Therefore the·. 
general t~nor of their editorials was a criticism of the motives as 
·' 
· well as the methods of the State Department. By late 1926 the 
critical policy of the liberal press toward American inte~ntion. 
in Mexico as well as Central America had reached its zenith. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
. 
. THE PRESS AND INTERVENTION: 1921-1926 ·-····. 
'\ t. ':) . ',! 
Most Americans paid little heed to the problem of relations be-'t ·· 
I 
tween their nation and the republics around the "American Lake" until 
. . . 
- ""'· ' a series of crises arose in that area and in neighboring Mexico in 
early 1927. This crisis period will be examined in a later chapter. 
The main point here is that the. United States began to examin~, the 
motives of its State Department toward Latin America by 1927. Some 
. . \.. 
of the best minds in Ameri.ca turned their . attention toward the prob-· -
lem or·1atin A~erican policy in an attempt to trace the steps ·which 
. ... 
. ........., . 
·.~ 
.~ 
:' 
- ~- .... •· .. " . -·. ·-·· .... - ····- --- ... __ - --· . - - .. -·--· . ---- ,_ ... -----,•" --- -- . 
. '... .. -.... t . . .:· ..... ~. . ' _, ··-· ·--- -.. , --· - ' . -- --- ', .. ..'.5'. ~-
• ,,.,, t• 
. - -· •· --...:.. . .....:.:.:..;.::; .. :: 
... --·· ....... 
o. 
had led the United States into a diffid'ult posi~ion by 1927. The 
opinions of two- . of the most able Americans will be considered for an 
I . insight into the background of American policy in the Caribbean and 
- f __ ._~--~~=-.~----___ · ... --·---------------····-·····'--'-··-.. ·------·-··· .. -- ... --.- .. --. ,., ......... : ...... :·---------.. ·---·----------"·-·----.. --. ····-····.:. .... ---·-···-·-·-····.'..·-------·--·----·~--· -·-·-·---------·--·-····-----·--·----.. ---·---· ---~......,....._... . .-. ~ I Qentral America in the e·arly 1920 1 s. 
f 
t 
I 
The learned John Dewey, writing for the New Republic, came to 
the conclusion that "Imperialism Is Easy." Dr. Dewey confessed that 
he had "entertained in a vague way the notion that imperialism is a 
more or less don·s.ciously adopted policy.n1 1iowever, upon examination 
he found that it seemed to b~ a very natural· thing· for the highly in-
. dustrialized United S.tates · to be invol.ved in imperialistic practices· 
with those-~nations which ~ad· the happy combination of surplus raw 
.... 
- . ,. 
materi~S. snd unstable g0v8rnittent~ .' ·. Dewey felt that public oPinion .... 
~ 
-· was not a great obstacle t~ the type of imperialism\in w~ich the 
United States was involved. Dewey, ethe pp)}.osopher, explained the 
course of this unconscious imperialis n as follows: 
I . 
~--
42. 
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wt> 
•• ~The natural movement of bu~iness enterprise, com-·,-
bined with Anglo-American· legalistic notions of con-
r... .tracts and their sancity, and the international cus- , , 
tom which obtains as to the duty of'a nation to 
.,. 
protect the property of its nationals, suffic~s to 
bring,; about imperialistic undertakings. 
Imperialism is a result, not a purchase or plan ••• 2 
-
-,~ . . ,_ -
Q 
Walter Lippmann, writing for Foreign Affairs magazine, .. examined 
the conflict that was resolving itself in tp~ republics of Latin 
Americ·a. This was the conflict between :wriat Lippmann· referred as 
"Vested Rights and Nationaiism."3 By "vested rightsn, the World , 
editor meant the ownership of natural resources .by American citizens 
' -. 0 
. . 
\, ~: . ~ 
in the small nations of Latin America. 'rhe policy of the United 
·~···' i(,,, / 
... . 
. .J. 
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States, as developed by the State Department, and culminating ;J.n the 
< 
• 
Coolidge administration, provided for the defense of these property 
rights. As nationalistic feeling developed in Mexico and other Latin 
also more antagonistic. Lippmann discounted it, but with the-growth _ 
.. 
· of this vocal opposition in Latin Amer:ica there was a somewhat parallel 
. 
~ 
-11• 
growth of criticism of American policy in th~l)'~ral press within the 
United States. 
Although this liberal criticism had begun earlier than ~920, ·the· 
first· ·case to be e·xamined will be that of Hait~, whic~ _ha~ l:>~_ep oc-. 
cupied since 1915. . The Nation had begun a campaign to end the American 
-· . .... .. . 
- - ' 
. - - ··- .. ' .•.. , - - -
. inlervention as early as-October 1920. 
"'. ~ 
Will Out, 11 the Nation had revealed ~~hat it called a "festering canker"4 
in the Negro republic. Senator Harding had used the ammunition supplied 
by -the Nation as a basis for a campaign issue against the Wilson ad-
ministration. Harking back as far as the original occupation in 1915, 
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· -__ ,· -~- -- - - --.------th~ ·Nation made· a scathing indictment of the American press for not 
~- ... . 
...... 
exposing the conditions which were found in Haiti. "The silence of 
our American newspapers regarding the news in Haiti and Santo Domingo 
has been one of the proofs of the low estate to which the press has 
fallen. 115 So thundered the Nation, as it referred to the inaction of 
the big newspapers in reporting upon conditions in Haiti. 
-~ 
The New York Times, mindful_ of the sympathet~c treatment being 
give_n to _the communist experiment being carried out in Russia., had. 
countered the charges of the Nation, describing that jour,nal as a 
~ 
. •. ' ... ·~ 
·, ~ 
"weeKLy paper in this city wh_ich if not actually Bolshevist is so 
:"'. 
.. 
. .·. ·6. ·.·· ,, . . 
near to it that the distinction~ is not v~~i1?1~-~Q~_!,_he .na,kedl"e~ .•..• c'.!.~,----~---~y~···---~-"'~-~~·- - - - -~~,c~-~j-
----~-...,..+~·-..... -·--· ~--·--·------···'..:. ,:;, . -···--···------l..."":"'-"··-..:._:, ... , __ ,_. _,,,·,.··~·".-.<.-~---... -~-~~--~fl------·-·--·-·- . 
- ·. -
"' 
.• r ___ ·_- "' - . .. ..-: .. -~--'-----'-...... ~· .. 1.·.· •. _ .... -., 
•' . ; 
.. 
The American occupations of Haiti and the Dominican Republic 
had been a campaign issue, and the Times, which favored the Democratic 
candidates, was in a~position where it felt the necessity of de-
. : ... _ , -fending::-the American occupation, which had begun in the Wilson ad-
:,, 
•,:-'~ • • ' o N 
ministration. The Times was to continue to support American inter-
vention in the small countries of the Caribbean and Central America· 
,· 
even after the ·Republicans took office, for a time out of loyalty to 
. . 
the former Democratic administration, and later because this seemed 
to be in the best inte~sts of the American financial group. Also, 
in the eyes of the Times, the Ameridan· occtipa.t:iori' was ·1ooked· ·up.on as 
,..,.__ - t, • 
a humanitarjan mission. And so, 1n1o·ctober 19201 .the Times under- . 
. ·• ' .. . . 
' ..... 
.. IV 
.. 
<' 
took to def.end American intervention as a "humane ~nd h9norab~e ~ 
occupation. 117 
Although the Chicago Tribune also sll:pported intervention in the-;, . 
\. ·-•·•r 
Caribbean and Central America, its primary reason seemed to be a de-
sire for protection of the Panama Canal; The specific reasons for 
,. 
. 
this Panama-phobia in the minds of the editors of the Tribune are 
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somewhat. obscure, but it would seem that the Panama Canal must have 
.. been combined in the minds or the mid-western journalists with the 
Tribune's campaign for water transportation from the Great Lakes ,to 
the Atlantic. In Haiti especially, and in the Caribbean in general, , . __ .. ,..&· 
there was a justification for American intervention, felt the Chicago 
paper. There "our moral responsibility and national·, interests run "' 
111 , "8 para e ••• 
'. ___ ,:.•· 
True to its traditional support of 1-lilsOnian iqealism--although 
-it,had broken with Wilson himself over the Treaty of Versai]les--
. ' 
the New liepublic joined the Nation in its vsrbal _ass;i.ult 'on American . • k .... .,_ -~·· ·' '" ,,_$ 
. ' 
' 
... 
imperialism. Herbert Croly and his associates o_n the staff of the 
liberal weekly had a deep and constant aversion to what it felt was 
a "military occupation and dictation ••• of a pitifully weak neighbor. 119 
nations in the affairs of small nations in Europe during and after the 
= 
"Great u-Jar 11 • Walter Lippmann at this time was one of the editors, of 
the New Republic and he helped to lead the_ inte]J.ectual onslaught up-
_, on what he felt to be a circumvention -of the "Fourteen Points" in the 
Western Hemisphere.·· By December 1920 the e:xceptionally able Felix 
-~:"-.!., ..... 
Frankfurter was tu1·r1ing his legalistic_ brain tc;, a suggestion that a .. · -.·., .- ... , .. 
ttPan-American Council should determine the necessity for intervention ••• / 
and supervise its ~dministration. 1110, Fra.nkf'urler suggested that 
this type of trusteeship in the 11 government of non-adult· pedple1111 
could serve as a model for European nations in their· supervision of 
,trusts and protectorates following the World War. This suggestion ' ,. ," -. 
; 
.. ,.. -. ) 
, 
>""'"'-----"--- -f-<>I'Fti-lateral action on the part of Frankfurter was 
!'.·.·· ••... ·. ;. t -:.~ : 
...... .... . .; .. ,, ... ,• 
.·... ' ' )! 
' 
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with _the attitu~ of the New Republ.ic., 'Gvhich later criticized any inte~-
-- - ·----~-- ·----~~ - ··-···-···· : . _· -
vention into the affairs of smaller nations. 
Gradually the criticism of the ~American occupation shifted t~ -
the Naval Department, which had exercised control over Haitian affairs 
~· 1 
since 1915, with some proven cruelty to the natives. This "militaristic 
dictatorship"12 on the part of the United States was looked upon by the 
Nation as part .of a "renewed American policy of aggressive imperialism ••• 
J 
. the determination to control politically and economica]Jy the destjJ)iea 
of nearly a dozen small b1.1t ••• independent nations. 1113 The Nation felt · · 
that this was a part of a kind of American imperialism, "dictated by the 
great business forces _:that ho1d. ·1:he 1.eadmg.- strings of our nati~al 
. ' ,. ' 14 . 1 ~ . 
' ·, 
'. 
destiny." 
The liberal Nation here struck what was· t,o be the key-note of 
liberal thought toward intervention in Central America and the Caribbean 
-----------,~--_,,, ..... _ 
--~-................ - ............... .._, ...... r.-,. • ...,.,.,._ ...... ____________ •• _-,~··· during the next eight years •.. The Department. of State was considered to 
"· 
be dominated by financial interests; and indeed its actions tended to prove 
this to be true. Although later connnentators ndnirnized the efforts of 
American financiai interests- ·_in :the il).itial ~cc.~pa~ion of these .small 
< nations, l.5 ih~re is ~o doubt that financial interests helped ~ep them 
there. This was "economic· imperialism" to the liberals. This was not · 
.·· ... 
a policy which placed Americans_ in political office, but which put them 
I 
in key positions of finance and supervision, with the .implied threat of 
American· military force to. back the pol~cies of the State Department in 
its support of American financial interests. 
Pressure exerted by the liberals, combined with a desire upon 
the part of President as much as possible from tpe stigma of intervention 
' l 
,,. left by Wils~n, forced a minon change in the supervision of Haiti in 1922. 
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Instead of. superlision by the Naval Department, as had been the case sine,e 
~ ~ 
. 
1915, control was eentralizeg in the Department of State with the office 
of "High Commiss·ioner" established to co-ordinate the. s·erV"ices in Haiti. 
-- -·~·jjrigadier General John H. Russell received the first appointment. as High 
Commissioner. While this change did not "hange_ American poli~y, it did 
quiet the critics for a time, and at this point the subject of American 
intervention will be discontinu~d., to be resumed later in this chapter. 
In Santo Domingo the Harding administration actuaJly began a 
withdrawal of American tro?ps, which was completed under the 
1
9oolidge 
•).• ... \ ;· . 
' . .......... ·, ....,....,, 
. . 
administration. This was accomplished by Smnner Welles, who later be-
. ·""" 
. ' .. -s::~· .. -,. ""'· .... ,-
came a leader in the "good_ neighbor policy" of the Roos~velt administration. 
, ~ •. By July 1921 provision was made for the gradual .withdrawal .of American 
. "' 
.forces from the country and the gradual relinquishment of American control 
. . 
over the administration of the nation. The New Republic applauded this 
which felt that the method of withdrawal was a backhanded method of 
getting out of Santo Domingo, which did not atone for past actions.17 . 
By the middle of 1924 the last troops were rem.oved. But this 
was a conditional retirement, based upon an agreement tl?.at 'United States 
representatives continue to collect the customs and administer,~tl1e finances. 
. 
of the Dominican Republic. As. the Independei:it po~ted out in tJuly.19-24, 
the United States was then in control of the financial policies of ten 
..... .,,,s1--- -
,1' . 
• ·1 
. Latin American repl\blics •. Qontinued .. the .. ~ndepend~pt,. which ·was-· assuming· -· · - · · .... , ·--·.-- · 
' 
' 
a more lib9ral attitude d( to changes in ownership: 
Whether the penetration of Latin America be called "dollar 
diplomacy" or "manifest destiny, 11 the truth is that it is 
an ~volution still far from complete o In ·'retreating from 
Santo Domingo, we leave the Dominicans free merely1 to . 
-- - ~ ----·--.............. ·-. .. . 
. police their territory; if they fail, the marines are 
likely to Feturn for another visite br~ging the blessings 
of civ.ilization at bayonet point. 
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The Independe.nt cautioned that_ the Uiµ.te(i States was giving the 
, I 
impression that the collection of debts was .more important thtS.n the 
principle of self-determination, and there was a possibility of a 
coalition of Europe and Latin America against a "North American Croesus 
to whom both owe money. nl9 
. l Some indication of the attitude of the State Department toward 
'\ 
. . . . 
. . 
· ·smaller nations under Secretary Hughes was provided in the hancUing of a 
border controversy by the Department ·of St'a?te'' 1n··----19-2i·. '-This dispute ~a~ 
an ancient one, which had been arbitrated by Chief Justice White. '4tPosse~ 
sion had been awarded to Costa Rica, but Panama had refused to honor the 
. ~ 
award and had maintained possession. Suddenly, in early 1921, the Costa 
Ricane decided to use force to seize the territory. "When the Panamanians 
trie.d to reply in a like manner, Secretary Hughes first ordered Panama to 
~ - ~ 
honor the original award., and later used a __ th~fill.t~_o_f_ .. ~!or~----to-----remove~---·· the .----~ -··7-·····-,--~-r~-----·-;--·"7·-··~-- ,_ ' 
...... v ------,. ~ -~~---·- ···----··' ·-···. . ~-- ~-· 
troops from Panama from the territory. 
As could have been,· expected, the conservative journals compliment-
ed Secretary Hughes fo.r his action in the isthmus. The New York Times was 
emphatic, "if Panama offers resistance, the marines w111· have to be direct-
ed to ·put Costa Ricans in possession. 1120 In an editorial titled "Pan~ · 
,.-. 
· Must Learn, 1121 the Philadelphia Public Ledger voiCed its opinion .. that the. , 
-
- -~ 
small Central · American _republ-ic,s were a dangerous potential source of trouble, · .· ,... ' .. . ·~ . , . 
, 
-
' 
a "Balkans of the -Isthmus, dangerous to themselves and their neighbors. 11 22 , 
. . '"~--- . . .. . .. ___ ...... ' ...•. --.. -... -"'•, .~., ....... -· ,. ...... ; - , .. _. •···-- ... .,. -· "•" \ -- - .. . . -- ... . 
= ~----- -----~--"· - Tn.e NortJt.Ai,rican Revie'W thoitgl:(t that ,.th_e action of Secretary Hughes was 
"an admirable beginning ••• n23 
. ..._ ' -····· - . .. ' . '" . - . , ..... _; - ····· '"" 
Even the Nation agreed that ·it was necessary· to avoid war be-
, I tween the two tiny nations~o~ the .isthmus, Howe1r, the liberal weekly 
felt that a nnllti-lateral action, using the services of a commission in 
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which Latin American nations would be represented would have been more 
effective~ Reminding its readers of the need for a favorable 'Latin-
" 
American opinion, the Nation waffled, "Not witho~ cause Latin Americans 
regard the protedtive, affections of-the United States very much as the 
little frogs came to regard King Stork ••• 1124 
.; The comments of the· Nation .as well as of the conservative jour-
nals points up the primary reason for the original intervention in the 
area around the Caribbean--the-protection of the United States and its 
territories. The,. war with Spain had demonstrated, just before the turn ! 
. 
of the century, the necessity for·a connecting link between the Atlantic 
) ana the ·Pacific oceans,. while the conflict with Gemany had shown the . 
. ease· with which sub~rines coulq bottle µp_and destroy shipping.· There-
fore, in those days soon a~er the first world war, the danger of an 
~· -- .. - ·-- ....... - --~- -- - ____ ,_ ___ .. ____ .._ __ .•... -----· --. -··--- -· 
... 
I 
, enemy attack upon the Panama Canal was a threat which was not taken light-
The two groups differed, however, in their conception of b~ow 
this security was to be achieved. For the conservative press, the 
. - - - ---- -- -- - - - - --- ---;-
............ ··------:···----·---·protection· could be secured through enforclng a somewhat nebulous document, 
-. ' -- _, 
':-:•; 
the Monroe Doctrine. When the year 1923 brought the centennial of the 
Doctrine, there was 'a ·remarkabie divergenc·e of opinion as to what was . 
.P. promised by the document~ But to the minds of almost'· all Americans, ·it 
_,......., 
. 
stood for some type. of protection from, Europe.'· The basic difference in ,.-I 
opinion was -how this pro.tectiG>n was t.o 'be achieved. Conserv·ativ~s,., _and 
•• 
-- • 
...._"I •• -
_ the pol_icy of. the State Department was dictated by conservatives, harkened 
~ck to the days of T. R. They felt an implied threat to American security 
in any nation which was so financially insecure that it could not meet its 
debts. Therefore, the original interventions in Santo Domingo, in Haiti, 
.., 
:49, 
.; ':' '; .. ·. 
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... 
in Nicaragua, and in the other·sma11 nations around the Caribbean. 
Therefore, also, the financial protectorates over these nations even 
after American troops were removed. Now the financial protection 
grew to be more important as the 'twenties advanced, until the State 
Department appeare~ to ~o~ceive its primary duty ~n the Caribbean 
and Central America to be protection; but as the period of time since 
actual hostilities in Europe grew longer, the State Department more 
t. 
· and more appeared to consider that the most important form of protection 
, . ·~ I 
was not of Am~rican lives, but of propertz -rights. This role of the 
financial interests in the formulation of Latin American policy will 
. - " . 
. . . . 
' 
, 
be continued in a later chapter. 
In t,he f~ur or five years immed~tely following the ''Great' War, ff 
.. 
the liberal press was also troubled by an appearance of near-hostilities 
.,. Ii@, 
, in the Caribbean and Central Ame'r•ioa •. They, also, were concerned over 
:, .-,•-.:•=---•~- • ~ ,n < ~ ~•••• ,,~ .~ ~ ,,.- ~ 
. ~ ·-~ ~- - .. ---~-·--- --- -~------- - . -
O i 
from the conservatives in their conception of how this protection was 
t-e be achieved. · While the "&ype of .insulation .favored ·by the censer-
-·. f • 
. vat·ives was a sound financial system in each of the small republics 
\> 
(. 
to.prevent European ~:terference and internal disturbances, the 
~ . ? .. 
liberals recommended that the~State Department strive to offer anothe~ 
type of insulation--that of a favorable public.opinion in all of Latin 
America, including not only the impotent republics close to the 
., 
Panama Canal, biit ·als<) the stronger nations of South America. In ·a ·· · - ·" · · · · 
way, however, they tended to defeat this purpose by playing up the 
most unfavorable aspect of American policy--the apparent domination 
by financial interests of the Department of State. ..,., -. 
Another image was presented by the conservative press, that of 
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a humanitarian Uncle Sam. A leader in this attempt was.the-New' 'York 
. 
. . \ ~.... . 
Times. This journal emphasized the role of the. Uni"ted States ·-jrlayed 
' u -
··f 
-.. 
. 
.r .. - - -- -- -- ·- ------ ---·····- ' - .. ·• -----~- -
~-----
~ 
in the creation of stable governments in those republics in which the 
United States had intervened. The New York daily continued also to 
point out the efforts being made by the American forces of occupation 
to improve the means of communication and trade and in the dev~lop-
ment of sanitation projects to improve the health of the na:tives of 
.... 
· · backward nations. 
- This was no mere rationalization or excuse_ for occupation on the-fr ~ . ,-~ 
. 
~ ~ 
part bf the Time~~and its sister members of the responsible cons~rvative 
press. There is an obvious note of sincerity in many of· the editorials 
" 
. ;1t 
~ . 
..... ~: 
•. ,, ~ 1•, l\ 
whioh. denotes a sympathy for backward. peopl~es., .~d a desire. that A-mer-ica,-,~---· _ ....- __ , -"~- - ... 
.rich in the material benefits of civilization, woulq aid those nations 
which were less fortunate than the United States. 
Again, the liberal press 1:1as . also sympathetic toward these smaller 
· ···· --- ,. .. - ·- -- ""~ .... , ..: ... : .... "~:., ... ~ .. ·~ · · · .. _____ naticiriEf,- '"b-ut rrad· ,a .c·onvict·ion·· that·-·---the1:r·--T1ee•=~Gtll4 .. ,bes:t .. be ... ~1ar.v.£td. <~ _ .
"' 
/. 
,· ..... : 
..... 
-- ... 
' 
by allowing them to work out their own problems in their own ways. 
Journals such as the Nation and the New Republic seemed to feel that 
,ft 
the. signs of progress in those nations in which America bad inter-
vened were external signs, and that these apparent gains would be lost 
unless they were the result of some internal chemistry of social 
evolution within the republics -themselves~. 
, One country toward 'Which the United States had .an .. especially 
.. " 
paternalistic, attitude was the ·island nation of Cuba. Early in 1921, 
President Wilson had sent General Enoch Crowder to Cuba as an advisor 
to help Cuba solve its economic and political problems. Conservative 
( .• 
\ J."I. 
journals such as the . Philadelphia Public Ledger approved this appoin~-
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ment as a ''wise Selection. 1125 -A· year later the New York Times agreed 
• 
. . .. ' _1J • 
that General Crowder was "Cuba's good angel. 112~-
'f'1 . .. .... . .. -· ........ . 
The Nati'on sarcastically remarked upon the efforts of General 
Crowder in securing .. nttat indispensible passport to s~vation--a 
27 Wall Street loan. 11 Here again was the identification of financial , ~ 
. 
interests with diplomacy which the liberal journals emphasized during 
the 1920 1s. Both liberal and conservative journals tended to regard ... 
0 
' . 
·ef-ferls- te abalish- corru.ptien in- the Cuban government-with favor; - - -·. . ·-- ·---- - _____ ;.:__, _.,.::..: - --
. . -- - • -·- ·~·.c·.- i: . -- .-,c - ~ .--;":"· -:.·_ . ..,~--_: .. ::,..-:= •.• 
the Nation suggested, however, that the place .to seek 11politica.1 
28 
hangers-on" would be at home in the United States. With more 
sensational happenings in Haiti, Mexico, and Nicaragua, the mere 
- iss·ue of c·orruptiori·-- iii-Cub·a was not enough to hold the· lntere'st of~. , : . 
journalists, who tended to disregard Cuba after the election of 1924 • 
., 
Haiti, it will be remembered, had been placed under the control 
.. 
of the State Department rather than the Naval Department after 1922. 
-- ---------- -- -. -- ·· · · Brigadier-Bener-al---John -Russe~-l---had been- establ±shed in --authority ·-amt~-
·...:. 
was co-operating closely with Haitian'President Borno. Little notice 
was taken of Haiti in the interim between 1922 and early 1925, when 
Haitian nation~lists attempted to take advantage of hard feelings 
·· between the United States and France over the payment of war debts. 
A .11League for the Rights of Man" was organized in France, and 
I 
it included in its membership the French Premie·r, the French President,. 
and· three-quarters o:f the French parliament. Th'is group suggested that 
the question of American supervision- i11·Haiti.'.be .. submitted to the -
League of Nations. 29 The conservative journals looked upon this as 
a meddling upon the part of France, and the anti-League Chicago 
Trib~ commented that this action was "a convincing proof that we 
. ' 
' I 
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30 · were ·wise in re.fusing to join the League of Nations." 
' ,, 
Liberal journals, such as the Nation ·and the New Republic, ·seized 
upon the issue of American intervention with the same fervor they had 
shown in 1920-1922. Their main contention was with what appeared to 
be a circumvention of the constitution established in Haiti in 1918. 
No election had been held since that time, although the constitution 
had stipulated an election in even-numbered years. In the· absence · 
of an elected assembly, the affairs l-1ere controlled by President 
Borno and an appointed council of state. This arrangement was re-
I. 
-gcirded- by the libera+ journals .~s a form .. of imperialism, !or Borno 
~ .If _ :$•<! i:' ,... ""~ i1 fl" 
,'J~ ·-,,,,.,...:,,.., I 
' 
' 
and Russell co-operated'\fclosely. ·The New Republic, in __ July 1925, 
,, . 
.. .. ·i, :,·1, 
·"' 
,,.,, 
·····~: ~ 
._. - .•. ·-
__ _.... __ ....... _; . --· ~ •, ___ .,...,___..___.__ ... .____ - • .... ·- >. ,._ ..... !.,., .• 
. 
called for~n immediate election, "The sooner the· Haitians begin, 
- '-· 
under the beneficent influence of our paternalistic bayonets,· to 
-\I 
practice the self-government to which we have agreed to ~store them, 
.-__,......c~-·--. ·-·-~ 
-------------- ,,,. ____ .. __ -s ___________ ,, __ 33.:......, _.- .. ,-...... -. _____________ .... ..,.-,,:' ·---, .. -.. ----. -. --·-.. -----~-----------~- ---
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By April 1926, the Nation complained of what it considered an 
illegal attempt by Louis Borno to re-elect i{imself .as president~- Tlie 
liberal weekly .also began a campaign to free journalists who had been 
imprisoned by the Haitian president with the aid of American forces.· 
~ 
According to the . Nation, ."twenty-seven jo-q.rnalists have _been imprison-
~ . 
ed in the last three· years ~ the effort. to reconcile the Haitian 
press to our rule of, freedom and benevolence. n32 
. 
. 
1\-t • Similar charges were again brought by the Nation a year later; .. 
when eight editors were sent to prison for criticizing Borno. The 
Nation continued its cynical attack upon Russell and the Haitian presi-
~~ 
dent, as it commented, "Under the benign pro:tection of the United States 
Marine Corps, ~sident Borno can play the Mussolini role ••• "33 
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It would seem that the Nation had a le·gitimate case-. _in that 
there exis·ted a very strict press censorship in Haiti. As most~ 
. ' ' 
~ 
newspapers did not have correspondents · in Haiti, they depended 
upon the press services for their news from that island republic. · 
"t, 
However, the correspondents for both the Unitf?_g lTe.§.$ and the 
. Associated Press during the 1920 1s were officers in the marines, and -
therefo~ answerable to their supervisors for any news they transmitted. 
This helped_ to explain the scarcity of news coming from Haiti, and of 
the favorable· press notices wh-ich appeared from the Negro republic 
from time to time. / 
· HC?Wever, this ·,situat~o,n was discove~:d by .accident when Colone.l 
Charles Lindbergh ·was ''Sent upon a ,good will mission in late 1927 and 
. early 1928. His flight took him to Mexico, Central _America, and to 
< 1 . 
··----~----~~ 
· the Caribbean and Haiti. It happened that Lindbergh had agreed to 
.... ' ' J 
~- -
publish the· details of his flight in th~ New York Times and a reporter · 
~-----,----·,.......,._,.,_,-,~~, ...... ,._ •• _..,..."'"'•"•"•••••,-••,-•~··-••--••··--.-•~, _,.,•••••••w•·-•-·-·-...,.....-...-v--e••..-•-••-.,---,•,.---i••••••.._-....--..--,-,.,.. __ •~,••-,.,...,,........,,,_.__.,~•-'"1----··--·-~ '.. ' -----:-'·-·--·-·-~-------~ 
/ 
• 4 ... 
. . . 
---· ~ - -· ... ___ -·- ... - ···- ..... ~- ·- .,.,:. .... ~. . . - - ,.. 
.,-· 
.. .1'f 
was assigned to act as ghost writer for the aviator. When the news-
man arrived in Haiti he discovered that the press services had not 
been receiving a true picture of conditions there and so he proceded 
to write a series of articles which placed the American intervention 
in a harsh light.34 
Liberal criticism, combtnedwitb. opposition·in the Central 
' 
American nation itself, helped to force the withdrawal of American 
forces for a time in Nicaragua. Plans were announced for the estab-
. " 
lishment of a native constabulary to be trained by American officers 
;3-s a substitute for the marines. The departure of the marines in 
·~.· 
August 1925 was to prove to be an abortive one, but it seemed to meet r -
the approval .()f' bqth conservative and libena.1 journals. By January 
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-~------- . _. __ · ___ 1925~ the New York _Times _ felt __ that~. tbe. ____ :time ____ ha.d ___ c...ome _____ to .... allow ----·---· . -- . - ---- ----
Nicaragua to be "allowed to attend to her own affairs and live in 
amity with her neighbors ••• n35 Here the Times batted exactly 
' 
. zero, for its predictions ·were not to come true for Nicaragua on 
either count. 
It was apparent by July 1926 that there were unexpected difficul-
ties in Nicaragua.. A revolt in early 1926·had dE3pOsed President: -···· ·· ·····-··----·--'--'--·"·----·-· ----- ·-· 
• Solorzano and General Chamorro unsuccessfully sought American recog-, 
,E, j) ... , 
-
nition. Failure of the United States to recognize the de facto Cham-
- --
~~ government · drew i. vi~lent criticism of American recognition 
I •• 
policy in the pages of the Nation, whic~ asked if the United States . 
. .. . · . ?"36 
W:JS to be a 11Big Brother or l?ig B1llly . "We., are playing either 
~ ~ 
.,.., tlj~ big bulJ y or the big brother, "cautioned the Nation, .".~.a policy 
'"I 
that permits us to play the big brother_ allows us also to play the big 
...... ~. · -~. --~--,------~--..--., ..,.....biil~l·y~~rll--rga.J:nlli8-Nat16YCtra.s~riie-W ·"'ffie--ilOeFar tradition or-·-:-·~ 
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advocation of self-determination of small nations as it stated its 
opinion that the United States had~ot the· right to be either a big 
-.~ 
bully or the big brother to any small nation in Latin ·America or 
anywhere else. 
There was some difference of opinion within the libera.i campt 
. . . . . 
, --: ... as to their attitude toward American int.ervention in the· a.ffairs of-· 
smaller republics. According tp such journals- as the Nation, ~l 
in~rvention was--1ia;ngel'OUS:,,. even if 1:1:; had: fluntanltar1-an !llotives, .tor . 
· it was liable to lead to a supervision· which would be unfortunate 
~>-- \ 
for the United States as well as the smaJJer republics. More temper-
ate were liberals· such--as the World's Walter.Lippmann. He was also 
> -t--- . 
-
opposed to any new intervention, but he seemed to realize that a 
.. 
, . 
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sudderf'.-#withdraw~l of American supervision .. woul·d bring chaos, as it 
was to do in Nicaragua.. It would appear that the argwnent proposed 
I 
by the conservative press that the United States was intervening for 
humanitarian motives did not appeal to the liberals, .for they assumed 
~-· ·-~ 
_ the position that all intervention had as its basic motive the pro- --
teotion of financial interests in Ame~ica .... 
The Nation stated in 1926, 1'Ws are rapidly becoming the world's ~ . 
38 - · .. ,. · - · ~ 
worst muddler ••• " And an observer looking around the Caribbean in 
, .• late 1926 would have to conclude that the conclusion of the Nation had 
• ,. • C ,)'- ,. 
a great de~l. of merit. The best of American intentions for self-
' 
··· _protection and humanitarian motives had produced almo·st complete-ly 
negative resu]uts. There wa1s a revolution in progress -~ ~iqaragp.f}• _,. .. 
, ~ Americans .,y,ere doing business with a corrupt administration, in Cuba~ 
\. (\..' ~ . ~ 
-·-- ....... _,,,-~.,~,----..--..;--~~~--_ -w · ..._,.......,.-..,,...-,---·:--,,L--··-··~-.. ·r-.. --.-.-----.. ;·-··---·,----------. ..!f .... -.'_·,..,~.\:h __ ".!.:.~~--,,_---..i-~-~-·· __ :-;r .,. -~ - - ~- __ ,,,_ •-------~~-----~---~- ------.,--,..~-,--, 
Costa Rica and in the annexatio~_of several islands for military bases, 
and so held in limbo a proposed treaty which would_have tied Panama 
and the United States in a mutual security pact. American marines 
. 
were helping to maintain anuunp~pula.r president_ in office and helping 
-~. 
him to perpetuate an authoritarian administration in the island nation 
of JI.aiti. ,Throughout ·the ·caribbean area there were rumblings of dis;.. · ... 
/ f i 
content by late in the surmner of 1926., 
'tr ,t' ' 
In Mexico, also, a debate over land and mineral rights was comjng 
a 
•• _LI 
- ,, 
<" , 
- • • •' •• ~ .. ' - • • .., • r 
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to a head. The United States was reaching new heights of unpopularity 
in Europe and Latin America. 
the "world I a worst muddler.·~ 
., ; - ' . ~- . ', ./. 
Perhaps the United States, in 1926, was 
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CHAPTER FOOR 
'I DOLLARS AND DIPLOMACY 
If, throughout the period from 1921 to 1928, there is one thread 
woven through the discussions in the newspapers and magazines in regard. 
I to the forE!ign policy of. the United St~tes in Latitt··~erica, that one . - . 
,.f.';',_).• 
·. . 
-
. -~··°1-"'111 ~ 
. thread is that of the dollar. This interest ininancial matters and 
worship of the businessman was just a part of a larger pattern of dollar-
worship during the period. The United States in the 1920' s was a business-
. man's civilization. As one historian state~, "Perhaps the generalization 
had been valid since Appoinattox ••• nl Perhaps it was, but never was the 
dollar f?ign wor,.sbipped in · su.ch-\o11a public : fashion as it was in, the · decade ~ ~ 
l ,.-"!r,c~; . foJ.lowiµg World- War I. --Even those who understood the caricature of 
Sinclair Lewis' famous novel decided that perhaps ~twas not a bad idea 
to be a "Babbitt.·" And, had not Babbitt informed his friends, "What we 
___ ... -------·-·--,-·." _.,,..·:.:~~-·~-.:~----·~--need---f-i-r-st.-, ...... las.t-.--and .... all---.. th-e--.... time-"· .. iS·········a····---g-O.Od., .. -.. sound .... busin.ess .... -adm.tni.str~~i~1-1._l~2. ______ ~·----··~--
During the 19-20·1 s, _a business administration is what they got. 
The policies of the Coolidge Administration, especially,- were flavored 
by a constant desire to please ·the interests of business. As one journal 
) 
noted of~ "Ghe President,. "He is always thinking of big. business with tender 
concern because deep in his being is nothing less than a dogiua· -c.nat is · · ·· 
as Puritan .as the· doctrine of elevation was to his Calvinistic ancestors.") 
As l~ng as prosperity existed, the defects in domestic and foreign . 
Iii) 
_ ............ - __ . - -,-· .... --- -- policy were- -shunted to- the backgro1111d.·· . Save for the ··strident diss.enting 
voices of the li~eral pres~,· little criticism was made of the government, 
at least until late in 1925~ 
·59 
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To call-a mm··,a.·"good basliiessman··~was the highest .compliment of that 
"!,-
materialistic period. Small wonder that a man such as Secretary- Kellogg 
<>. 
lived in a constant fear of antagonizing the business interests which 
. helped to support the administration. Calvin Coolidge felt that the business· 
of the government was to help business, and help it they did. 
... A conclusion may be dravm, at this _point, in reference to the Latin 
American policy of the United States during the Harding and Coolidge 
a~istrations. That is, that the policy of the United States toward the . · 
countries of the Caribbean, Central America, and Me:x:i.co followed what was 
, thought iQ. ~ tq§. ges,t interests .Q.!: the QV,sinessmen· 1n. the United States. 
In other t~rds~ American~owned property and,.American interests were 
protected in the Caribbean and- Central America by force and thre~ts a~ 
long as possible; American-held oil wells and property were likewise 
~-·-. ..:.: ... . 
protected· by threats or by the withholding of recognition. When these 
policies were found to be working against the best _interest of the business 
I · ' ,, group--when the Europeans were making inroads into the trade w.i.th Hispanic ~-~ __ .-____.,...,~ 
! 
- ---- ··········-··-~-----···--~-\ ___ ,, _ __:_,__ ... --.----"--·--.. ---·-----~----·---·-----·-·· .. ·-------·---------,---·-"·•..--,··-·•-:----·-~--- .. -,--,·----·····--- ..... ·······-····------···--·~----.··- ·········,····-·-···· ..... -----·-· ··-·-·-- .... ,-. .......... ······· ., .... ,. ... - .•..... .,. --. --· ,_ .. ,.. . . . ..... . .. -- .. .... .:)~· 
~! ___ .. ----· -------·----- -
~·. 
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.. ; 
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--· 
America, when the rising nationalism of the areas created pressures: 
against American business--then the.trend ·in American foreign policy changed. 
To Iv1exico went Morrow, charged with placating the Mexican Government. To 
· Nicaragua went Stimson, c~arged with the abolishment of friciion in that 
COWltry. To Havana went Coolidge and Hughes, to present a smiling fa·ce 
. 
. 
. 
to the south. To Mexico, Central America, and iihe Caribbean went that 
authentic hero, Charles Augustus Lindbergh, ~n a mission of friendship and 
'good will.-,. . ·"·····f .. · .. · \ 
. 
Here .it would seem that the liberal journals had won their point. 
' They had called for recognition of the Obregon Government in Mexico. 
' ! Obregon had been. recognized. They bad called for the removal of American 
·~ . 
·:._ 
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forces from the small republics of Central ... America and ~he Caribbean .• _·~~--·_L __ _ 
-- .......... -·· ······· ----------······- -- ·- - - - .. 
These 141ere on the r,ray to removal. But still . the liberals were not 
satisfied. Realizing the push of finance in these moves, they turn~4 __ 
their guns on big business itself. They, .~ought to identify business with 
') 
diplomacy. 
Liveral journals such as the Nation, New Re:eµblic, and the New York 
World developed a sterotype of diplomacy dominated by Wall Street. 
---·· _;;.. .. -:.:.--·. 
Constantly exposed i-1ere the high-interest loans being floated in the 
·vicinity of the ".American lake. 11 The quest for dollars was seen in 
American intervention in Central America and the Caribbean. Sympathetic 
·as they were to the socio-economic revolution being carried out in Mexico, 
' 
· they eared little· for the'·.ract that-American-heldproperty ran a'·risR -or ... 
confisc~tion on the agrarian program envisioned by Calles, Dbregbn, and_ · 
1, 
"''IE ,.' - . 
their followers. With the, odoriferous scandals arising from the outpouring 
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/ · .. threatened in Mexico with the discredited Fall and Doheney. In the of'f'ense · 
I against entrenched capital, the weekly journals, such as the Nation, took . ,,, 
.,, 
V ' 
., a much stronger line than the newspapers, which were somewhat hampered"' by 
a larger circulation. " 
,,, 
. ,t; 
On the other hand, such newspapers as the Chicago Tribune and the · 
C: 
' 
New York imes, witl1 their great revenues from advertising and large 
' 
> 
circulatiQns, were a part of big business. They turned naturally to a 
, 
! 
· ,. _ -defense· of any American policy. which they felt favored business inte!ests. · 
So, as long ras intervention seemed to serve the interests of big business 
these journals defended intervention. While the Obregbn Government was 
being considered for recognition, a ·.guarantee of protection for American 
interests was insisted upon. Later, when it was .felt that financial 
' ' 
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interests were threatened by Europe, the Times discovered that it was 
possible to put a price tag upon good will, and expressed the sentiment 
,;; 
that the United States should attempt to come to friendly terms with the 
Latin nations, as this would improve trade. In a way the New York Times 
was a bell-wether for the kind of policy that was later called the 
"Good-neighbor policy. " 
The· the;is that diploma~y followed· the dictates of business is, of 
course, an ·oversimplication of an entwined and complicated question. _ There 
· were pressures other than that of .business working upon the State Dep~tment. 0 · 
·i>. . -~ 
The liberal press of the. United States; the French press, miffed at~Uncl·e r 
• ~ 
Shylock for his pressure over the war d~9ts; the remnants of the Pro-. 
. 
. gressive bloc in -the Senate;· the "loyal opposition" of· the Democratic 
Party; even some enlightened members of the State Department--al.l tff these 
cri.ed out to the Administration for a ohange· in basic policy. But we 
l 
' . 
. ~bmit .. that non~ of these ~ess~~u:iltavi be: -~tr ecti v~ in changing_ 
. / . 
"" 
.. 
the policy had it not been that this was felt to~be in the best~interests 
of the business interests of the United States. 
Samuel Guy Inman was one of the most articulate of the opponents to 
'· ""' 
' - ,"--
. \ 
,..;;,,. . .... . ,,. ~ \ 
the American policy of economic imperialism in Latin America. By 1924,. · . 
r~. 
-~. ,. • 
• .. .). 
in the Atlantic Monthly, he was able to state that there were but six of 
I 
. 
. 
' the .cowitries of Central and South America, the Caribqean, and North 
. .America whl.ch were not in some way under the financial' domination of the 
United States. Inman listed only the following as being 11outsi.de the -·, A~ 
circle of American control": ,Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, 
and Venezuela. 4 Inman was ·also concerned with the fact that the financial 
domination in many cases also brought political domination. In the 
·: ~. 
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. Caribbean area, especially, the American minister had a·most important 
voice in what was done in intemal affairs. All this was done under the 
guise of protecting American lives and property. "Since .American lives : ... 
,. . 
·seldom are in danger," said Inman, "American property naturally gets first /'. . 
place. In fact it is only in countries where American property interests 
are paramount that this tutelage is employed. n5 
' 
· Antedating by six years the mission of Dwight Morrow was an obser-
vation by Glenn Frank, editor of Century magazine, who later served as 
President 9f the University of Wisconsin. A ·man of genuine vision and a 
~ 
. 
liveral outlook, Frank stated what came to be a basic argument of the 
revisionists. He refuted the theory that(it was necessary to fight against. 
the coming of a liberal gover11ment in Mexico. As he said, "liberal 
', . 
politics in Mexico is the best guaranty to.foreign business, in general, 
> , , 
. J • 
,- and iri particular to ih8 f' oreign .. investor. "6 Franls decryed. the "muddled 
. ·' ~ y 
--thinking11 that had di-etated business opposition to "sacrifice the permanent 
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advantages"' of a long future to the quick profits of the innnediate hour ... ? 
-,~~ ~ . 
Continuing, he stated what later came to be the dogma of those who argu.-ed 
for a change in the policy toward Mexico under the rationalization or 
business· success~. "Any Mexican policy ••• that. does not make for a permanent 
s~~tlement of the Mexican muddle is not only p9or statesmanship, but 'bad" 
-
b . · · ' dl f th · di t · · · t - n8., ·· usiness ,. regar . es-s o . e imme a e ·concessions 1 may secur_e ••• 
As early as 1921, the New York Times called for a kind- of "dollar 
diplomacy" in Hispanic America. This editorial called for the kind that 
had been practiced by the British Foreign Office. Salling.tor the combination 
of diplomacy and trade, the Times states that there is a "community of 
self-interest in the investment of American capital in Latin .America, in 
the ••• advantages accruing to that region by that investment." The daily 
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concluded,,, "North Amenca.n ~d thus Latin-American ·diplomacy has a great 
.... 
... lasting duty axid opportunity of common benefit. 119 The metropolitan 
Journal was pointing out what ~1a.s already' a truism, for trs ..de and diplomacy 
were already intertwined in Central America and the Caribbean. 
Save for the laudatory comments in the conservative journals, little 
was said of trade in the early •twenties, except for the occasional out-
erys coming from the liberal press. These jo~als had a genuine dislike 
·for the economic imperialism of protection of business interests by American 
, 
. ' 
diplomacy, being practiced in the sma.!1 and weak republics to the south. 
Typical of these editorials were two which appeared in the Nation in - ~ 
' ; October :1923 •. The i,'irst of these complained bitterly of the fact that a • ,- I I . ' 
.... 
-- ,, • " H 
. "". J 
· New York business house had negotiated a loan for $6,000,000 for twenty-
five years· at an interest rate of eight per cent.· Commenting also upon 
~he fact that Nicaragua and Guatemala were also negotiating for a loan, 
' . I • .., • 
'.the. Nation said,} " ••• every man and doubtless every nation has · a right ,to 'l • 
. 
. " ' 
. 
. 
. 
. ' 
', . '· .• . ' . 
--- . ... . -··-··-~---.. ~.·, c··---···-------,·····cho·ose- 'its-···own ·x1na-··of···· borrdage~·-nl--0---~·-·1rowevefr-; ---·thEf-Natiori -re1-i·--inaf;"' the 
. ; .. -~' .. . 
bondage v1~s being selected by the "leaders" for ;>he "followers". Throughout 
the years, the Nation and the ~~ew R§Et+blic made much of the high interest 
rate cp.arged to the nations of Central and South Am~ica, and the Caribbean. 
' Because of the risk involved, an interest rate of eight p~r cent or more 
was not unusual. .. 
. A. fortnight· after the· editorial commented· upon· above, the Natio11 again 
c.ri ticiZTed the ·Salvador loan, this time· ori the groW1ds that the State 
Department had pledged the services of a Federal judge to act· as arbitrator 
for th·e loan. One of the vulnerable points. in the policy of the State 
Department was the part played by its officials in negotiating lOB!J.S • 
- . .. . . . ,..._ - . - . ~. .... . . . " ' ,( . . ... ·- -. 
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_.J This was to be cri tic~zed on a much· greater scale later, by financial 
.. int~rests, when many of the loans were defaulted. Villard' s journal, in 
~ 
this case, recommended that "One "'qt the, first duties of our new Congress 
' 
should be t,o investigate this shameless transaction by an administration 
whose motto i.s 'less government in business. 1 nll 
., 
. -
- - -----· ~--'..::, 
At the time of the recognition of the Obreg6n Admjnistration that -· --.J .. ---· 
move lra.s seen by the conservative Birminghan News as an aid to trade, while 
L_L 
__ L___ 
pointing out that the southern republtc was_ a.lr~ady. one. of tb.~. be~t c_1.1.a,t,01q.e~s ~-, ,.-- _____ .... ~ - ' ,- "'-1"<,,li, - ~ • • •. • 
,..._ "1 .. I _.,,,....= :,-! .;. . .:u--.~----"·-•- -"-~ [~ .,........,-..~•-- -~ -- -
..... . .... -
...... 
.• . 
. ... -- ~ . 
of the United States,· and that the United States was t~best customer f'or 
Mexic. Pointing, as the New York Times had, to the value of reciprocal 
C • . ·, 
.. '. ···- ,, .. :_,._._._._ - ,,,,_ .. -·· ~-- ,. _ _.,,, ......... ,....,, ......... ~ ... ,--,·1~: ·_· __ · . 
· trade, the southe:c,i journal stated that "no country ean maintain e.~ercial 
· :relations on a permanent basis without an approximately equal flow of 
was willing to give credit to any move upon the part of that agency which 
.. 
showed evidence of liberal thinking. One such move received editorial 
'~ ~ 
I/''.' 
notic-e late in 192l, At that time the liberal weekly commentedv upon an 
·ff. action of t~ State Department in regard . to the exchange of "most favored 
nation n treatment regarding tariffs with any nation in the Western 
. 
. 
Hemisphere. Here v1as a forerunner of the reciprocal treaties of the 19.39' e• 
This was B:Il _evidence of_ a .. shifting in the policies. of_ the St.at_e Depar_t~ 
. ment in order to improve trade. As the New Republic · said of this move, 
The action ••• is the result of business acwnen 
--as·well a.s diplomatic amiabilityo· We export, to these 
countries as t~ell as import from them, and they are 
as able to impose drastic duties as t,re areo Never~ 
theless, the State Department's proposal is fair-
minded, and based on jµstice •.•• 13 
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incriminating Secretary of the Interior Fall, there was an attempt to 
. delve int,> ~s 1part in other petroleum dealings. In an article in the 
·New Republi=c' Edward Earle discusse$i the treaty which had ·indemnified 
Colombia for the loss of Panama in 1903. This treaty had been opposed 
by Republican Senators during the Wilson Administra£ion on the grounds -
that it would be an insult to ex-President Theodore Roosevelt. With the 
9-eath of T. R. the way ~s cleared for the passage of the treaty. Former 
·,:.•j. ~ 
Senator Fall found, hj.mself in the position of supporting the bill. 
The Secretary of the Interior had sent a letter to the Foreign 
Relations Committee of the Senate which, the Nation felt, was 11 one of the -
.~ 
. 
' 
· · · .most- astounding 1' of our- recent· al)Ologia for ·naked ecor101:~c , imperiaJBn ••• nl4 
Fall had set his appeal for the ratif;cation of the treaty upon the grounds 
that "American oil interests are much interested in the friendly set~le~ lt· .. ,, 
' ' 
''ti 
ment of all outstanding difficulti~wj_th Colombia ••• n15 Of course, in · _ 
... . 
•
4 connnenting upon t-he oil controversy with Mexico,_ t,~~ __ Nation __ :_@d .... J~h~ New ______ ___,..--:------1 
·-~-
- ___
 ,......,,.,~•·••~..,,,_.,... ....... _...,....,..,,...~~.,,:.,_a\-. ~_..._,.,.,,,.,..,..,_..., • .._,-c,=-_.,...-,,.,.,...,.(b,,,...,....,,,,,,...,-~~...--.,..,,.-~....,__.~,.~· .,,_...,-~..,--,.,-------
·~-~--,,--,,-·,_.,._..,~~~---~~n-·c-----•-•---"'....-. .. ___ _ ..... Y,.. .. ~., 
,· ' 
Republic, and later the New York World, also tried to identify Edward l)oheny 
with the American oil interests in Mexico. 
Possibly the operiing shot fired by the conservative press which was 
growing dissatisfied with the Latin American policy o:r the United States 
was _ a New York Times edi. tori al in 192 5. This . salvo appeared in an editorial 
~ch conunented upon the speech o~· Presi_~ent Coo~idge at the dedication 
' 
· of a· monument in ·honor- of----Gener.al .... Sari-.Martin., ... The. Times. fae.ed .. the .problems., .... : ... ____________ ,~ '"~ 
of the "big brotherly" approach by the United States toward the smaller 
Latin ..American nations. Calling its editorial "Pcgi-American Realities, 11 
the daily suggested that the United States, 11Wi th the best intentions :in 
the world, and conscious of its O'Wil good will, ni6 had seriously alienated 
,/ 
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. - .. . .... , .. . . r. its relationships with Hispanic America. In the eyes' of the.Times· tbe .. 
.. 
most serious problem was in the .fact that the United States ·had not made· 
its policies clear, nor put them into the proper light. As the editor s 
". 
stated, "Without in the least intending to give offense, we have given it • 
...___../ Sure of our own virtous purposes, we have taken it for granted that they 
must be.apparent to all men.nl7 Continuing, the editorial pointed out the 
need for a new--awareness on. the part_ of the American people of. the ·problems 
faced by our southern neighbors. Here was a theme that the·Times was to 
--
follow, w.i.th variations, over a period of years. 
In line with this theory, the New York daily commented a few months 
C. 
·1ater upon an increase in the study of Spanish in New York City. One (of-
-~--·--.. -~---
the reaso!)S advanced for this increase was the prospect of ·ttcommercia.1 · 
and political relations.with Spanish Americans.nl8 
.... ~- ·- ··~;· . -~ . ·:·.--.--:.-· r: 
.• •J 
More and more, · t~ public was·· informed of an increase in the now 
nation in the world. In 1914 .American citizens owed foreign investors 
three billion dollars; by 1919 foreigners owed the United States nearly 
three billion. Taken together with the .fact that the United States held 
, 
war-debts of over ten billion dollars, this "represents one of those great 
shifts in power -that occurs but rarely in the history of a nation. nl9 At 
the· turn · of the century, American investors had holdings of approximately 
. 
··~ 
I 
i· 
i I . 'I 
' i 
. ,I 
. .... , .
. [ 
I 
, I 
$390,000, 000 in _4til:l America, mainly iri Mexico, Cuba, and ·the Caribbean. 2~ -. · •· ........ , •• · .. • ••••• , ••.•.• ·,,, •••• _, ,· .. • : .... ··-···-··-··"· .••••. .-••• ,.,.-••••.• ·, ................ ---········ ......... " 
.. ' . k 
\ 
J A quarter of a cerl.'tury later, the Department of Commerce estimated 
that the total investments in Latin America by .Americans amoµnted to four 
and one quarter b~llion dollars. 21 At that time Cuba led in the amount of. 
American investment, with Mexico a close second. Further south, the United 
States had invest~d approximately one and one-fourth billion in the South 
American Continent. 22 6 . 
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Wi tn · tne demand tor capital ·the.state· Department bUI'dened increase--. -- ., . 
responsibilities. In an attempt at supervision of the loans
, a requir~-
. ment lras made that the State Department be informed of a:n
y large lo:ans 
made in Latin America. Later, this ca.me to be a sort of
 negative approval,. 
in that the State Department would inform investors if' it h
ad no objection 
to a loan. However, the State Department di:d 'not undertak
e to gual'antee 
that a loan -would be paid. The tacit approval or the Departmen
t of State 
toward a loan carried a great deal of weight, however, for t
here was a 
.. 
ij. 
' 
,,; rJ>• 
feeling upon the part of investors that the United States 
was in some 
' 
way guaranteeing the loan. A vi·gorous objection to this practice was 
.-made by the liberal weeklies, such as the Nation, whic~
 called such agree-
I 
.• ~ 
men ts "secret aJ liances. n23 State Department advice on 
foreign loans had 
. . 
•. 
the effect of bringing the executive department and the 
large investment · 
' 
firms into a close association, and wi-th this association
 came the 
, . ' . 
;,, 
""'-. 
--~ 
. -··· ..........
 _ •....... , _______ - . 
;-- .. ~ ··- -;-
---,,~-.~iticj snt .. th.at: __ t.b_e~-~-§~~~-~ -~De:eartment was domihat~d by ·Wall Stre
et. · ~ . 
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By 1925, the Nation was arousing its readers to the fact that the
 
United States had attained a new position as world banker.
 Here was a 
A 
keynote that the liber.al · press 1ras to strike throughout the 
"next three 
years. RaisLng the cry of "imperialism, " the Nation stated
 that the 
United States had taken control of many small republics, 
by force, while 
; 
__ ,Europe was engaged in war·. With the end of the -war, "w
e have not been :quite 
so crude: but our bankers, ••• have secu.red an increasing ar
ea of control 
without the use of armed force. n24 
' . 
The liberal weekly decryed the fact that the increased trade
 in the 
Caribbean and Central America also brought increased respon
sibilities in' 
the area. Here again was the idealistic hope for self-deter
mination for 
small nations, which was a heritage.from the Wilson-Lippmann 
Fourteen Points 
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of a decade lie!ore. When th~ subjugation ·,Of a- smal~~~~on like Haiti 
· and Santo Domingo was combined with 'mo.tives Qf finaricia:\. gain on the p.ar:t 
of .Americans, this was particularly reprehensible. As tb.e Nation said·, . 
. "We are beeomJ}g, in .the interest of Wal 1 street, the policeman of the 
world ••• n25 
With the increased stress on trade development, men such as 
Walter Lippmann saw clearly, by 1927, the .conflict which was resolving 
' 
itself' in the Caribbean, Mexico, and Central America •. This was the con-
flict ·bett;een the vested rights to -property in those republics by .American 
interests as opposed to a developing feeling of nationalism. This is a 
similar struggle, in many 1ivays, to that now going -on in Africa,_ Asia, and 
J 
. 
~~-
Oceania; ···. Indeed, · -sbme1'rli£t · of t~ s proble:rn.. exists for the United States-
, ,, 
three and one-half decades later,,. in an especially virulent form in Cuba. 
"This is not a ·simple problem, n cautioned Lippmann. ~ 
, We .have.· become exporters of capital, and we are 
---cnl-ed-apon---·to-.. ·--dee·ide .. ._ .. what-·-··-is------to-.... be ..... the .. ,,_a_tt.t:tud~ . · 
of the United States Gov~rnment to ,;1ards that ·· ---............ ----
exported capital wh~n a foreign government subjects 
the property of American citizens to -new,~ and drastiCt 
'\ 
I' social regulation.26 · ~ .,- .. __ :1 
According to the editor of the New York World. speaking through 
the pages of Foreign Affairs, both Secretary Kellogg and President Coolidge 
contended that a title to a property "once acquired must be left ·intact in 
: / ;Letter t ,· in . spirit,, . an.d in. suostan..ce for all tim·e to come. n27_ Presiden·~ -. 
• 
... , ., 
• 
-
•• - ,• 
-
• • • -
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·. . 
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. 
I 
Coolidge took the further extreme position that the rights of a vested 
interest held an. t~ncha.ngeabl·e .. ti tie, . even against the . ac:tions ____ OJ~' .. Jl._ ~()Vereign; _ _ _ _ , 
... 
• • • • 
, 
. 
'• '·- -, • · · -•- •- .'• ·- c-<.._,~, , •• -,-.-- -···-····r..i=--:·.- .• -·, .. •c..:.~-;:;,;:, •. ,.";,~ 
. ~- ., . 
and that this was clear· under international law. The Kellogg Doctrine 
came to a head in a situation such as _in }iex:ico, where the Constitution of .·,..;, ... 
. ---'-"·=·-----~,., ....... , ... , ... _,, •• _ • .,,,"·""·'··-""'· .. - ....... ,,,i_.,. .. _1 ... >,1,,.,,.-..,. ...... -===--......... ~GLr:_ 
1917 reserved the rights to mineral deposits.. There the problem resolved 
itself to one of acquired .. property versus n~tional sovereignty.28 
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In this d.8bat,e the Chicago Tribtme ~ame the champion of acquired 
~ ~ 
rights. The United States had bought the rights for a canal in Nicaragua, 
~ 
-therefore an . administration must serve in that country 1/aich ·would def end 
American rights.. The Calles regime threatened the interests of the oil 
companies in Mexico, therefore the··- Calles Administration must be put in 
its place. reasoned the Tribune. 
In an editorial in December 1926, the Tribune connnented on the subject 
of "Mexican Policy and Foreign Investment." The ever-alert editor had , 
heard rumblings of a dis.position on the part of the Calles government to ~'"' 
make the land and petroleum laws retroactive. Said the Tribune, " ••• it is 
- I ~ 
up to our goveI'llment to see that it is not completed. µi defiance of .American 
rights. 1129 
.r 
;., 
A few .days later the Tribune .,~sked, "Is it To Be Confiscation or Not?". 
. '. '•-• ,- J-,.,,, 
. In this editorial.it was suggested that those who were·not opposed to the 
doctrine of confiscation in Mexico were those who owned no property.there. 
( 
.. 
J l . 
~--.,.~--- - :~·.,....__:_:_ ___ ,________ ' _, -
- - - - --~-~-----·---~----··-···-···-··--····-·-· .. ---------------,----:-···------·····-----··-- -----·-····_-· ..... ·- ·--- ------------------- - - ' --····----· .. ' -~.--·--~-~.~---· .. ,· 
'· ' . . (' sara··-:trre-·-em:c-a:go·-aaity·;--nr-.r~·-the .Amerio-an critics of our government were 
. i. 
·; .. 
7 
.P 
-
'', 
. 'd:" 
willing to have their property taken without compensation by retroactive 
laws, we should hear their protests with le~s contempt61 nJO A standard 
question of the TribWle about liberals was, "Whose property are they being 
liberal with?". 
As· American marines intervened in Nicaragua and attempted to set up 
. 
-
"neutral zones" to protect the Diaz Administration, the -Chicago paper -set 
out to condone the righ~ of intervention in that colllltry. In editorials 
'• '-•-••, -- ,_ _,. __ '_;. ,, _ _._ .~,_. ••'-•r·O~-• - "'41- - . - . .... •••" 
in late December 192, . .f and in early 1927, it was pointed out that the United 
S_tates had invested $),000,000 for "· •• the exc_lusive right to build an 
interoceanic canal across Nicaraguan territory whenever we wish to do so.,Jl -
--. \ 
'\ ,, 
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· · It was tel t strongly, .by -the Tribune, that the United States cguld not aJ low· 
-
~ . 
a junta which· would repudiate the treaty rights of the United Stat~$".~-~:· ' ~} . 
gain control. 
... 
Following the crisis of -early 1927, the New Republic connnented upon 
the fact that the Calles_Administratiori had authorized the payment of 
$12,000,000 for the meeting. of the interest, due in January 1 of that year, 
'\,, . 
', 
upon its public debt •. Referring to the fervor of that period, the liberal. 
j9~al connne~ted that, "When a government is dealing with an adversary 
which,, in substanee, is accusing it of dishonesty, it would be _only h,uman 
if it lived up to the accusation. n32 · W:ith its friendly competitor, the 
Nation, the New ~epublic was a sympathe.tic supporter of_ the Cfilles Adminis-
... 
· ~. , . , : I · •t • '"• 
tration, as ~,ell as other experiments .in. socio-economic refolution in other 
parts ol' the world. 
Du.ring this same period the New York Times was also turning its 
attention to the subject of trade with the nat~ons to the~south, and noting 
'\ ' 
... ... -~
 ,---"~"""':--~-"...,·- -----~------ ... ·-·--·-,-...... . 
_.i; •. :: . 
the increased competition'from Ehl"Ope in trade with the countries-of'-- ---------~---.. · 
Hispanic America. While acknov1ledging the fact that mere geography dictated 
that there would be a continuation of trade between the northern republic 
and the southern nations, "even if they dislike us, 1133 the Times felt that 
sen~iment counted for something ·in trade. The loss of good will might tip 
. 
' 
· _the balance of trade toward Europe rather than North .America. Said the 
. ' - . .. 
,,... ~ ' -
.. . '·' . . 
Times editor, 
. ·:·:· .. - - .. 
- , ....... __, ·,. .... s .. fl ..... _, ___ ·- p-.. -----··-· ------ •• . .•.• • we have ... to. ~deal diplomatic a] J y with the_:.. . ..
, . . ·- .. - -, ·- _. ·'' ,.-·,, __ ,.,_, ~. '""''"'~·;-,;,,, .. ;., ... ,,'. __ ., __ ...... ,;,. --,.;.,.; .. ------·-····· .;..,, _ ........ -._,. _ _.:. ............ ,· ....
.. ' ... . 
·'· 
,· 
republics · to the south of us. Even if we 
.... -<~ 
cannot escape feeling in our ow hearts 
vastly superior to them9 it is neither 'Wise 
n~r_profitabl<; to ~reat them as if they were 
acknowledged 1rifer1ors.3Li-
. t ~ 
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. w,as to be the growing sentiment tovrard La.tin American policy among the business . 
- ·and conservative interestso They began to realize, ,:,,yhen they received the 
pressure of the purse, that a shot-1 of .friendliness was necessary to achieve 
financial rapport with_the countries in Hispanic .America. Still there remained 
J 
the reeling of superiority which endangered any outward show of equality. 
Journals overseas were noting the same feeling of hostility toward the 
United States among the southern republics. In London, the Saturda:y; Review 
felt that this would qe of benefit to Great Britain, as it concluded, "It is 
perhaps no ~xaggeration to say that the attitude of the State Department has 
done more than anything else ••• to unite ~outh America again~t the United 
.States ••• -11 35 
. . ...... \.., 
With the easing of the tension -ltthich had peen built· up between the -United ~ 
. States and Mexico in -early 1927-, came a desire upon the part of businessmen_ 
on both sides of the Rio Grande to improve business relationships~between 
the two republics. The New York Times, which had been among the leaders in 
between the two countries. 36 
It had become clear, by this time, that the State Department was 
•· ~ 
influenced by t1:t.e business interests to an unusually great degree. Bruce 
Bliven, who had recently returned from Havana, asked the questi-on, "Who Makes 
Our Foreign Policy?" and proceeded to answer it himself. Bliven felt that the 
State Department .. · considered . itself. to be _ the- defender for · the ·'·Ame·riean trader······-- · ···· ·- ····--·' '::~~i"::1:; 
~d investor; maintaining in behalf of these groups a tacit doctrine of extra-
fl 
territoriality, especially in Latin .America •. The journalist comment~d upon· 
the tempermental unity between the wealthy, conservative, men in the State 
Department and their counterparts in the financial world. r There was, felt 
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· Bliven, "a common cynical contempt for 'inferior races• and an impatient -
. ···•· ~ 
· distain for those 1·tu1practical idealists' who would like to see our· relations 
"' 
with weaker countries mutualized. 11 37 The fact that the administration favored . . 
,, 
business interests increased the co-operation between the foreign policy 
makers and the businessmen. 
~- . 
When President Coolidge attended the Havana Conference of the Pan-
. . 
I -- 'ftir 
. 
~ 
American Union early in 1928, there was a renewed interest in Latin .America. 
_The Ne1-1 York Times printed three editorials during .that period which cai•ried 
'-
out the theme of increased\ trade ·with Latin America. One of them, on January 14, 
. 
r' 
J 
r---::r 
-w~s _ impressed with the Lindbergh n·ight which had taken "Lindy" on a hop from 
th~ U~ited St~tes through Mexico, Central America, and finally to the Caribbean. 
- ,~ 
~ 
The Times thought t~at this proved the feasibility of air mail service .~o Latin 
. America. As it commented, "If we don't look out, the Getmans and French, and .. 
perhaps the Spanish, -will anticipate the United States ~ Sout~ America.· •• 
. . f:,i ., ;: 1 
Our rivals are not neglecting their opportunity.'n38 _A year earlier, .th_e ___ ·----------------------------
-
-
"7' 
,-· 
· Chicago Triblllle had suggested that an American-owned railroad be built to. 
South America, with a temporary air route until the railroad was finished. 39 
The Times also connnented upon the fact that, there was a decline in trade 
~ ~ 
with Europe while the amount,of goods sold to Latin .America was increasing.40 
This was a part of the psuedo-isolation of the period, which saw the United 
. States ignoring Europe and turning southvra.rd. 
- "The root or tne union ••• is economic. n41 So feit the New York· Times in 
~ editorial dealing with -the Pan-American Union. ·The conservative daily -. · 
continued optimistically to conclude that there was a "kind of Pan-American 
solidarity1142 which was based upon economic necessity. 
L~wis s. Gannett, no admirer of '"the administration, commented upon the 
,. I 
· need for capital in Latin America. As he stated the paradox existing in the, 
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south, "There is not a Yankee-hater in South America who doe
s not want 
American capital for his country ••• Increasingly Yankee c
apital dominates 
Latin America ••• And everywhere the governments are beggin
g for more. 1143 
-
. 
V • . 
Perhaps it was significant that the American people, in 1928
, elected 
as President the man who had been the best friend to busi
ness in America. 
V'lhen President-elect Hoover announced his intention of m
aking a tour of the 
republics to the soutl1, there was a wi~e-spread approval 
of this move. 
Almost without exception, the journalists noted the Hoover trip as a bid tor 
trade, which most of them favored. The Nation realized that
 its primary 
mis$ion was to improve relations for. the purpose of trade, but felt
 that 
0'" 
· this was 11an unusua.l)gesture of recognition"and trade.
1144 11It will be within. 
the power- o! Mr. Hoover to sweep away mu.ch of the ling
ering- misunderstanding, . 
• • :'45 added the New York Times. ~ .,, n 
And so it would seem, on the 'eve. of the Hoover administrati
on, that 
' 
.. . 
- . . 
-
-
,• 
everyon·e was contented. The conserv.at-:ive press was --nappy tliat ·the new· . 
¢-.ti~ 
administration was making an effort to im~r~ve r~ations w
ith L~tin America, 
as this wuld improve the climate for business. On the 
other hand, the-
' , 
. 
liberal press could see the results of their~efforts in the 
recognition of 
Mexico, and in the apparently friendly relations with th
at nation. Now the 
liberal. press turned its guns on the financial interests, 
rather than upon 
. the State Department. . · 
. •' 
Such journals as the Nation and the New Republic took what appeared to J 
America. But it should be noted that their criticism was 11
ot of trade itself, 
but what they considered._.a one-l;raystreet in profits-.... with
 Uncle Sam's State 
Departmen·t as ·the policeman. They favored trade. but they
 did not condone 
.,.8;~at they considered to be unfair profits on the part o
f American capitalists. 
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Of course,. the years of the Hoover Adminj stra\~on were not to .be happy 
~ 
,· 
ones, in spite of the auspicious start. But a beginning had been made toward. 
b_etter relations among the Americas. In November 1928, the United States 
' 
wanted good will.'With its neighbors to the south. For, as the Nation 
noted, " 1 Good will' and 'trade 1 ar,e increasingly synonymous. 1146 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
41 
CRITICAL PERIOD: 1927 
Policy makers in the State Department were_ caught in a triple 
cross-fire in late 1926 and early 1927. The United States was 
--1,1-ocked- by- detemined (and vocal) -- opposition -in Nicaragua, r~xico, 
-. 
and even in the miniat~repubric, Panama. For a period of per-
... 
· haps three months, the.United States found its Latin American policy 
" 
subjected to a merciless glare of unfavorable publicity. ind, as 
t• •.... ,· 
., 
usually happens in a democracy, the administration was forced into 
. 
. 
~ 
action to lessen the hostile criticism. Able men were sent to 
,·'"-
Mexico and Iiicara.gua td help correct the conditions in those troubled 
"' 
nations, and there were signs of a new attitude toward ~1 of Latin 
~ 
foreign policy of the United States changed.·· These aims, including 
protection of the Panama Canal and of American property in Central .. 
. . 
I 
America and the ·Caribbean, received little, ·if any, modification. 
The cp.ange, ~s far as the administration was concerned, was in the 
-methods to be used~ to affect the _constant -goals. 
But the changes in the method of the State Department are ·not 
the only changes found -in the pages- of the editorials in early ;J.927.· 
There is a definite change in the tenor of the direction pointed by 
the editorial writers of the journals, as compared with previous years. 
In addition, there is a more or less definite pattern in-the evolution 
of the editorials. The conservative journals which had defended the 
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policy of the. administrat.ion found themselves calling for modification 
• 
of the Latin American ·-policy in order to bring increased friendship 
. ~ 
with Hispanic America. The 1iberal journals which had criticized the 
government's policy no matter what course it pursued,as being merci-
, 
less economic irnperialism--a subjugation of smalle·r nations by finan-
cial methods, backed by force--found that there were mitigating cir-
cumstances which had led. the government policy makers into the courses 
they had taken. In other words, it woul.d seem that the editorials in 
the liberal and conservative journals were approaching a similarity in· 
"" tone by mid-January 1927. 
Leadership in this journali~tic metamorphosis was provided by 
the edi:{io~ial page of the New York World. Many of the comments 
which appeared in the New York daily were 4igested.and regur-
- •' 
gitated upon the pages of other journals, both liberal and.conser-
. ...... \• .... ·- ' .... -
---·-·---------.------·----···----:----'-'-···.;--------- --·-vative;--------···Tne- -ie-adersh-ip-·or- the · World -was not ~in---it·s- --influenc·e-··-·over : --:~--~ -----------~·-~--. ..:_-:_ ---·-:-·--
··"'' 
.. 
its own subscribers, but in its appeal to other papers. Of course, 
those journals had their own reasons for their criticism of the State 
\. 
Department's policy, but they based many of the1ir arguments ·upon 
,_ those whic~ were first devised by the World. 
Of cour~se, the World was a liberal journal, and by 1926 the 
e~itorial page was edited by the erudite Walter Lippmann. As a 
liberal paper the World had rollowed somewhat the same critical 
- . - . i- ,. ,_ . < .., ~ 
4 " < - ~ -- > -· • --
policy as ·had ~he liberal weeklies, such as the· Nation.-and the New 
Republic. But the criticisms of the pol·icy toward Central America 
. . 
·~ ., ~ 
. .,. 
and r-1:exico which appeared in the World were tempered by the intellectual 
Lippmann, who could trace the development of the policy and define the 
pressures which had helped to shape it. Not that the editor of the 
79 
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World necessarily agreed with the~ steps tbat had been taken, but 
· at least he understood why they had been taken. This gave the / 
editorials, as written by Lippmann, something of an attitude of ,in• -
completeness. In other words, the issues were not seen in shades of· 
black and white, but rather in shades of gray, and it was up to the 
.... 
reader to lighten or brighten them as desired, according to his own 
point o:f view. 
As the largest of the newspapers which were dedicated to the ~ ( 
liberal viewpoint, the World becB;,me ~e source of many of the idea·s 
' 
p f'o1~owed by the liberal weeklies,. and helped to give their editorials 
a more objective line. This objectivity also appealed ·to the: conser-, 
vative joui-nals, for ~ey also could find proof for their convictions 
. . ~ in the World's editorials. Thus 'the World became the leader~ of one ~ 
I 
''-\ / 
1-_) / 
• 
- . of the few national newspaper crusades of" -Che twentieth century, the 
-~· 
·.~.:.. 
,.... ~ ¥' 
.... 
·- -···-· .. -~- --~~ .. - . ________ -.-:-: .. ,.-: .. ·····-- '---·;··--------· . . 
-··---.·-·"--••••• -·-·-•·•·-~·-,_a./.·.--C-·--'~-·-~---,---·,-·-------
. 
.... _.,., ... ' ·-. ·······-·-···; .... . ........ .. . . .............. ., •' ........ , ---~ '-:-· ..... --· ---
---· --- ------·· - ' -- s,-•· ~·--•·• .... - , . 
., ·-· 
drive for a policy of friendliness toward Latin America •. f. 
' ................... : ............... ,, .... - . 
This is not to say that the World I s editorials were the only 
reason for the changes that appeared in the·· newspape~ and magazine 
.· . 
editorials of the time. The mere fact of an implied threat of war 
with Mexico was sufficient-to make editors delve more deeply into 
the issues, and this was bound to bring··about more objectivity in 
the editorials. · The pressure of increasing business competition 
-
. from Europe helped·to awaken the conservative journals to the dangen 
-
•• j 
' • '.. 
. # in the Latin America then being" carried out. War with Mexico was 
threatened, and the basic pacificism. of a ~tion which had concluded i,,;'.::,, 
I a war to insure self-determination for smaller nations was aroused. 
But it would seem that th~ drives which motivated the other journals 
were pointed up in the pages of the World, especially in the critical 
weeks of early l927 • 
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The catalyst for the outpouring of editorial comment was the 
f'·· . 
re-entry of American marines into Nicaragua in the summer of 1926. 
This move was heartil.y endorsed by_such journals as the Chicago 
. . ' 
Tribune, which had little use for those whom it felt would give up 
American rights to property in Cent;ral America, Mexico·, and the 
Caribbean. Alternation of intervention and withdrB,11al of American 
I'. 
troops ~rould have the result, felt the Tribune., of "convincing -Latin 
American opinion of our hYPocr1sy an.a iiitS:rfor mOtiVation ••• 111 The 
Chicago daily~ felt that ~~ body' of opinion ought to be dev~loped which 
!/ 
would counteract the "tosh that is --put r-orth by so-called 1·1oorals · 
and ·anti-imperialists. 112· ~ · 
~·-:;, 
~< ,:_~ 
A week later the Tribune lashed out again aga~st the liberal 
viewpoint •. Commented the edit9rial, 
__ _, ______ - --· ---· --·------·-
... ---- ·-- -- ~ ----
----· ----. - -. --• . 
' .-,., •• "<-"• ' 
-+: ' 
/ 
------'-"-.. _ -'-'---'---·--· _-~-=;:~~y_~~r~:~:rt~~;~-~=~f;_i_~::~~t/1:tp!~!:te-~----·--- ----,. ------'----'--'-'--'---'------'----"":---:'--~ .. --'--_ ·-~':____ · j 
confidently on certain assumptions- and if the !aots 1 do: not happen to jibe with the assumptions so much 
the worse for the facts.3 ;.•_ 
In the mind of the Tribune. ,editor the terms "liberal" and "anti-
\ 
imperialist" were synonymous. Thus the pape~ at this point ridlculed 
~ 
l:!.~,~s as/'s~.rry~yed idealists, with impractical ideals. 
;·-·····---·--- ·-·-· -·- ~ . . . . 
Carrying out the same t~eme, which preached the self-interest 
of the Un).ted States as a gospel,- the Tribune -boosted· "For More t#- ~ 
Imperialismtt., in an ~ditorial in mid-November. American fighting 
., .... -·--"---~---··---~~--,· •;---o<' ~-- a.· . , ;-o .. ,·.·c· . ,·-· . 
,men had brqught what 111ooks like peace in "'Nlc~gua, .~4 and bad 
., 
forestalled threatened revolutions in Guatemala and Honduras. "If. 
---·-- ··-- -- -----·--------·~rs b8 imper.i.8.ifsffi; f8t us·· haVe mOre -of it, 115 bragged the _C'hicago 
daily. 
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When the marine~ entered Nicaragua the Outlook began . a . cam-
paign for a multi-latera1 approach to the problems of the Caribbean. 
I Even though the weekly had been sympathetic to the administration 
it did not favor this new inter'V8ntion. 11The policy of intervening 
in Central American affairs and backing out and going in again is 
leading no-where," asserted the Outlook, as it reiterateci its desire 
for co-operation with other American nations in the settlement of 
j;he affairs of the smaller republics. 
During the short period when American troops had been removed 
. . 
fl"om Nicaragua. the Conservative leader., Emiliano Chamorro, forced 
'~ . . . . . . . '' I. •" -..··· --... ;· ..... 
'. 
,_.. ~ -;,;.,,,,.."?),,.,-
... · .. "the elected .President, Carlo~ Sol6rzano, out of office -and installed 
'I' 
himself in th~ presidential chair.'-The United States witheld recog-
nition of Chamorro, and the Nicaraguan Congress elected another Con-
. .. _______ ·--·· ·---·--~----~-- -
- - ···-~-------~--~··-----------~~----· ----··-~-------~----
as ·President • 
Secretary of State Keilogg "assumedly heaved a sigh of relie£:n7 
' 
and im.mediat_ely extended recognition to the Diaz gcwernment. Diaz 
announced his sanction to the sale of 51 per cent of the Nicaraguan 
National Bank to the Guarantee Trust Company of New York, presumably 
-, 
to cement hi~ position ~s President. 8 
· A:t . thil!I point the exiled Liberal Vice President, Sacasa, returned 
. .. ,..._ 
r 
.. --·· .. ·-· . 
and raised an army in :revolt against Diaz. That worthy immediately · 
···-r···r 
called to Washington for troops to maintain his position, while com-
. . . . ~ . ·~· . .. 
, ............. . 
plain:i.ng'tl'iai his Liberal adversary was receiving aid from~~~. · ·· 
J\. 
------
·-a, 
The Calles administration countered by recognizing the Liberal., ""' 
Sacasa, as the legitimate presid~nt 01 ~icaragua. • 
.. . . Secretary Kellogg had discontinued his controversy with Mexico 
for several months, possibly because of the touchy situation between 
82 I 
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the Calles administration and the Roina.n Catholic Church. But the 
accusation by Diaz· that Me.x;ico was aiding Sacasa struck·~lta sore· spot 
with Kellogg. As the Nation remarked, "Nm~1 ·fjhat the religious issue 
.. has su~ided Mr. Kellogg leaps at the· chan~e or resWlling his attack 
! 
on the ground that i'-iexico is trying to bolshevize· the republic to 
' the south. 119 Then the liberal weekly raised the question that was 
· to be asked many times at ·home and abroad in the next months as it 
asked, t1 ••• who gave Uncle Sam any more right to interfere in Central 
America than Mexico has?1110 
.. , - .. , 
Even the Indepe~dent, which had earlier been one 'f the most con-
~ 
r 
servative of .conservative journals, j.umped to the attack against the 
Secretary of State. Referri}1g to the large nMexican bogey011 iJhich 
l\t ,,.. ,,,c-
it said was flaunted by Secretary Kellogg, the Independent traced v 
the relationship between the United States and Central America for "" 
------inef-prevlous-~ten .. _iears. 'cifling---~or- the· . protection ·of ]imerican ___ ---,-----~-
., 
· · -----·-·------------- property rights only so far as possible without endangering American 
ii 
" 
· security in the Panama Canal, the now-liberal. magazine cautioned the 
· State Department to '>resist the temptation to make mountains out of 
molehills. 1112 
Even the conservative New York Times felt that there was no 
justification under international law for the kind of intervention 
suggested by President. Diaz. However,. the Times did cond_Qne __ .the ~use,'/· 
~ 
'Qi, _· 
of American troops:bif United States citizens were threatenedol3 Two •. 
days later, in,~the dying days of 1926., the New York daily co1upared 
the stat~ments made ey Admiral Latimer·'s command that American troops 
had lande,d for the. protection of resident Americans with the· outcry 
of the Liberal forces that this amounted political intervention by 
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force. 11The truth.," surmised the daily, "probably lies somewhere 
between the two statements. 1114 As the Times saw it, the greatest 
trouble had been the lack of a "clear-cut and definitely a~ounoed 
policy. 1115 "' 
On the· other hand, the liberal New York counterpart of the Times, 
the World, felt that there was an established American policy which 
went back as far as the :war with Spa.in.. Security was the wost !mpo:r;-- . 
tant :factor in the policy. Therefore the World considered the 
" protection of the Panama Canal to be of foremost importance. Said 
.-
the World, 11Nicaragua, 1.lllfortunately for itself, happens to contain 
' ~ 
. t "" h. t . gh. t be. . ·t· h. • ., t . . l n16 D • th· 
. the . si -e -·O.t. "w. a . mi· · -anQ. · . ex-. in, erocea.n10· oana. -• · · uring is .. 
· period the liberal daily was adopting a more critical attitude toward 
the administration. As late as August 21, 1926, the World had compli-
-==== ea.s 
mente.d ·th_~ Secretary of State and th~ President for their management 
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-- ·of the ··last crisis with ·Mexico.~ 7 But with inte1"vention- in N·icaragu&------ ---------- · -:---·-+---··· ... 1--
.:i 
:J 
~- l 
and a resumption of the controversy(Jwith Mexico the complexion of the 1 
World's editorials changed. 
By mid-November, the World had coDUT1ented upon the establishment 
., 
of the Diaz administrati~n in'~ic~ragua, calling _that worthy an 
f . 
"American pet,n18 and~uestioning if the United States had any more 
.. 
rig\rt. to intervene in Nicarag~ than Mexico had. Mexico '_s r·ight to 
· . defend the Sac~sa faction, was (iefended in early D~cember.19 O.om- . 
(I{ \,.,,. . 
" menting upon the outcry coming from Europe, it was .felw~at 'this, 
. ,- .: . ·:Jri.~U 
1> 
' ' ' ·- '.'._-- -,;-;,,fll' 
was due to the lectures that ·the United States had applied to the . 
·nations of Europe about imperialism while the United States appeared 
20 
to be following a similar policy itself • 
. In the period which followed the World continued its leadership 
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in ·the discussion of Latin American policy. Convinced of the basie 
? . • 
correctness~of· its position, the World lashed out at the vacillating 
policy of Secretary of State Kellogg. - This indecision, more than any-
tp.ing else, was the root of the problem of Latin American relations. 
Because of the intellectual nianner,, in· which Lippmann and his associates 
on the staff of the World diagnosed the pressures and policies which 
had shaped the problem in late 1926 and early 1927, it was possible 
for both liberal and conservative journals tQ find guidance for their -
own editorials. 
__ The World had di .. scovered what seemed to it to be.a plot.·to 
diseredit.1-iexico on the part of Under-Secretary of State Olds. Olds 
had called in the repres\entatives of several wire services to enlist 
' 
their aid in giving unfavorable ·publ-icity .. to ·the intentions of the 
Mexican administration. 21 The Nation added its venomous c~mmenta to 
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·~---'-------------those ... -o£---th-e,-.Morld._ _____ A_ft~r ___ g_~ll;ip.g ___ ~-~~<:le~t, ___ Qc,9-).i4g~-~n4e ~ec~~'t~_ ·-- . : 
•»··-·-------}-------.. ,, .. ~·--'--.,..C-~-·-,-·~------·- ·1 
, ~ . 
Kellogg "tifo exceptionally weak men, 1122 the Nation continued to fire · 
upon what if called a "deliberate propaganda to get us into war with 
Mexico. 1123 The leaders in this drive, felt the Nation, were the own--
ers of the Chicago Tribune ~d Libe'rty ma~azine, Patt~~son and McCor-
- .,.,-- .. --, 't /" .-t:} 
mick. 
.. In Chicago, the Tribune had followed a vigorous policy against _ 
. ~\.~ . . ' , 
Mexico up to this time. - In late November it had published an editqr-
i-al -called "Coming to rAnother Break with Mexico" in which the -with-
" 
drawal of recognition to the Calles -government was suggested.24 It 
had ·rollowed the same line in another editorial early in December, 
~ich it- called, "Mexico, the r{l;lure in Civilization". Said the 
Tribune in the latter editorial: 
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There hasn' t . been any imperialism in the conduct 
0£ the United States. There has been bewilderment') 
'Weakness, some. bluster., follov1ed by ba.ckdown, and 
_this country has generally submitted to what was 
.. done on the other side of the border • 
. 
In .consequence, Mexican govepiments do not think it necessary to play square ••• 2, . 
The arrival of the new year of 1927 was expected to bring a 
crisis _ in M~ican-Anierican :relations., as Secretary Kellogg had 
threatened to lift. an arms embargo at that time-J while Ja11uary- l·· 
~ 
was also set as the.,date for the i~xican O"il ,and land laws to come ________ _ 
.. 
i. ... 1:"' 
into ef.fect. However, the "eris.is" date came and went, as the State 
Department annoµnced that it would wait until a "concrete .case" was 
,/t'~et'i to test' the new laws. 26 The World .felt that this was good 
sense, and suggested that the Mexican courts should be used to 'de-
.,~-~ cide the merits· of individual cases.27 
. ~ 
-
I 
By this time the I'Jation was openly declaring., ''We are at ·war 1 
carried out a pacifist policy duri11g the first world war. During 
the next year it employed all of the tricks it had developed a decade 
\ before to build up opposition to this new "war". It included in its 
pages :letters from parents. 9f soldiers killed. in Nicarag~) and pleas 
for a stream of telegrams to Congressmen to protest the American part 
, <G.~- . 
·1n the hostµ_i tiE,?s -in· Nicar~g~a~._ . ., . _ ... , .... 
·p· ..• • .. W~th .·the. arrival of .19.27. the -Ch-icago Tribune- had·--tempered its--
"' 
• 
. I 
,. 6, 
~ \{, •,t•,\ 
~9' 
editorials and was now.bemoaning the ill luck that had gotten the 
United States involved in a oontroversy for which it could n?t plead. 
j 
. ,,f 
... ---···. . .. -· .. . . ..... ,-.-····.:-: ---,,·-: --: •.··-··· ... ·-~--- ---··-. -··-··· .- -••"•• 
•' 
~t.~ ., . -· .•. 
humanitarian motives. Adding to the bad luck of the United States, 
in the eyes of the Tribune, was the fact that the man they opposed 
was classified as a Liberal. The Tribune had a low opinion of liberals, 
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in speaking of Sacasa,_ the Tribune. commented caustically, -"It is like-
. 29 ly he desires to be liberal with other people's property. 11 
The first three weeks of 1927 were confused ones. It seemed to 
some jo~~ls that there was a pronounced threat of war with Mexico; 
there is no acceptable e~lanation of who or what propagated this 
implied threat. But it would seem that the specter of hos_tilities 
with l4exico was more a part of the liberal press than the conservative • 
. , - .. '. . ·•· . 
The Nation, especially, pushed hard upon the theory that the United .. 
States was actually at war in Nicaragua, and close to war with Mexico. 
Even the conservative journals such as the New York Times seemed to 
have the feeling that the danger o'r war, with Mexico was imminent. 
/-.,,.-
By January 13, the New York World had joined with the Nation in 
a belief that the situation was dangerous. "The extreme gravity of 
t!le Latin..Junerican crisis can no longe_r be do~bted ••• n30 commented 
~ -1 
-
_._, __ .;;. 
.. 
I•· I 
- -· ··-- -· . 
·- . 
__ the World. C~~;~g ___ t,o ___ tb.~_-_conclus.ion-,--tha-t---the---st-ate-Bepa-rtment-- was _________ .....:: _ _: ___ ._ .. ·-· --~. --- --
-~--------., • ,-- ::.-~..-------·---~ .. -••- • • 
-••·.•··-•~-•r--:•- • <' • • • 
I • ''" 
·1. 
J . 
------~~-·-- . . 
··:.-
. · looking for trouble, the New York paper raisea· a· -battle cry with a 
paradoxial statement, " ••• if the American people want peace they 
will have to fight for it now.n31 The following day the liberal 
\ 
. journal stated its belief that Secretary Kellogg had gone over to· 
the war party which was felt to be powerful in the State Department. 
· The World had formed- an unfavorable opinion of the Secretary of State 
. . by tpis time: "Mr. Kellogg is an amiable, nervous, ill-informed and 
' --.'~ •: --~ ~ ,,....,,_ _• .•• _-' ··••:·-"• ••e_ ... -
·- . in-adequate old gentleman who has not the .~trength of mind or the 
strength of character to resist the teriffic pressure now being ex--
erted to bring about a rupture with Mexico •• e n32 . A few days later ·- . 
':i,. 
. the World asked the State Department, through an editorial,· to 
. 
"Sheathe the Sword. 11 The paper continued to explain that there was · · 
if 
'· 
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a united opposition developing in the United States agains~ American 
participation in a war _with Mexico. The Wor1d felt that this was a 
general feeling, in which liberals, 1'inancia1, and labor groups were 
all opposed to ·· the · use Of of force · in Mexico and Nicaragua. 
33 
Apparently the World felt that its leadership had borne fruit, 
for by January 18 Jt was able to state that the Americ~n peopl!3 were 
.. sincerely opposed to a policy ·of violence-. When they were- -shown that 
a small intervention in Nicaragua could lead to a large intervention 
in Mexico, "tpere was a revulsion of feeling against the war party 
in Washington that was swift, drama.tic and profound. n34 
.,, 
Probably because of the ~io.esp~a~ prosperity in the nation dur-
ing the years of his administration, President Coolidge had. enjoY9d 
an excellent press-=-until late in 1926. Even then, most of the 
, .. 
. 
criticism was directed toward the foreign.policy, rather tkan the 
' 
-~-- --~;z~ 
---··- .... ·----~--~-----··· ··.-~· -~------·-· .... President h1mse·1r~ . ;'c·do1-:[dg .. e . corice"ived_ the~ theory···-~-,-··tnat·-critictsm:-·o·r---------~·  -·~-----:-~--~-; ·~ 
... ,_ ... 
.• 
the administration c-ould and should be ,,confined to matters of domes-
tic affairs and that it was the patriotic duty of the press to re-
.. 
frain from any criticism of foreign policy. He lectured the _press at ,, 
cleast four times in this vein, with·i exactly an opposite ~eaction to 
that which he wished.35 Another idiosyncraSy which put the President 
· in an awkward position· had the reporters covering the press con.ferences. 
quote Coolidge not by name, but as ·the "Official Spokes]1lan11 • In this 
without being charged with conflicting statements. The illusion was 
criticized by the press, especially the liberals, which felt that the 
President of the United States should stand byuiiis statements. 
An interesting comment, which reflects somewhat the· attitude of, 
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the pre_ss, was made by tlte Indepen<¥3nt. One of its editors was 
Christian A. Herter, who had served in the foreign service and also 
" 
in the Department of Con,nnerce under Secretary Hoover. Referring to 
~-- ,. - -... 
., .•.•. e'·• -· -'':'. - • 
the· President's message to Congress in early 1927, in 'Which he de-
fended American intervention in Nica,.ragua, the IndeEendent· criticized 
American policy as "dollar diplomacy in its crudest and bleakest form. 1136 
../ 
. ·-
.. .. . . ... _J_. . . . 
The weekly felt, that it would ·1ose many subscribers by its eriticism - ······ ......... ,,,_a. ________ _ 
of the President, but that, 
We no more believe that the President is entitled to 
the support of his countrymen in this instance than we 
believe he is entiMed to the highest average in the 
Natio~al League.. • · 
' ' 
As the cr~sis .be.gan to run .its course, the liberal ·weeklies, now ' 
.,., 
joined by the Indenendent., instituted a campaign for the removal of 
\.-
Secretary of State l{ellogg. The opening gun was fired by the, New 
' . . . "'"'" - ·- . -:"":"''"" .. 
I 
• . 
l _. . ' h 
~ 
~ ~~------·--------··~~~:·_.· .----~~-.. -&m~blic __ in late January 1927 .38:_ Then the Nation continued the assault .. 
. ,. - - -- -·----- ..... -.,.-.. •·· ·- '····-·· .... 
., • ··"···---~.:.;········-··-:·c----···-,-, • 
. I 
.. 
two months later.39 The Independent went so ;~ras t~ ~ff3?" thS:t--tne·..:__ ____ ---'--'------'=·~ 
i 
. ·' 
. .., -- - ~--... -
Secretary was ready 'to resign by earlj spring. 40 Editor Herter was 
much luckier when he became Secretary ot:~ State some thirty years 
later, for he enjoyed a much more favorable press~ 
Mention was made above of the editorial policy of the New York 
Times, which, during this period began to ~all for increased co-
. :. . : . 
~ . . 
operation with the L;itin American nations as an a.id to trade. Two 
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- .. _~ __ ,. ___ ._ .. -·-matters.were .. dis.cusse.d ~ the Times .. as effecting _the. _foi:'eig11.P.9:l.~cy 
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of the United States. One was the increased coinpetition from Europe · r 
in trade and .. commerce with Hispanic America; the other was the variations 
in culture between Latin and North America •. A .. rather serene course 
was charted by the Times, and this was exceptionally_ effect_ive. On 
- - -
- - -
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January 9 the- journal called for "Pat.ience a-rd Beason."bl Five days 
~later ~e Times called out again., this time for a public relations 
program .to make· the rest of the world realize that the United- States -
~ 
. 
had good intentions in Latin America even thoqgh it did not make its 
~ . 
intentions understood. 42 The need of treating the republics to the 
,:'_ - - ~ . 
-- .,-,.: . .-, ......... ,.-·.,-.- ,--
..... - : 
south of us in a neighborly fashion was the topic of an editorial a 
f'ew days later. 43 · · •• .P . • . .. ••
 ,'L 
By this time the Chicago Tribune had modified its belligerent , 
position, although it was still concerned with the protection o-f------------~--~---~,~---___ _ 
Americ.a11-.owned propertye By January had the following attitude: 
· ••• as far as Mexico is concerned, the talk of war 
~ 
. •. ii 
i 
:. ' '.I 
has no justification in -anything the Presiclent or 
Secretary Kellogg has said or doneo If there is 
any pro~pect of punitive action it must be predi- · 
cated on the theory that Mr~ Calles purposes 
con!iscattgn without compensation of American 
\ _____ ... - _ .. - . ___ --~~~~~~-soc o 
_ 
I 
-
... : _,ii. • .. ·-- i 
' , ' . 
' i 
I 
I 
l 
, I 
1 
. ' . . J , .... -
" 
·. : ,. ,,-:. ' . 
many reasons for this, but the primary one was public opinion. Now 
... 
this was not entirely a do~estic or internal pressure. Possibly just 
as vital was the picture painted by European journals of "U:ncl!a Shy- . 
, lock" as a "swash-buckling, saber-rattling bully and imperialist-.
11 4.5 
A similar position was taken 9y ·the press -of· Latin America, which 
: : >--- ·spoke of the ·expression· of American -s~ntimeµt.which ca~~ed President 
t,/ . 
\ . . 
J . .. ... 
~ ' ,. ~ , ' , ' . ~ . - "' . , ~ , , $ . ,-!i 
Coolidge to recede from his warlike attitude toward Mexico, 11 45 as 
the nationaliStic Mexican j,911rna.1, Excelsior}' stated. Although the 
primary cause of the new policy was probably dictation by financial 
interests, the New ~eP,ublic was willing to give the ·credit to th~ more I 
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general category of public op!nion: In the eies of ·that· liberal 
journal, this public opinion was fashioned by .the daily press, 
especially the Neti' York lrJorld and the New York Times., which "spoke 
with a vigor which was doubly effective because so unusual in its 
' 
rather placid editorial columns.n47 Senator Borah, Cha~n of' the 
<' 
Foreign Re1ations committee of the Senate, and lt1il1iam Green, of the· 
American Federation of Labor were also credited :as be:µ1g _effective 
in creating a spirit of opposition to war with Mexico. 
A kind of anti-climax-was provided to the Mexican-Nicaraguan 
affair 1n an unexpected place, little Panama. In the closing days of 
1926 a new treaty, which would have tied Panama to the United States 
in case of war, was presented to the Panama Assembly. Since Panama 
-was a member of the League of Nations, there was some criticism of the 
" 
proposed -treaty -as being in conflict with the p~visions of the 
I 
>I 
.! 
. I 
, I 
;. -Z:~~-··· .. ----~---~-- _ .... __ .... _League. However, t~e pen~ii:ig treaty was a.µnos~ _f9.rg<>~!,E!!1 ___ ~-~~~~---~~n.~ ----~C .... ....:.....:.'-"---··'~-
,, ;;,, ... .. 
• • • • 'T ' - • .,.,; .._, ; ·'$ • • 
I··•·•~---,,.,..,..~,.,.; •. ,,.--••·•~·-·., • ·- • 
... . 
'' .,, 
:· · troversy over Nicaragua and Me*ico. · 
/..! 
. 
. 
The proposed treaty was kept in limbo until shortly after the 
crisis between the United States and Mexico, when, in February 1927, 
the Panamanian- Assembly, by a vote of thirty-nine out of forty-six, 
voted to table the treaty. A~ though this was a surprise to almost 
' . . 
all observers, and considered to be an affront by some, the Independent 
. . . ~ . . 
felt that it was the result of the -strong line taken toward Nicaragua.48 
Althougp it had become apparent that the United States was be-
ing forced into a new approach to the problems of Latin America by the 
events of .. Nicaragua, Mexico, and now Panama., it was a short time until 
this new policy took concrete form. The first outward step was the 
appointment of a former Secretary of War, Colonel Henry L. Stimson, 
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as a · specia1 envoy to Nicaragua, an appointment which the New b 
.. ' -- - -~ - ........ --- -,........ .. b9 
York Time.a- called "both admirable and timely • 11 
Colone1 Stimson was successful in meeting with the i,ival groups :_ .. 
with a program of mediation· which included- the stoppage of hostilities, 
disarmament for both sides, general amnesty, Cabinet:representation 
for the insurgent Sacasa group, and a promised fair election in 1928. 
By and large the newspapers of the United States were well pleased with 
~the terms ... of the ~ettlement·; the only· major objection being that -
Stimson-had used a threat of force to disarm the Liberal faction. 
\ 
Even the the liberal World had no great objection to the methods 
~- - -
which Stimson used. As the liberal daily said, " ••• it is far better 
- -
. . . -
to intervene ••• th~n to prolong the civil war ••• 1150 
! 
However, the settlement was clouded by the opposition of one 
~,- .. .,, . 
I _;r, rebel leade~ who refused to surrender his ar~. Probably (ieneral 
.l 
! -- ----- -----:7~-------A UgiiSf.O · sanmno-wasmore·-u-r----a-bandit tti:~.1)atriot-; _ --·-But- his upposttiml·-c-----~------~:-: 
I . f orc~d American acition, and-_ as the OutlC>ok surmised, - 11His reason~ are ! I ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I i 
- .:, -
- ' 
. , . ., ..... . 
-c 
not stated, but if they are political they are obviously to make it 
appear that the motives of the Unit°'ed States ••• are imperialistic. n51 
Although most of the American press accepted the description of 
General Sandino as a bandit, the liberal weeklies, especiall.y the 
. . 
Nation, supported the Nicaraguan as a Liberal patriot. With its 
. . . .. 
- ,._' . 
. 
·customary reaction-to the shedding of blood, the Nation led a 
_ campaign for the recall of the American troops. nrs there no way 
of stopping this butchery?1152 wailed the Nation following several 
engagements in which five or six hundred Nicaraguans were "murdered--
by United States troops fighting, without a shadow of constitutional 
justificatio~ ••• n5J. l 
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?robably because of its opposition·to the -use .. ot An,rican troops 
in Nicaragua, the Nation vras able to have one of its correspondents, 
~e qoughty Carleton Beals, join the Sandino forces for a short .. period. • • ~ 
•' ,- L 
Beals sent··home dispatches and even a warning to the United States 
Senate, demanding the withdrawal of American troops, from General 
Sandino. For this endeavor, Time. magazine sardonically remar~d, 
I 
,• 
.,, 
' 'observers heaped all praise upon the Nation ·ror its success in 
interpreting to u. s. citizens the only Commander with whom they are 
r 
now at war.n54 
""· Despite tne oppos~tion of the Nation· to the continued American ~ 
supervision in Nicaragua, it is probable that' most journals followed 
fairly closely the position taken by the Independent regarding 
American policies toward Nicaragua~ Af'ter pointing out that it 
. . . 
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- :1~ had been disappointed in the amount of interference that had been w 
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exhibited in Nicaraguan·~affairs, the-W8ekly continued to trace the · \ 
di\ developments up to !.;Jay 1927 as smacking of dollar diplomacy.'"., Yet !'.:;.i. 
as 
' 
.... 
•• .If they were not th.at, they were caITied on with a poverty of diplomatic finesse ••• ni.e INDEPENDENT opposed them,ceojoined in pr9test against themooohowever9 
~erican policy has taken a nel'J turn~ o o o there . is no ciourse· but -to follow it through to a finishoooS5 If 
~ Another manifestation of a revised Am~rican policy came in the 
· appointment · of · a · distinguished· Ameriean -to smooth ·the troubled --
,v 
• 
situation in M~xico. Al though there is no doubt that Ambassador 
She£field was an hone~~ and perhaps an able man, he 'had been dis-
credited in Mexico and had been unable to make any progress toward ~ 
negotiations in the oil controversy. 
Al though most editors were not surprised when Ambassador Sheffield 
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resign\9dj they were amazed when they received the announcement that 
Dwight Morrow assumed the office of Ambassador to lvlexico. How-
'I 
ever, despite his ties with the finap.cial House of Morgan, the jo~als 
were almost unanimous m their approval of the Morrow appointment. 
.. 
The Inde~ndent called it "An_ Appointment of Merit11 ;56 while even ~~· ... 
Nation felt that the appointment was "an act of courage on the 
President• s part_ and his acceptance an act of courage for Mr. Morrow ••• 
Mr. Morrow is a real chief .n57 There was a note of caution, however, 
"'' 
in the New York Times, which heartily approved of the Morrow appoint-
' ~ 
ment, but felt that some journals expected too much. In some of the 
. 
. 
congratulations "there is a note ·~o.r enthusiasm which is more kind than 
well founded. u58 said· the Times. 
In spite_ of the warnings of the Times, the appointment of Morrow 
marked a real turning point in the relations between the United S·tates 
&ld ____ Mexi_c_o_.. ____ EarJ.:r.~in_N:ovem~rJ. ___ Calles .. -~nd jiorrQW .. sat, clawn.. to ~~re-a_k_-----"------~~ 
~ .. :i,· 
fasts of ham_ and eggs to discuss £ace to face how the outs.tanding 
' ' 
problems between Mexico and the United States could best be solved. 
I 
It was therefore ·no great surprise to Morrow when the ¥iexican Supreme 
Court handed down a decision ruling in favor of a subsidiary of an 
· American oil company. The court held that articles 14 and 15 of 
. the petroleum law were iJ11.constitutional, at least in their application 
tO that one company.59 
· ···· Liberal· papers· such as the ·Baltimore Sun··were frankly enth-q.sias-
tic over the apparent success of the Morrow mission. The Sun commented 
that the same results might have been achieved by strong-arm methods, 
.. 
but that the success or the Morrow diplomacy was achieved "at in-
. finitely less cost to both nations.1160 However, the Wall. Street 
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Jo\ll'Il.a.l warned that court decisiQns in Mexico were probably deter--. 
· 61 mined by what the President- wanted. 
An important help to Ambassador Morrow ~s the aid received from two unofficial ambassadors of good-will, Will Rogers and Charles A. ~indbergh. Certainly the two were effective in present,ing a new type of .American to the Mexicans, who were used to a stereotype of -
·an American as a bragging money-grabber. The Mexicans appreciated both Rogers and Lindbergh·, who appeared at the psychologically correct r 
• 
time to do the greatest good. The j<?urnals were again pr~ctieally- ---unanimous- in their· approval of the Lindbergti mi~sion. Corre.ct in its 
. ', 
. ' . 
. : . . .. -. . . . '. : '' ' f . ' assumption was the New .York \iforld; which felt· ·that the changed atmos- · phere was rn9re than just a surface change. "The flight of Lindbergh 
- follows a series of events which indicate a real shift in sentiment 
" 
. 
. . 
• 
--------
•· 
and a thoro~ -going change of pol_!_cy,_1~~~----····--C------~- -----.:--.· · -~- ' ----------~--· ---'----'----------
.._.~ ......... ~·-__..,,... ....... _........ 
-
.............................. -~ ............. -----
. 
. ~--~ ----:--, --;;r.,~~~:----·~l~nd so it seems ~hat the year 1927 was a year of,.. dacis~on for the 
" 
United States in Latin America. Deep in pessimism in January, the journals showed a bright optimism in Decem~e:,;-. 1 'they saw the changes ,• which were beipg wrought by Morrow, ~irtdbergh, Rogers, and Stimson. Since the press had called for some such changes, journalists had the impression that they were responsible. fo;r the new aura of good.~~tll. : . -·-·· --· ~ 
·IR a way they were, for.the 1United States had become mired· in an in- . ':. defensible position. The Ame.rican press helped to draw diploma-0y out .. ·-.. . ,, 
. 
. ~ 
'~ 
,. 
of the mire, and deserves the greatest credit for making the public 
. aware that American diplomacy was not infallible. With the realization \ 
' 
that the American people desired good-wjJl and friendship with its . neighbors, the Coolidge Administration acted to achieve friendly terms with Latin America, for good-will was translated in the minds of the administration into "ggod business''• 
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CHAPrER SIX . 
·! 
THE HAVANA CONFERE.11CE OF 1928 
. The Sixth Pan-American Conference; . scheduled to open at Havana, 
I 
'/ . 
·~ i., 
Cuba, on January 16, 1928, was viewed with an air of foreboding both 
G 
in ithe United States and in foreign countries. At the 1923 conference 
at Santiago, the United States had. :tteen openly challenged with pro- -. 
- -- -1- -- -- -~le-- ,, 
posals for a multi-lateral interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine; 
Mexico had been denied a place at the_ conference table because the 
Obregon government had not been recognized by the United States; 
and it had been decided in 1923 that the American Secretary of State 
~ . 
would no longer serve as presiding officer. Many journals had the 
i 
. 
impression that the United States would be confronted by a solid 
! .. 
opposition from the nations of South and Central America. Coupled 
•.. . .. . . ~ 
' 
' <.:'.) "~- • 
.. 
. ,_ 
............ _____ _ 
·-
......... -.......... ., ................. ·.::_, __ :_--.. ----'~-·-·; .. -.... ---.. cr·te·--·--th-i-s·-· ·:Was- ---th-e··--memory.- ·that ... Mexic·o·· .. ··and·--·-the··----·Unite a·····stat·ers-···naa."C ·apt?.earea-------------------------··-.. -~-.. -----
~. . 
. close to ·actU-al hostilities just one year be£ore. the conference was 
to start. The ·Americans had every expectation, also, for the marines 
who were fighting out a war with the insurgent Sandino in Nicaragua. 
. . . 
-" Two themes ·were played upon by the journals leading up the 
conference. One was emphasized by the liberal press. 1'his was· that 
the United ·states was distrusted and disliked by the southern repub-
.... 
. • -l. ~ . - . . . . - ' . ,. 
lies. The conservative papers were more concerned with. the. econoiµc 
revival in··Europe, which -threatened.the American near-monopoly in the 
Caribbean area, as well as a comfortable trade with South America. 
In view of the problems that the Americans would be facing, 
elaborate plans were made to achieve harmony'at the meetings. As the 
Nation commented two· months before the opening of the conference, 
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Obviously the administration intends to~make an im-
pression ••• Preeident Coolidge will go ••• in the whole 
history of American diplomacy we do not recall any 
lis~ of · ~legates to a diplomatic · .. conference so im- , ... 
posing •• o . . · . - _ . ,, - ,1'-1,;...._ __ ~ __ ·_· A_·-___ ' 4_-· ___ ._' _ ___,...,....,....._____:·~, ---1.-J 
' 
. ' 
- The New -York Times also conunented upon ·the quality··'of :the American 
delegation and stated that "Latin-American countries will appreciate 
{\ 
0 the compliment to ~~~m implied in the selection of J!l8n like former 
· Secretary Hughes, Ambassador Morrow and ex-Senator Underwood.n
2 The 
' ) ' ;~ . 
North American'Review pointed out the fortunate selection of Havana 
as ·the site of the meetings, a circumstance which "will not only be 
g_ratifyj.n.g to the legit_imate pride of the C~ban nation, but also will ' ··-- . .... ' ' .,. .... . . ' . . . . 
finely yindicat_~ its status as an independent sovereignty. n3· 
America had intervened in the Olribbean ·and Central America for 
• 
three reasons, felt the New York World. First in importance to ~e 
-United States was the protection of the Panama Canal. "The second 
·.,, __ : 
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'" 
and weakness of many of the peoples in the region ••• it is weakness 
'Which invites aggression or compels interverition. 11 4 The third of these 
causes of American intervention was that of protection~f~r American ~ ' ~ 
' ' 
' 
financial investments in the region. As the World stated, these ~ad 
i' . 
created powerful interests in the Unite-d States, ,"which sometimes de-
• 
• _I , . ,-
ma:nd legitimate· security for their··1nv~stme·nt,~ _·and-sometimes demand-. __ -._ -
the protection of highly· spe-culative ~oncessions obtained from corrupt 
. ' 
_ -' governments by indefensible methods. n5 
-, . 
However, in Mexico, the United States was beginning to enjoy improved 
relatio11-s. Two months -before the conference was to open the IV'!exican Supreme 
Court had ruled in favor of an American oil'company against the retroactive 
feature of the Mexican La.rid Laws. Shortly before the end of 1927, President 
... 
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_' Calles· had ·recommended t9 . the Mexican Congress that a bill be passed · 
modifying the clauses in the ~ro]eum laws-t-o whic1i the-United States· 
-••T 
·-· • ""• 
... • .: • •' •• •', ·"·· ... 0 r• ... •'•',·.• ""'. 
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objected. I 
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Even though Dwigh·t Morrow had worked wonders in smoothing the troubled 
I 
. 
~ . 
situation between the United States and Mexico, there was still an in-
(' 
dication of ill-feeling toward the United States in the southern repub-
lic. The nationalistic ,~xico City Liberator was vindictive in its ··' 
criticism of the American president. Af~er calling the Coolidge trip 
a farce, tl1e Mexican 'paper went on to· accuse the American of insulting ~ Nicara~a. It conclude·d, "Pan-Americanism is dead. Mr. Coolidge ld]Jed 
·· · · ·. n6 it ••• 
' " 
In Buenos Aires La Nacion pointed out the importance of the presence 
,i,.f 
---· -·· l 
-·~.--
,: 
-
-
-
-
of Mr. Coolidge at the conference, in that it would demonstrate the 
return to appolicy of sincere co-operation and good will. The Argentine 
.. :.:....-. 
, .... ,.,. ... _.., .. ·---·-·····-"····.-• -~---· .. - -·-.. -·-·-·-·--- -. -----·-· ' 
. ·--. _,,.. 
, .. ,~-·-~---, ......... Jo~a.1··-c·ommentecf th-at ___ pe-;l~~p~-.. th;··~-·idea of Coolidge's attendance was 
.) . 
not his own. Senator Borah, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, 
!Jp ,, was credited with the suggestion.7 
Croly' s N,ev:!. ~ep~blic, which had planned to hang crepe around the 
harbor at Havana in November, found it necessary to take notice ·of the 
changed atmosp~ere in the climate of Latin America in an editorial a 
. 
. fortnight before the scheduled opening of the conference. It noted the 0 
. "new spirit of good will between Mexico and the United States ••• 116 How-:. ~ 
I 
ever, the jourtial also commented upon the tide of resentment rising . r~ > 
.. against tjfe United States, and the importance of Mexico as a leader 
11 
of the Latin States. As it commented, "It is from Mexico that the rest 
of Latin America takes its cue, as regards the United States, and if .. 
Mexico is not in the mood to poke hol~s in the 'hornet's nest, the 
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,1ik.lihood of such action is greatly diminished~ n9 
. Following µp its c.omments a week later, the New Repub~ic took 
- --- --
~--~~ --
. cognizance -of· the lack of unity amqp.g- .. the~Latiii American· count-ri-es--r---
Credi ted as a major . cause for this .wa.s the . reliance of · those countries 
upon the United States for capital. Another reason for the failure to 
'· 
... 
present a united front toward the 'United States was a basic d.isunity; ; ,.. 
. 
" •• ;~the Latin American countries, . however much they may agree in their 
opposition to the United Stat-es, have their own quarrels,
1110 ;st_ated~:~-- _ 
[ 
New Republic. 
,;,: 
... 
. :, 
.. '• ... ···- - ····'·-. ·-····-r:· ..... . ' ,. . 
It would ·have been _-impossible to divorce the procee~p.g_s of the 
•P - ••· • • ># ,,..y •' ~; ••,J,;, •. ,-.•, M,, _ _;.:,_• •oo•,'•"''•• • •• ••' 
----
-·--·,~,~,~-~-
C •""'~-, ... '"- ---·--···--- -
1 
Pan~merioan Conference from the rest of the happenings of the world, 
' 
' '• -
. ' 
just as it is now impossible to isolate Havana from the.rest of the 
,.. 
. 
' 
0 
.. 
Western Hemisphere, much as the United States would like to. And so· 
i 
../ 
it was in 1928 that two events were taking place that directly affected 
•. 
the attitude of the Pan-American Conference. One was the efforts of 
,,.. 
.. :· ...... ~~~·~AmEirI-c5a.rr·"mar!nes'-~·1n,~,.attempt·ing"~~~-eratiieate · the·---inmu-~en-t. ~Sandi11.o ........... £_r~o~m~. ·=-=·· - ............. ==~~ 
the tropical forests of Nicaragua. More fortunate, in that the United 
· - States was able to control this event, was the arrival of the hero-
~ aviator, Charles A. Lindbe~gh, at Havana on the concluding leg of a 
good will mission that had taken him through Mex~co, Central America, 
--p· .. , and now the Caribbean. The IndeEendent poin~ed out the- contra.diction 
· ·or the two events, -and noted that Lindbergh bad made his flight of. 
g.ood· will .through the troubled Caribbean area "as harbringer of a new 
. ~- "' ~ . ,. .. .,. . 
• kind of ~erican diplomacy, a diplomacy in which indifference and blunt-
ness give way to consideration and tact. nll Next the journal pointed 
out that the battle with Sandino was a result of the old type of diplo-
macy, the diplomacy of intervention.· Secure ·in its ·new found liberalism, 
I. .. ~ ........ ,. 
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the Indepe~den.t suggested that the United States continue in the -new ---
.,,.. 
type of diplomacy shown by Morrow and Lindbergh. The journal ala.o 
suggested that the Pan-American Union should be converted into an 
·--~-~--
• I . 12 
instrument to de~l with p~iitical problems. 
·:·•·· oJ ' -
· Although the Literary Digest usually did not :giv..e its own opinions, 
it reached the same conclusion as the Indepen?,ent as it stated, 11Lind-. 
,, . 
bergh' s· good-will flight, taken together with President Coolidge I s 
presence at the Pan American Conference in Havana, is heralded a& the 
. . . . 
sign of a new Latin-American policy. 1113 The North American Beview 
....... ----.;·····--,;·""··''-·· _, -_,agreed, feeling that the visit:Pof Calvin Coolidge to the Cuban capital 
' 
.r:··· 
marked an "epoch in ,Pan-American rell:l.tions ••• 1114 
. ... ' ..... ~, 
\ 
Lewis Gannett, ·the :representative· of the Nation at the conference, 
. critical}.y sugg~sted that there might have been some ulterior motive 
"· 
on the part of the United States in the selection of the battleship 
"'Tex-as· 1, named after the state we stole from Mexico, to bring Calvin 
.. _QQ_Ql_~qge .to. _C._ . ba-. -·. · · ,_,-l5 · ·· ---------------·-·---~-
Mr. Coolidge, in his opening address, stressed the- economic side 
of Pan-American friendship.·· He· suggested the building of railroad 
lines in both continents. American engineers w~uld be sent to· assist 
in the ·buj.lding of the roads, promised the President. Recalling the 
Lindbergh flight a few days before, . Coolidge· predicted the establish-_ 
· ,. · . . 16 
ment of ayiation routes throughout the. Americas. 
··--·.·····-··"--, ........... .,,,., ..... ,., .. , ... _., .. -....~ ..
., 
.. ·1 . s, . ' .. . .... - ' . _ ... ---· .. --· }'" 
I 
Unkind to the President, in its criticism was the Nation., which 
compared Mr. Coolidge to Uriah Heep, and continued, "With all the 
meaningless words squeezed out of _it, Mr. Coolidge's speech boils 
down to nothing ••• No, Mr. Coolidge's smooth words at Havana will 
. butter no parships.1117 Contrary to the expeCtatiOns of the Nation, 
-~ 
i04 
....... ,_:.;:,., ... ,: .. - ... ' . .,., :_··.- .. ; 
'•· 
.:,_., 
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•' Mr. Coolidge was very successful, perhaps not in buttering parsnips, 
but certainly in 1:>uttering up at least a porti?n of the delegation .• 
Even though his speech nad_ lit,tle meaning, the prestige of the office 
_,., 
of President, and his presence at the conference was a great aid in 
buttering up· the delegations. Another~ .factor which placed the American 
. group in a favorable position was in their refusal to assume any 
positiott..tthat was influential. As the New York Times conunented, 
" ••• there could hardly have been a more deliberate and consistent 
cltoice of S~cond place by the United States delegation. 1118 
Thus, early in the conference, the Times saw clearly the strategy 
-.. ) to be followed by the Americans. To create a sense of :iJyiportance in 
\ 
. 
the minds of the Latin delegations, while develop_ing, without any 
outward signs of bullying, an attitude of co-operation among the othe~ 
r • ',-.,--,.,•• •" • ••-• ~· -• •4~~ 
b 
nations. Here .was a departure in actual policy, at least in its apparent 
,, 
.... 
. \ i . " . 
. -~-------·-'-------- . 
. 
·----.·----,----·-forin. · liencef-orth--We"·--United States would lead by following. 
·"1·. 
i'' . 
• 
,, 
Public interest ~ thft Ha~pa Conference, as demonstrated by the 
large press corps in attendance, seemed to create a desire upon the 
part of those occupying the editorial chairs in the United States to 
" 
V interpret what American impe-rialism meant. One of the most talented 
•, 
of these was Walter Lippmann, .who presented to the "facts of life'!, 
. __ as !ar as .the a.doleso.ent Americail.. imperialism. was concerned. 110\U'-
delegation at Havana, 11 he said, 0 expresses a new phase in our dip-
. 
lomacy."19 But the delegation had to 'deal with unresolved problems 
remaining from before. 
« 
There was a realization, on the part of Lippmann -.and other editors, . 
. that the United States had begun to appear in the eyes of the world as 
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as a heartless money-grabber. Both the conse1•vative and liberal jour-
nals agreed that America had to live down this minimum of opinion. For 
.. the conservatives there was a realization that Uncle Sam would lose' 
business if he continued 'to appear as . "Uncle Shylock". More idealistic 
', 
were the liberals, who wanted the United States to have as spotless an. 
image as possible be fore the rest of the, world.· 
True to the prediction made by the -New Re;eublic before the begin~ 
ning of the conference, the concerted Latin American opposition to 
American policy that had been expected failed to materialize. At the 
end ofr the first week., Bruce Bliven, who later was to serve as editor 
of the New Re;eublic., pointed out to the readers of that journal that 
two things were apparent in the conference; that there was no organized ) 
opposition to the ·United States, and that the United States was in a 
conciliatory mood. Commenting on the first of these, Bliven noted that 
"it seems most. wilikely that they will, or can, unite on any definite . . 
~ . 
· ... -
.. "' 
-..., 
.,> · program which would· oppose the general economic poli.cy }'of the United 
' 
States. 1120 
_ Outstanding among .the figtires at the confepenee was the fo~r-
Secretary of State, Charles Evans Hughes, who served as head of the 
American delegation. Gannett, covering the ~onference for the Na:tion, 
was impresse'cf by the· beard and the vo.ice- of Mr. Hugh~s. He felt that 
Hughes was liked by the delegates, "they are impresse,d and flat~e~_d 
.. 
b~ him; they do as he suggests. 11 21 
One of the reasons for the success of the ex-Secretary of State 
' was that he had some understanding of what was spoken in ~panish. 
~ In addition, he had an interpreter who aided him so that it was not 
-
"j\, 
I 
, ' 
.i 
riecessary to have the proceedings translated· into English. Just one · 
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of the American reporters who were attending the co ference could 
' 
understand Spanish; the rest (fortunately for Mr. ughes) · had to de-
,., 
pend upon the head of the American, delegati9n for his . conmt~nts upon 
the .proceedings. . In this way Hughes could interpret the events be-
• 
\.~ 
. .r' 
· fore he commented upon them for the benefit of the American newsmen. 
As Gannett said, "The North American press is incompetent; it cannot 
~ 
. 
---·ty·- -u.riderstand.. "22 He commented further, stating . that the ·united State~ ... -··· _____ .. - 0 l;-. ~ 
had just one reporter at the conference, and that was Chairman Hughes. 
• •oo•s-••-•· •·-•·•··------- ·---· 
-- - - ·---
----------- ---- -Coneluding, the Nation reporter remarked, ."Before the next Pan-American <. 
conference we should take a course a\ the Berlitz School of LanguagEls. 1123 
.... :.· 
Here are factors of .. major -importance. Mr. Hughes was a charming 
man; m<?I'8 importan~ he was an ext:remely able man, head and shoulders above 
any Secretary ·of State since Root. In that he could charm Ganne~t he 
.. 
. 
' 
showed a major accomplishment, .for -it was he who .had referred to the 
American president as "l.Jrj.ah Heep". Certainly -His - charlTl, and prest.ige 
.;, 
, 
uiJ' awed the southern dt:llegates. More importan~ w11s his accidential con-
trol of the press dispatches coming from Havana. 'Because so few of· 
··the American reporters could speak and understand Spanish, Mr. Hughes 
could assume a one-'-man_censorship that would have· ·been·- unthinkable had 
< 
I "t) 
it not been accidental. Certainly the American representatives enjoyed 
. ~ a very favora~le press. Apparently Hughes was principally responsible 
' I. 
for this. 
·-···-·i-· .... -_, 
~ ~ A dispatch to '1,he Outlook., entitled 11All Quiet in Havana, 11 demon-
strated the control assumed by Hughes over the conference, as it said, 
"If the Pan-American Conference is making no great stir in the news, i,t 
is because Charles E. Hughes ••• has done much to allay 1Latin-American-· --<>---. :,-, .. "==:--~-, ..... ::.:·,t:·.'..'..,a .. 
. ' 
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£ears of the Colossus of the North ••• 11 24 
Among the most able observers among the journalists attending the C 
Havana conference was the associa.te editor of the ··New ~pu~lic~ Bruce 
-~ Bliven. .In spite of th~ u1tra~left .. ~ring Yeanings of his journa.f, Bliven 
published objective articles_ which have stood the test of time. In an 
article printed in the edition of February. 8, Bliven pointed out that 
.... . -
~, the co-nference had ciisappointed many people, for 
The Pan-1\merican Conference is a flop, the news-paper men have so decreed ito The knights of the portable typeWTiter are sad because they want prize-fights betiv-een the delegations. and aren't getting themo They sit about sadly, their earst'cocked for pistol shots which they do not hearoeo2~ 
~y the next 1"1eek, Bliven was able to point to a more conciliatory 
attitude among the delegates at the conference. This was .. explain,d ·; 
as being ~ased primarily upon the economics of trade. He, surmised ; .. · 
that the United States was uneasy about the recovering European industry, 
( 
- ,., ,_ . .. 
. 
-
. 
-
. 
. .. -more powerful -in 19~-thtn -~nytime before 1914. "Our investments are 
~· 
. large, more tharl five billions, ·but for every American dollar of in-
vestment Europeans still have $1.40, 11 explained Bliven, who continued, 
11Latin America has its ow reason for an inereased friendliness toward . 
' 
__, µs. The· majorit.y -of the countries pjlow· the Rio Grande need.outside· 
--·~ 
capital. •• our country is the world' S greatest storehouse of money. 1126 I • • 
, ' •. • r --
. 
. 
-- .. I - •. Tlle New_B§p.ubliealsopointed out that publ-ic op~ion i:n the United 
States and elsewhere was also having an influence toward the new 
amiable policy practiced by the United Sta_tes delegation tawar.d. Latin 
America •. 
., ~ . 
~I 
So complete was the firm, but .courteous and polite control exer-
-, 
; cised by the United States that the reporters seized upon the few events \ 
r 
..( 
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. 
that ruffled· the calm of the meetings. .. A · dispatch for Time magazine, , 
. 
entitled 110utpoppings, 11 told of an unplanned event at the .meeting of 
f 
the plenary session. 
••• Dr.- Guerrero (of Salvador) suddenly leaped to his feet 
and moved a resolution as follows: "Resolved: That no state 
shall· intervene in the internal affairs of anothere,r-
So unexpected was this move that the gallerie·s 9 packed 
with Latin spectators .s, first gasped., then chee:redo o a Chief --
u. So Delegate Charles Evans Hughes rose ••• A gentleman's 
agreement, arrived at.in29ommittee, had been broken! Mr. Hughes is a gentleman... . 
Hughes delivered an excellent defense of the American policy, forcing 
' ·t 
I 
Dr. Guerrero into withdrawal of the resolution. Adopting the tone of 
,-
most of the press, Time concluded, 11 ••• almost non-existent were the 
accomplishments- of the confe.rence. 11 28 ~ 
°"' ""\ I ~ Upon the closing of the· conference, newspapers in the United States 
commented lupon the accomplishments of the proceedings. Possibly the 
strangest coincidenGe was an apparent agreement between the ultra-con-
•, 
- -
serv:ative Chicago Triblllle· and the ·ultra-liberal New ftepubli~, as far 
as the fact of no organized opposition in Latin American countries to 
,, 
the United States. The Tribune- explained the lack of unity among His-
panic America in 
••• the distrust of the Latin-American States for each other, 
a feeling that surmounts any mutual distrust of the Unite.d 
States~ •• a self-cons~i tuted policeman who works for noth·ing 
is -~o target at which to tl1row stones.29 · . ,. 
. The classic statement regarding the r,ccompl~~_nts of the, Havana 
. - (/ 
,.wconference was made by-Walter Lippmann, in the quarterly journal, 
Foreign Affairs~ _ Speaking from a vantage point of ~ few months in time, 
.. 
Mr. Lippmann said, in an article, 11Second Thoughts on Havana, 11 that. 
"it is easy to see why it has bee]?. described both as a great diplomatic 
• •w 
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.'!', . - • fl (::'.' cept on minor matters the Conference did nothing. 
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About the same. time, Lewis s. Gannett also discussed the accomp-
. 
. lishm.Elnts of the Pan9'."Ame·r1can Conference. He felt. that the main 
accomplishment was the passing of _resolutions, 11whioh provi~ed 
beautiful texts for the closing anthems of friendship, are not likely 
to mean much in the world of international affairs. n31 
Gannett, throu~out his article, runs the same issues that his 
magazine had pursued for the past eight years--a. criticism of American 
,,.. 
. 
I 
o 
-intervention, a belief in self-determi~tion, and an aversion to 
- / . ' .. . ' ,• \,.' - . 
. I'-
. domination· by business interes.ts. Some later~da:y _observers suggested 
,. . I 
th.at the Nation and the New Republic carried on their crusade against 
A_merican intervention in the Caribbean and Central America for the pur-
pose of building up circulation. - But upon looking back over their pages, 
,11p' it seems that the crusade was a genuine protest, iand that they had the 
J 
conception that the, Unitea· States ·should improve internal conditions be-
fore attempting to make changes by coercion in foreign (and weaker) lands. ', __ ,' 
On the other side of the fence, the conservative papers and journals 
were able, as Lippmann suggested, to point to ·the . Pan-American Conference -
' 
at Havana in 1928 as a success for. the United States. Although the 
·United States made many mistakes · in .method, there was merit in the idea 
-· that : some· degree· of ·supervision. :was needed .in· Latiri America: to def~nd 
~-
American interests, espe.cially the Canal. A- primary poirit vthich seemed 
to escape all of the observers, save a few of the wiser, was that the 
countries of the Caribbean. and the' lands bordering it were on the begin-
• 
ning edge of a type of revolution, such as the socio-economic one that 
- ,... the country of Mexico was undergoing. .Latin Americans could seize upon . 
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the idea1istic pronouncements. made by President Wilson during and 
after the first World War, and the protestations of peace and friend-
~hip coming from the Uni~ed States. They failed.,· however, in realizing 
that increased freedom also meant increas~d responsibilities. Perhaps 
part of the blame was correctly assigned by those journalists who pointed 
out the differences in culture be~ween Anglo-America ,and Hispanic America. 
Greatest of the accomplishments. of the. Havana Conference·-was in the 
fact that it was news; the "'1ere presence· of an· American prtfsident made it 
. . 
so. ·1 As· ·the relat·ions ,-of the Unitea. -State·s · and Latin America beeame· 
_; nel«rsworthy, a considerable portion of the public turned their attention · 
,southward, and helped to mold by its approval the new policy of co-
operation that the United States was showing to Latin America through 
Morrow in Mexico, and Hughes and Coolidge in Havana. 
Just, as the United States had attempted to create a new era of 
:friendly relations in. Nicaragua and Mexico, ~o. did it attempt to create 
4o the same friendly relations among the· othe:i: nations of the Caribbean. 
" It was not yet ready to give up the hold which it had established over 
the small nations of the Caribbean ·and Central America, but it was open 
to suggestions of change. And;, through the new spirit of co-operation 
shown at the conference, the Unit~d States was able to present its case 
} 
to the countries of .Hispan.i..e _ America.-
''?, 
Something of the same spirit was shown in the journals, a·1so. Such 
) .., cl'\ r J).. ¥ 
- -
\ 
papers and magazines as~ the New ~pub~i.c and the New York World, which 
had previouslY,_ shown very little sympathy to the State Department, 
printed very objective editorials. Although they did not agree with the 
actions that the United States had taken, they could see the pressures 
./ 
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that had dictated those actions. Their attentions now turlled to 
" 
' 
,' 
'. 
a criticism of the business interests. On the other ha~d, the con-
servativ~- press rEimained basically syn1pathetic to financial interests; • 
and stressed· the value of good will to trade • 
. The Havana conference was a disappointment to journals, such as_ 
the Nation, which expected the United States to be crucified by the. 
delegations from Latin America. As a source, o_f sensational news it was· 
a failure. But as a means of awakening the American press and the 
American people to an awareriess of the problel'!l_s 9.f __ _Latin Ameri0an -policy 
and of the nations themselves it was erl,remely successful. In the long 
• 
run, this was muc.h more .important. 
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SUMMA.RY 
So, out of a welter of words, a pattern emerges in the atti-
J' 
· _ tude of the Journalists of America toward the · policy of their nation 
toward the nations to the south. First of all, the press had divided 
. 
\ 
·itself roughly into two general lines--not according to political 
thought--but according to a.no~~er viewpoint •. The liberal journals 
. ', .. , 
,.,.,. ', 
...... ;
gener~lly f;>und themselves in opposition to. the policies of the con.. , . _ . __ ·-·. 
Sffrvative Republican administration~ of Harding and Coolidge, while 
the conservatives generally saw fit to support the administration, at 
least until late in 1~26 and early 1927. 
During this period there was a growing appreciation, on the part 
of both segments of journalism, of ~he increasing importance of t~e 
countries south ·of the United States. _Most of the conservative jouria 
' ' 
na.lists saw! this qhange as one of dollars and cents. They began t.o 
:,, . ; . ~ . . ~ -
• 
,>; 
...,. 
/y-
re al i ze that their government was carrying out a policy detrimental 
to the permanent interests of the J United States in its efforts to brow-
beat the small and weak nations of Latip America. For, by 1926 and 
1927, European industry .had recovered ~o a point· where it was com-
. 
·~ 
peting successfully··with the United States. And, even while they • ,i, I . 
m.aintained an ·air-of.,patronizing ,superiority.,_ the conservatives be-
, .... .._ 
gan to call for. less visable supervision in the affairs of the small 
·- ·- ·:. - '· ·· ·;, ··· na.t·ions -around .,the.. ·C4~ibbean{· -w~e. 111B,1Il~~ning the protection oJ , ; ' . . -.: -· ~-~ ... -- .. - ··~ .... , -~ 
~ "' ~ • ~ , , V. > ,,_, 
. . ·. . . --
. \ . .... 
- .. . 
American interests. 
The liberal press also sensed the growing importance of trade,. 
. . ...... ,, 
__ ..... -
but realized also the impotence of an American policy which had the 
ear-marks of interference in _t_ne ~ffa_irs ·o! ... small nations •. _ This was 
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' 
especially true since the financial inte~sts seemed to play a 
prominent part in the determin.ation of -foreign policy. The liberals 
disliked any attitude of patemalism on the pa:r~ of' the United States 
' 
. -- ~-· . 
,. 
. - ,. ' ' 
. . 
- - -~,._ .. :: .. :: ...... '.: .. ~',.,,.,.;=·-~-~-·~ ~~~-tawar-d 4ihe ·nations- aroun·d the-Ca.:ribbeari... . TfiOugli they may-·have s·oundecf··"·.· -. -~- --·-:-··c·~ ""·:: , :::z~~:= 
;,. 
extreme to the conservatives in their pleas for an end to interference 
in the affairs of minor nat,ions and for the recognition of de facto 
. ' -
governments, they generally did not call for these things to be done 
.. in a disorderly manner~ They were abie to see most of their goals 
... 
accomplished, over a long period of time. 
Time brings many things, and the~end of the Coolidge administration 
brought the beginnings of a new era between the republics of ·the south 
and the "Colossus of the North". The press,- ~it would seem, saw and 
chronicled the a;rrival of the 
1
new relationship, but as it waa a gradual 
, ~'. { 
i development, there were no startling pronouncements of the new policy 
between the United States and ~ts yle·stern Hemisphere neighbors. 
": . ., 
Perhaps. t_o an e'!.~n greatier extent than government policy, pre'ss 
opinion showed itself to be a fluid thing. But there did ~ot seem 
~1!~ 
to be any conscious effort upon the part of the press to provide a 
great.deal of leadership in- the molding of public opinion. Instead, 
a characterist~ic. o'f both sides, liberal and conservative, was a ,. 
' 
. 
general attitude of criticism- toward the segment of the press which 
,did not ag~e with it. :Piv~ded as it was into hostile camps, the 
. ·• _,. - •. ·• -- . •• I •-
' 
.. . . 
. .. . ' ' ~ 
.~ .41. · ·· press did not dist.inguish itself by loo~ very far into the future. 
-
However, the administrltions of· Harding and Coolidge aid nGt- look · -------------------------------·---'-·----~----
: :~ .. 
very far into the future either. 
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